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A summary of C~~~~~ive oral and written statements ‘~ 7
-

by twenty—seven ~fortner high—ranking South Vietnamese

military officers and civilians on their perceptions

I - of the causes of the collapse of South Vietnam in

1975. The causes cited were many and interwoven——

shortcomings in South Vietnam’s political and mil-

itary leadership, planning, and organization——but

all were tied to what the interviewees saw as the

overarching cause for the collapse: the American

role in Vietnam. They viewed the withdrawal of

American troops, the loss of U.S. manpower, and )
the reduction of aid after the Paris Agreements

as making defeat inevitable. Other factors included

irresolution and reversals of strategy by Viet-

namese leaders, and failure of commanders to stay

with their units in battle. Finally, some of the

respondents saw the events as part of the funda-

mental struggle between East and West, in which

Communism, in their view, had the advantage. Most

seem to agree on one point——that the U.S. South

Vietnamese interaction was largely a failure.
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PREFACE

This report is a summary of extensive ora l and written statements by twenty-
seven former high .ranking South Vietnamese military officers and civilians on
their perceptions of the causes of the collapse of South Vietnam in the spring of
1975. These statements were obtained by the authors of this report, for the most
part in 1976. The study was done for the Historian , Office of the Secretary of
Defense.

We have tried to summarize what the respondents said , without evaluating
their statements. The reader in turn is urged to keep in mind that the views
summarized and the recollections given are those of the South Vietnamese respon-
dents. When presenting a summary such as this in narrative form, it is difficult to
avoid creating the impression from time to time that the views expressed are those
of the authors, if only because a view found worth quoting is ofte n a view shared.
But that is not the case here, whether or not the authors might happen to agree
with some of the points expressed. In short, should the reader find himself at any
point agreeing or disagreeing with what is stated in these pages, he is reminded
that he is agreeing or disagreeing with former South Vietnamese officials , not with
the authors.

However one might judge the validity of the views of the respondents, they do
point up the many obstacles in the way of effective communication between allies
of vastly different cultures and strengths. Thus, studies of this kind can have more
than mere historical interest.

:.. . 
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SUMMARY

In the view of twenty.seven former high .ranking South Vietnamese officers and
civilians who were asked by the authors about their perceptions of the reasons for
the sudden collapse of South Vietnam in 1975, there were about a half.dozen
principal causes. A number of these root causes were traced to grievous shortcom-
ings in South Vietnam ’s politico-mi litary leadership, planning, and organization;
the respondents found much to criticize in their own institutions and behavior both
during the period leading up to and throughout the course of the collapse itself.
However , in one way or another , they also perceived these causes to be all interre-
lated and in turn all tied to what the South Vietnamese officials regarded as the
overarching cause for the debacle: the American role in the drama.

This role had two distinct aspects or phases, in their minds. Before the Paris
Agreements, the American role was seen as that of a gigantic but somewhat blind
and often oppressive “super-ally” who did not clearly understand the nature of the
war , the nature of the South Vietnamese society, the nature of the enemy, or the
needs of South Vietnam if it was ever to become socially viable and militarily able
to face the enemy at the same time. Then, after the Paris Agreements, the Ameri-
can role, in thei r estimation , took the form of a rather callous and incomprehensible
“abandonment” of South Vietnam; in fact, to al l of them, the conclusion of the Paris
Agreements themselves signified and symbolized that very “abandonment” which
they felt was primari ly responsible for the defeat of 1975.

With regard to that perceived abandonment, the persons interviewed stressed
that the physical side of it—the withdrawal of troops, the loss of U.S. airpower ,
declining aid—was no more disastrous than the concomitant psychological effects
of no longer being regarded by the United States as worth saving. They regarded
the decline in aid , particularly in the face of the ever.growing might of their enemy
and the support that the enemy received from his allies, as irrefutable proof.

At the same time—and this is not as paradoxical as it might appear—their
confidence in the United States was such that, according to them, it too actually
contributed to the sudden collapse, having led them to conduct their military and
civilian affairs with considerable complacency. The pillar under this unquestioning
faith in U.S. help in an emergency was their conviction that the United States could
and would “do something” if the enemy were to undertake cease.fire violations of
such magnitude as to upset the balance and seriously endanger their national
existence. They had, or said they had, the solemn assurances of five American
presidents that they would receive such aid in an emergency; these assurances
included that of President Ford who, two days after ascending to the presidency,
had written a letter to Thieu reaffirming the policy of all his predecessors. Most of
all , the South Vietnamese had had their belief that the United States would not
permit their conquest confirmed by what President Nixon had told them at San
Clemente in 1973 and communicated to them later.

They believed implicitly in these assurances, they said, not just because the
assurances had been made orally and in writing by five U.S. presidents, but also
because they were convinced that U.S. self-interest would never allow the absorp-
tion of South Vietnam into the Communist world. The very fact that the United
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States had entered the war on such a scale and had borne such heavy sacrifices was
regarded as proof positive that the United States considered the independence of
South Vietnam vital to its own security interests and would enter the war directly,
at least with strong contingents of B-52s and other airpower, if that should be
needed. The respondents relied all the more on the United States, despite their
feelings of being abandoned , as their own strategic options did not permit successful
termination of the war even theoretically and under the best of circumstances. The
enemy, they always felt, “would never give up ”—which is in considerable contrast
with some long-held U.S. perceptions that if the war were made too expensive for
the enemy, in casualties, for example, he would eventually desist. The mere fact
that, for so many reasons, the South Vietnamese could not go North , whereas the
enemy could go South, was symbolic, in their view, of the strategic box in which
they found themselves; the withdrawal of American airpower permitted the enemy
to prepare for a knock.out blow (through a build-up of lines of communication and
force concentrations) which they could never hope to either spoil while it was in
the making or meet ,when, it fell, without direct U.S. military intervention in Viet-
nam and/or U.S. diplomatic intervention in Moscow and Peking.

It was also the American role, in the view of the respondents, that dissuaded
them from cleaning their own house or at least effectively trying to do so while
there still seemed to be time. The Americans, they said, misreading the war and
the enemy, had saddled them with a military organization ill.suited to meet the
enemy after the Paris Agreements and impossible to maintain with declining aid.
The South Vietnamese soldier had been “conditioned” by the U.S. presence to rely
on vast air and artillery support in combat and had “forgotten how to walk ,” being
used to motorized and air transportation—military resources that became increas-
ingly scarce after 1972. Furthermore, many respondents felt that ARVN (the Army
of the Republic of Vietnam) had been organized along the wrong pattern: It had
far too big a “tail,” and it lacked the mobile reserve divisions essential to counter
a conventional North Vietnamese assault. Compounding these problems was the
absence of a viable command and planning structure within the South Vietnamese
armed forces (the Americans had all too willingly dominated these functions during
their presence) and the lack of effective military leadership at the top, many senior
officers having received their appointments for reasons of political loyalty or
through linkages of corruption rather than military competence. On the civilian
side, corruption and inflation had taken their toll in national will and military
morale. Because of accumulated grievances, the political base of the Thieu regime
had eroded to the point where the country was on the brink of political chaos. True,
this had to a large extent been the result of bad national leadership before and after
Paris; but that bad leadership, in their estimation, had been at least in part the
result of American influence and pressure, particularly what seemed to them the
unconditional U.S. support for Thieu.

The suddenness of the actual collapse under the enemy offensive of 1975 was
attributed by the respondents to several factors. One was the adverse balance of
forces that existed by 1975. Since the signing of the Paris Agreements, North
Vietnam had greatly strengthened the quantity and quality of its offensive capabili-
ties in the South, and because of its improved logistics networks was able to rapidly
concentrate forces (including armor and artillery) and attack South Vietnamese
points of weakness almost at will. The ARVN, on the other hand, had been weak-
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ened by continued casualties and desertions and by the reduction of supplies result-
ing from the decline in American aid and was spread extremely thin throughout
the country in an effort to protect widespread territories. Another factor in the
collapse was the element of surprise: Even the most pessimistic among the South
Vietnamese had not expected a full-scale, general offensive because they thought —
and thought the enemy thought—that the United States would actively intervene
in such a case, and that this would prevent the North Vietnamese from undertaking
it. Once the offensive got under way and—to the surprise of the enemy—proceeded
with so little opposition from South Vietnam ’s armed forces, the principal weak.
nesses of the South Vietnamese structure became apparent; the absence of defense
plans, especially plans for strategic retreats, led to catastrophic losses in military
assets and morale immediately after the fall of Ban Me Thuot , the target of the
offensive’s first major (and successful) attack.

Next among the fatal weaknesses as perceived by the respondents and brought
to light by the events of 1975 was the lack of a mobile reserve (that had long been
an item of dispute and anxiety but not of action in Saigon), and j~he lack of strategic
mobility in general, due to shortages of fuel, transport, and spares. Then there was
the weakness, if not virtual absence, of a functioning general staff; inadequate
leadership and insuffi cient technical training on the part of local commanders;
ubiquitious ammunition shortages; and poor intelligence. There was a breakdown
in military and political leadership, attributed by the respondents primarily to
Thieu. Also seen as important was the fact that the fighting in I and II Corps took
place in areas inhabited by the dependents of soldiers who deserted en masse to
save their families or at least be with them. This led to a total breakdown of
discipline, morale, and resistance, as in Danang, where some crack troops not only
failed to defend but actually mutinied.

Another disastrous factor appears to have been irresolution and violent rever-
sal of strategy at the top. Until the big onslaught from the North , Thieu ’s strategy
had been to hold on to every outpost, even though this had dispersed and chewed
up his forces; he now reversed himself in a series of sudden strategic redeployments
that virtually precluded an organized defense. He sacrificed too much too fast,
handing the enemy the entire northern part of South Vietnam and thereby making
their victory inevitable, according to the sources. The quick retreats from the
northern territories, aside from being strategically disastrous, had also led to wide-
spread rumors among the people that a “deal” had been made between North and
South (and perhaps between Washington and Moscow) whereby a new partitioning
of Vietnam further South was to occur. This rumor—possibly started but at least
fanned by the enemy—triggered a massive flight of civilian refugees that disrupted
military movements and further induced the soldiers not to fight , for why fight if
a “deal” had been made?

Finally, commanders were reported not to have stuck with their troops but to
have abandoned them in critical situations, thereby deepening the disorganization
and panic. During the final weeks, most of the senior South Vietnamese military
and civilian leadership at both the Corps and national level suffered from a paral-
ysis of inactivity, a condition characterized by the respondents as one where “no
one was in charge of anything . . . no one did anything.” All these factors together
led to “a rout unprecedented in the annals of military history,” as one South
Vietnamese general put it, despite sporadic heroic resistance of some ARVN units.
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The South Vietnamese leaders , apparently including Thieu himself , then kept
hoping for the United States to come to their rescue until the very end. Last but
not least , they regarded it as axiomatic that nothing of basic importance in their
country or even in the world could happen without U.S. volition or sanction.

From a different angle , however , quite a few respondents regarded the events
in South Vietnam as inexorable , more so perhaps than did Western observers , who
often attributed the fall of that country to one or two relatively simple and theoreti-
cally remediable reasons. The sources sometimes said , on the one hand , when
dwelling on the corruption , lethargy , and gross mismanagement ofhuman , econom-
ic , and mil i tar y resources, “We defeated ourselves.” Yet , at the same time , when
asked whether under different conditions or with different actions the outcome
might have been different , most of them replied , “Only if the U.S. had not aban-
doned us. ” Thus , they said that if they had not suffered from grievous errors on
the battlefield , or lack of ordnance and transport , or whatever , “they would have
gained some time. ” But when asked how much time that would have been and how
this would have affected things , all but one or two respondents said that it would
at best have gained them a few months, after which all would have depended on
direct American intervention , most notably with B-52s. Such American interven-
t ion , in the view of a considerable portion of the respondents, would have been more
likely to be forthcoming after a few more months of resistance , which would have
given the South Vietnamese a chance to “prove themselves” and thereby more or
less force the Americans to come to the rescue of their ally.

Some of the respondents attributed the defeat of South Vietnam to fundamen-
tal aspects in the struggle between East and West. They felt that in this fight ,
Communism had the edge, partly because the democratic side—their side—was in
a dilemma: If it granted democratic freedoms in times of deadly war , it had to lose
for lack of discipline; and if it was a dictatorship, well , then the people perhaps did
not consider it worth fighting for.

As for Vietnami~ation , the respondents had mainly negative comments. It had
come too late and too abruptly; it had been superimposed on a South Vietnamese
military and civilian structure that was ill-equipped to absorb it; and it was frankly
regarded by some as a mere fig leaf over the “abandonment” which the respondents
regarded as central to the defeat. Those respondents who believed that alternate
military strategies or organization could have made a significant difference thought
that Vietnamization would have had to be much more far-reaching and much more
vigorous and would have had to occur years earlier to allow an effective transfer
of the burden ; in their view, the Americans, while they were in Vietnam , had
exerted much too much influence over the South Vietnamese to allow political
institutions and military leadership to come into their own , then or later.

Regardless of what the respondents saw as the causes of the collapse, they
tended to stress that unsuccessful U.S.-South Vietnamese interaction had been
largely responsible for it. They stated that misunderstandings , misperceptions , and
the tendency to engage in counterproductive practices had been entirely mutual.
They pointed to the curious paradox that whereas the American presence had been
regarded by them as oppressive and stultifying in some respects, the American
departure after 1972 had left a crippling vacuum in the command structure and had
an adverse psychological effect as well. Some said that to the extent that it suc-
ceeded at all, U.S.-South Vietnamese interaction had been more effective on the
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lower than on the higher military levels. Others said that they did not envy the
American leaders who had to deal with the kind of Vietnamese people in power in
Saigon and in the Joint General Staff (JGS), but they believed that the low caliber
of South Vietnamese leadership was to some extent the result of American influ-
ence. None left any doubt that in their view the alliance between the biggest and
most powerful nation of the West and the small , technologically undeveloped Asian
nation had been a failure.
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INTRODU CTION

When the Republic of South Vietnam collapsed in April 1975 under the massive
enemy offensive launched in the course of that year, most, if not all , observers of
the events were surprised by the swiftness and completeness of South Vietnam ’s
disintegration. As we now know from enemy sources, even Hanoi’s leaders were
surprised. According to their own statements, they had been prepared and expect-
ing to fight well into 1976, the year of the presidential election in the United States.

Actually, the collapse took even less time than the period that passed between
the launching of the last offensive in early March and the unconditional surrender
ofSaigon on Apri l 30. The military fate ofSouth Vietnam really was sealed in about.
20 days: from the attack on Ban Me Thuot on March 10 until the fall of Danang
on March 30. Everything else was just prelude and final denouement. Significantly
enough, even those 20 days saw no single decisive battle. No Dien Bien Phu. There
were only some fierce , isolated engagements, some other contacts with the enemy
here and there, and , on the whole, unsuccessful attempts at redeploying forces.
There was panic, disorder , tragic numbers of military and civilian casualties by
unopposed enemy fire and even by friendly air; and there were mass desertions,
mutiny, and flight—in brief, a rout “unique in the annals of military history,” as
one South Vietnamese general put it. “As a matter of fact,” added this general ,
“everything was unique in the closing days of the Vietnam war: There were three
presidents in one week, a one-million-man army was annihilated in two months, five
billion dollars worth of equipment was lost, a country with nineteen million people
collapsed and joined the ranks of the Communist countries, and the Bamboo Cur-
tain fell on this once rich and beautiful land. ”

As soon as the sudden and complete collapse had become history, views and
theories as to its causes sprang up everywhere. In late 1975, the Off ice of the
Secretary of Defense asked The Rand Corporation to conduct interviews with a
number of leading Vietnamese military men (and some civilian leaders, as well)
who had taken refuge in the United States. The mission was to elicit from these
men their personal recollections of what they had seen and done during the critical
period and what they perceived as the principal causes of the suddenness of the
collapse—and to do this before memories dimmed and mythology set in. Rand
researchers thereupon contacted some of these former leaders and found most of
them ready, indeed eager, to dwell at great length on the events as they saw them.

In the course of the effort, twenty-seven former Vietnamese leaders were inter-
viewed, and eleven were asked to write essays as well. This report summarizes and
quotes from these interviews and essays. Of the twenty-seven respondents who
participated in this effort, twenty-three were high-ranking off icers and four were
civilians. The military group consisted of South Vietnam’s former Premier , Air
Marshal Nguyen Cao Ky; thirteen general officers (including eight lieutenant gen-
erals); and nine colonels. About half of these officers held key combat commands;
the other half held senior staff positions. All had participated in the war for many
years, and most had served in a variety of important positions during the course
of their careers. Among them were men such as the Minister of’ Defense during

_  _  
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Saigon ’s final days, the commanders of I Corps and the Capital Military District ,
the Chief of Staff of II Corps, and the Commanding Genera l , Artillery Command.

The military officials were selected mainly on the basis of( 1) their presence in
critical areas of interest , such as! Corps and II Corps and the region around Saigon;
(2) their experience in such areas as air , artillery, training, and operations, and the

• Joint General Staff (JGS); and (3) their accessibility. The civilian officials were
selected on the basis of their know ledgeability of South Vietnamese government
operations. No officer from III or IV Corps, the Airborne Division , or the Navy was
included, because of time and resource constraints and lack of availability . All
respondents were interviewed during the twelve-month period from February 1976
to January 1977.

The civilian officials who participated in this study were Bui Diem, former
Republic of Vietnam Ambassador to Washington and adviser to President Nguyen
Van Thieu; Buu Vien , formerly Assistant Secretary of Defense for Manpower and
(briefly) Secretary of the Interior and a close adviser to Prime Minister Tran Thieri
Khiem; Nguyen Ba Can , Speaker of the House since 1971 and Prime Minister in
the month of April 1975; and Hantho Touneh, a Montagnard official in the Ministry
for the Development of Ethnic Minorities .

Unfortunately, we were unable to obtain President Nguyen Van Thieu’s views,
as he declined to talk with us directly or through others.

It should be emphasized that the military and civilian officials who cooperated
in this study constitute only a limited portion of South Vietnam ’s command struc-
ture. Are the respondents selected by the authors, then, representative of that
structure? By the end of the war, South Vietnam had an estimated 350 high-
ranking officers (full colonel to four-star general), approximately 100 of whom held
key commands or key staff positions. About 70 of these are reported to have
reached the United States. Of these , 23 were interviewed in the course of this effort.
As already pointed out, the interviewees were selected on the basis of having
witnessed and participated in the most important actions, i.e,, those in I and II
Corps, or of having had a full overview , as members of the JGS or other important
commands. Many of the key participants remained in Vietnam or were unavailable
for interview. How their perceptions might have differed from those quoted here
is unknown. However, although these men could undoubtedly add many important
details of their perceptions of the fundamental causes of the collapse, there is no
reason to assume that they would say anything that would significantly alter the
picture.

The interviews were conducted in English , as most of the interviewees were
proficien t in the language. Translators had to be used in only three instances. The
setting was relatively informal: Almost half of the respondents were interviewed
at their homes, and the remainder at Rand or at other offices.

The interviewers did not use a set questionnaire. As guidance for their inter-
views they relied primarily on the following objectives: to learn from each respon-
dent his personal part in the final stages of the war , as well as his thoughts and
observations; to have him express what, in his view, were the primary causes of
the debacle; and to have him speak frankly on U.S.-Vietnamese relations. An
attempt was made to probe important issues in considerable detail , and many of
the interviews required a full day to complete .

The reader may ask whether the authors have selected quotations from the
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sources in a reasonably representative manner , given the fact that most of the
quotes, whether they deal with U.S.-Vietnamese cooperation, military aid , leader-
ship, or strategy, are on the negative side. It is reasonable to ask, Did the respon-
dents not have anything positive to report? Or, if they did, did the authors deliber-
ately neglect to quote such positive statements? In a word, is this a balanced
account? And if not , why not? The answer is that the basic question addressed to
the sources was, Why was the collapse so sudden and so complete? Inevitably, this
established a context for the responses in which the perceived causes of the col-
lapse, i.e., negative features, had to predominate.

How were the quotes actually selected from the basic materials? During the
interviews, the respondents were asked questions about their perceptions regard-
ing some of the major events that are common knowledge, such as the fall of
Danang and the rout of the retreating forces in II Corps; and each interviewee was
asked to report on what he had observed, done, and thought about in his particular
post. In similar fashion, the writers of the report focused on topics as they emerged
from the materials and then selected those coniments which seemed most illustra-
tive of the factors stressed by the responde nts. Where there were deviating opinions
on major issues, such opinions were included.

Despite the apparent candor with which the interviewees responded , they did
not , presumably, respond without bias, On the whole, this bias—as would be expect-
ed—runs in the direction of exonerating themselves and placing the blame primari-
ly on what they regarded as poor leadership on the part of others, particularly at
the top in Saigon, and on the United States for failing to support South Vietnam
more extensively after the Paris Agreements or to come directly to its aid in 1975.
All of the respondents also severely criticized the Paris Agreements themselves.
Whether or not such “frankness” with the investigators can be regarded as evi-
dence that the respondents were candid is not certain. But in general the respon-
dent who is critical is more likely to be candid.

Some of the broader statements by the respondents, for example, their views
on leadership, are not simple facts that can be checked; other statements, such as
those concerning alleged shortages or certain U.S. actions, are subject to verifica-
tion. But the authors have not examined the content of such statements by compar-
ing them to U.S. sources, because the purpose of this study was to obtain the views
of the Vietnamese and to try to learn what they thought.

In the text, some of the quotations have been attributed to respondents by name
and others have not. Those not identified were taken from statements that the
respondents did not wish to have attributed to them or from statements by respon-
dents who did not wish to be identified at all.

This report is unique in that it presents the views of the South Vietnamese
military and, to a much lesser extent, civilian leadership on the collapse of South
Vietnam. Of course, the study of the events is by no means complete. For example,
interviews with lower-ranking South Vietnamese soldiers would provide comments
from a different perspective. Or the Province chiefs and district commanders who
dealt with the civilian population might offer still another set of views. Last but not
least, interviews with key American officials might challenge some of the state-
ments quoted in this report.

One thing most of the respondents agreed on: No single calamitous event or
mistake can be held responsible for the collapse of South Vietnam. And none of
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them stated that the enemy’s military power was so overwhelming that all resis-
tance was futile , even though many came close to that by saying that resistance
without active help from the United States was futile against an offensive of such
proportions as the enemy mounted in 1975. Yet some of the respondents stated, at
the same time, that they “defeated themselves,” although they attributed a consid-
erable share of the responsibility to the United States, for a wide variety of reasons.

Regardless of where the South Vietnamese officials saw the causes, in most of
their accounts the general situation in South Vietnam before the collapse was
described as so precarious that the configura tion of military and politica l factors
before the collapse must be regarded as an integral part of the events. According
to the respondents, the patient did not die of the blows he was dealt so much as of
his anterior vulnerability to those blows. As one senior diplomat put it:

Although the collapse of April 1975 could not be considered in absolute
terms as an inevitable consequence of these mistakes, the situation in South
Vietnam at the beginning of 1975 was such that a simple error could turn
a dangerous situation into an irretrievable one, and that was exactly what
happened.

In their accounts, the respondents often went back in time, at least to the cot~clusion
of the Paris Agreements of January 1973.

The first part of this report, then, is devoted to the situation up to the beginning
of the 1975 offensive. The second part deals with the course of the collapse.

The causes of the collapse, as the sources saw them, are so many and so inextri-
cably interwoven that it is difficult to present them in linear fashion. Therefore, the
subdivision of Part I into its seven chapters is at times quite arbitrary. As most
things mentioned by the respondents are causally connected with almost every-

- thing else, what we have put into one chapter could often just as well have appeared
in the next. -
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Chapter 1

THE PARIS AGREEMENTS AND THE DECLINE
OF U.S. SUPPORT

All of the respondents began their explanations of the course and causes of the
sudden collapse of South Vietnam by going back in time to the situation that
prevailed in South Vietnam prior to the final big enemy offensive in 1975. And most
of them sooner or later talked about the Paris Agreements of 1973. which they
rega rded as one of the turning points in the war—a turning point for the worse.

THE PARIS AGREEMENTS

Bui Diem, Saigon’s Ambassador to Washington from 1967 to 1972, reported:
I still remember the words of President Thieu when I saw him a few weeks
before the signing of the Paris Agreements and received his instructions for
one of my frequent trips to the U.S. as his special emissary to watch over
the peace negotiations: “Go to Washington and Paris and try and do your
best. To raise again at this hour the problem of the Nort h Vietnamese
troops on our territory is perhaps too late, but as long as we still have a
chance to improve the Agreements we have to try. if we cannot now obtain
the basic requirements for our survival , things will be very difficult for us
in the long run. And the withdrawal of the North Vietnamese troops is one
of the basic requirements.”

According to his testimony, Bui Diem then did try his best but was not success-
ful . Particularly distressing, according to him , was a series of responses from Presi-
dent Nixon. Diem reported:

The final decision by Saigon to sign the Agreements came after a rather
painful exchange of messages between Presidents Nixon and Thieu—al-
most every day during the week prior to signing—with some of the mes-
sages from President Nixon couched in the toughest language that diplo-
matic practice has ever seen: “I am firmly convinced that the alternative
to signing the present agreement is a total cut-off of funds to assist your
country ” ... “If you refuse to join us, the responsibility for the conse-
quences rests on the government ofSouth Vietnam” ... “If you cannot give
me a positive answer by 1200 Washington time, January 21, 1973, I shall
authorize Dr. Kissinger to initial the agreement even without the concur-
rence of your government. ”

Even more pernicious than the Agreements themselves, accordi ng to respon-
dents, was the fact that violations of the Agreements were tolerated by the United
States. One respondent stated pointedly, “The only provision of the Paris Agree-
ments that was observed was the removal of foreign troops from Vietnam , namely
American troops.”

Others had similar comments. One general who held a leading position in I
Corps stated:

5
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If the Paris Agreements were already bad and led to a situation where both
sides fought each other viciously to control mare land and more people, the
ICCS [International Commission for Control and Supervision], which was
set up to enforce the armistice, not only failed to do its job but was beset
by the bickering among its members and—far worse—appa rently served as
a listening and spying post for its Communist members. In fact, every day
one could see Hungarians and Poles go freely around, snapping pictures at
airports, bridges, and military installations. They had direct radio com-
munications with Hanoi - . - whenever the Poles and Hungarians withdrew
from certain areas, it was expected that these places would soon be at-
tacked.

What also allegedly distressed some South Vietnamese was the American atti-
tude toward Communist members of the Commission:

One story which made the cocktail circuit in Saigon had it that after VC
General Tran Van Tra , head of the VC delegation who in 1968 had directed
the Tet offensive in Saigon and became military governor of Saigon after
the war, expressed his love of classical music, the Americans presented him
the next day with a set of stereo with all paraphernalia of loudspeakers and
assorted records of classical music.

That the Paris Agreements were continuously violated by the enemy did not
come as a surprise to the. South Vietnamese (who committed some violations of
their own). However, in their estimation there was a disproportion in the signifi-
cance of these violations, in that every violation of the Agreements by the enemy,
beyond its immediate effect or purpose, represented a challepge to the United
States and a test as to whether or how the United States would respond. And the
fact that the United States did not respond to the violations apparently depressed
and worried the South Vietnamese leaders more than the violations themselves.
Lack of U.S. response was one of the reasons why the Vietnamese, as they put it,
felt “abandoned” after the conclusion of the Agreements, a term that recurs fre-
quently in their statements.

Many respondents regarded the Paris Agreements as the fundamental cause of
P the collapse. Among the major disadvantages that accrued to the Government of

South Vietnam (GVN) from the Agreements, the following were cited: (1) the
in-place cease-fire, which made its area of control vulnerable to Communist “land
grab” tactics and made military difficulties for the GVN; (2) the fact that the
agreement left North Vietnamese troops in South Vietnamese territory; and (3) the
political disadvantage., particularly the clause calling for the establishment of a
Committe of Concord and National Reconciliation , which gave the Communists too
much legitimacy.

THE ENHANCE OPERATION AND AID IN GENERAL

The Paris Agreements were associated in the minds of the South Vietnamese
leaders with more than violations by the enemy and lack of U.S. response. Even
though US. troop withdrawals had been almost completed when the Agreements
were signed, they somehow ratified the departure of American arms. And even
though the Agreements per se did not in practice seriously constrain U.S. aid, the
decline of that aid in the years after the signing seems associated in the minds of
Vietnamese leaders with the Agreements themselves, perhaps because aid in the
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form of the Enhance Operation was used, as some of the respondents stated , to
induce them to sign.

When asked about the Enhance resupply efforts that preceded the signing of
the Paris Agreements, a high-ranking officer responded that the equipment pro-
vided was not of much use and most of it stayed in storage. He said that the
Enhance effo rt was a political ploy to establish a basis for a one-for-one replace-
ment program later on and was also mounted as an inducement for the GVN to
sign the Paris Agreements. Citing examples of dubious equipment , the officer
mentioned the problems ARVN had with the C-130s they were given. He said
that of the 32 aircraft they received, only about 8 to 12 could fly on any given
day -

Another high-ranking officer , a general in the JGS, had an almost identical
view of the Enhance Operation. While noting that some of this materiel had been
used to activate some new units, it was his belief that the Enhance Operation
was laid on to reassure President Thieu about continued U.S. support and to con-
vince him to sign the Paris Agreements. He noted the fact that much of the equip-
ment was second-hand (the F-5s which were provided by South Korea and Taiwan)
and that South Vietnam later had to pay for this equipment out of its U.S. aid
allotment.

But the Enhance Operation was only a part of the supply and aid situation
in general. Summing up, the general said that “the lack of adequate military aid
to South Vietnam following the Paris Agreements of 1973 was the second funda-
mental cause of the collapse” (the first being the Agreements themselves).

Commenting on the subject of supplies, former Ambassador Bui Diem stated:
The “tightening of the screw” period began right [after the Paris Agree.
ments]. Persistent antiwar feelings [in the United States], illusions of peace
generated by the peace agreement, [American] antipathy against the one-
man regime in Saigon—all these factors resulted in the fact that the South
Vietnamese received during the calendar year 1973 barely what they need-
ed for their survival. And this was but the beginning of the trend, because
the real difficulties came only in 1974 when an unfortunate confluence of
reverses came along’.

1. Of a requested $1.6 billion in military aid, the U.S. Congress appro-
priated only $700 million (in spite of the fact that an earlier bill had already
authorized $1 billion).

2. An unexpected action by the DoD, charging off $300 million worth of
equipment against FY 1975 (while normally it should have been charged
against FY 1974), thus further reducing the volume of military aid to $400
million.

3. Economic aid being almost totally consumed by soaring costs of fuel
and commodities in the world market.

4. An urgent request f or addi tional aid which was ignored by a U.S.
Congress too much absorbed by Watergate, and, most important of all,

5. The resignation of Mr. Nixon, who was considered rightly or wrongly
as the solid supporter of Mr. Thieu and of the anti-Communist cause.

Concerning Enhance , Bui Diem had this to say:
This . . - costly equipment was considered at the time as a gesture from the
U.S. Administration to induce the Thieu government to sign the Agree-
ment. It had perhaps its political value—practically everything which could
be construed as a form of guarantee from the US. not to abandon South
Vietnam was welcomed by Mr. Thieu. But it was hastily and ill-conceived, —
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and the whole program had little military value; in fact a lot of this equip-
ment could not be effectively used by the South Vietnamese armed forces
who later complained that they needed men and money just for the mainte-
nance of this unusable equipment.

And Bui Diem concluded his observations on diminishing aid:
These Iproblems], quite naturally, had immediate and dangerous effect on
the situation in Vietnam: The already fragile economic and social stability
of the country was seriously affected , signs of political instability began to
appear and the South Vietnamese armed forces were forced to reduce their
activities to a critical minimum , leaving the field free to their enemies. But
topping it all , in a sort of cumulative effect , there was the psychological
impact provoked by the succession of bad news which in turn created an
atmosphere of uncertainty in Saigon during the final months of 1974 and
caused the collapse of the morale of the whole South Vietnamese regime.

According to battlefield commanders, the effects of reduced aid were having a
serious impact on their operations. One I Corps general stated:

It went without saying that the lack of supplies and adequate fire support
resulted in a dramatic increase in the rate of casualties. Military hospitals
were overcrowded ... they were critically short in medicines, especially
dextrose , antibiotics, and also plasma - . -. As a result the combat units saw
their ranks rapidly depleted and were hard put to replace their losses. As
a matter of fact, in 1975 no infantry battalion ever had more than 400 men

and a Ranger battalion no more than 300. The recruiting operations
became more difficult , while the desertion rate increased. All of these,
added to the increasing economic difficulties , were having a devastating
effect on the morale of the army and the country as well , and were a major
cause in their final collapse.

According to this general, Med-Evac operations were also affected:

In Saigon , the ambulance units were so short in gasoline that in order to
evacuate the wounded , they had to tow four ambulances in a row with a
2½-ton truck . - . even worse, a wounded soldier sometimes had to wait for
the company of two or three more of his comrades to be worth an evacua-
tion by ambulance, and many unnecessarily died this way.

Long.time Speaker of the House and short-term Prime Minister (in 1975)
Nguyen Ba Can had this to say on the subject of aid:

The deep cause of the surrender must be attributed first to the Vietnamese
defects, such as government inefficiency, the loss of the people’s confidence ,
the declining morale of the armed forces, and secondly to the disastrous
cutoff of vital military aid.

Actually, the decline in aid was regarded as possibly necessitating drastic
strategy realignments. One staff officer , discussing the problems created by the
cutbacks in U.S. military aid, said that he and other members of the JGS had
speculated from time to time about the amount of South Vietnam ’s territory that
could be defended with differing amounts of U.S. military aid. He said that they
had run a rough mathematical exercise and concluded that with $1.5 billion in
milita ry aid they would be able to defend all four Corps areas, but with only $700
millio n they would be able to defend only HI and IV Corps. He said the results of
this exercise were discussed with Prime Minister Khiem, General Vien, Chief of

_ _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _
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Staff of the JGS, and General Khuyen of the JGS, and even with President Thieu.
However, even with the $1.5 billion , they said , it would have been very difficult to
hold South Vietnam without U.S. air and naval support. As to the amount of stocks
actually available in South Vietnam in the spring of 1975, the officer estimated that
the munitions and other materials on hand would have allowed South Vietnam to
continue its defense only until about May or June.

VIETNAMIZATION

If some leading personalities in South Vietnam did not feel good about U.S. aid
in the days before the last enemy offensive, they did not feel good about Vietnami-
zation either. General Tran Van Don , I Corps Commander in the 1960s , Deputy in
the Assembly, and , finally, Minister of Defense, had this to say:

I was an opponent of Vietnamization . . - I will tell just one story. I visited
~some units in the field] and tried to understand the program of Vietnamiza-
tion of the war . . it was in the headquarters of the 5th Division. I discussed
the question with the commander of the division , General Minh Van Hieu ,
a most honest general , and capable , too. I was surprised by his answer; it
opened my eyes. I asked him , “What do you think of Vietnamization?” He
said to me, “It is impossible to be implemented. ” Why? He .said , “The 5th
Division covers an area where there were two other divisions, Americans,
and now with the departure of the two American divisions I have only my
division to cover the whole area. I have three regiments for this area and
must use one regiment to replace one division. How can I face the enemy
like this? I have become weaker.” He looked very disappointed. I was
surprised; he was a quiet man , a polite man, and he tried to do his best. But
he said to me that this was impossible. “How can I cover a bigger area with
less units?” So the Vietnamization of the war means that we are becoming
weaker.

Colonel Nuyen Huy Loi , a veteran staff officer with the JGS and a military
adviser to the South Vietnamese delegation to the Paris Talks, thought that Viet-
namization had not been approached properly:

when I was in Paris, people came to ask me, How do you feel about the
Vietnamization? I think a Vietnamization program was possible, really,
because we did it before, in 1954 with the French. But the important thing
is to Vj etnaniize the whole structure, right from the top, from those who
conduct the whole war, not just the small units We had good officers who
would stand and fight but we needed to put them in a right structure of
forces.
Q. How would you have Vietnarni zed?

A. Oh , we talked for a long time in 1966/67 on how the Vietnamese Army
had to reorganize in order to become a really effective armed force and
to get by alone, with just some support from the U.S.... [Buti the
American Forces wanted to train the Vietnamese Army in the image
of the American forces. And, as you know , even with American forces
we [had not been able to] fight this kind of war. So you have to design
some other kind. For a long time I tried to convince our leaders, and
I talked with Americans as well, we have to reorganize - . .  into two

• forces. One is a territorial force and one is the main force, ready to
move anywhere we want. And all these mobile forces have to have

_ _  —
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adequate support , some ground support - .  . I think we needed a large
[mobile] force, from ten to fifteen divisions . . .. When I was in Vietnam
I made a study of all this .. [and] tried to submit it to the US. and
talked to our leaders. And it would have been necessary for the Ameri-
cans to [withdraw at a slower pace] until we were ready to fight alone.
Not just taking the equipment and leave. However, the JGS just
stayed there and did nothing. They just did nothing until the end - - .
they only received suggestions [from the Americans]. But everything
is done at MACV Headquarters and sent to us, that is all.

Q. And you merely translate them and send them

A. Out into the field.

Q. So the JGS didn ’t do anything?

A. They didn ’t do anything.

Q. Why?

A. Because everything is done by MACV. And you have the whole system
integrated .

A high-ranking civilian , Nguyen Ba Can, who for a brief period toward the end
was Prime Minister after having served for several years as Speaker of the House,
reported that:

Vietnamese officials used to call Vietnamization the “U.S. Dollar and Viet-
nam Blood Sharing Plan.” Vietnamization was often praised , but the assis-
tance promised to the Vietnamese, upon which they had come to rely as the
key ofcontainment of Communist expansion in South East Asia was denied
them after the signing of the Paris Agreements—one might say after the
U.S. had staged a “peace with honor ” solution.

CONTINUED COMPLETE RELIANCE ON THE UNITED STATES

However, paradoxical though it may seem, feelings of disappointment with the
United States, even bitterness, and feelings of having been “abandoned ” by the
United States because of the Paris Agreements and declining aid apparently went
hand in hand with an unshakable conviction that the United States would come to
South Vietnam ’s aid in case of real trouble. Despite their diminishing confidence
in U.S. good will or good judgment (as for example in the case of nonresponse to
the cease-fire violations, the cease-fire itself, and the declining aid), the leaders, it
seems, relied on the United States without reservation. This reliance was based on
two factors.

The first of these factors stemmed from the series of face-to.face encounters the
Vietnamese had had with American leaders, especially President Nixon , and the
written assurances they had received from him. Perhaps the high point in this
connection was President Thieu ’s meeting with President Nixon in San Clemente
on April 2-3, 1973—the first (and only) meeting of the two leaders after the traumat-
ic circumstances surrounding the signing of the Paris Agreements. The meeting
had pleased the Vietnamese leaders by producing a joint communique that threat-
ened “vigorous reaction ” to any blatant cease-fire violations by Hanoi.
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But Thieu had been even more pleased, according to Bui Diem , who was present
at the meeting, with what he was told by President Nixon privately. “The off-the-
record language was stronger than the language in the official communique,” stated
Diem, “for instance: ‘The U.S. will meet all contingencies in case the Agreement is
grossly violated,’ and , You can count on us.” So pleased and relieved was Thieu
with these results of the San Clemente meeting that , again according to Bui Diem,
he had champagne broken out to celebrate as soon as his plane was in the air.

Thieu ’s feeling of being able to rely on the United States in case of serious need
was apparently not long affected by the resignati- ., 3f President Nixon. Bui Diem
reported:

Thieu was visibly shaken at the news of Mr. Nixon ’s resignation on August
8, 1974 , and talked at lengt h with his advisers about the possible repercus-
sions on the Vietnamese situation. His concerns and worries did not last
long, however , because just one day later , on August 9 he received from
President Ford a letter reassuring him about the continuity of the U.S.
policy, a “policy of five presidents,” as the letter said. Mr. Thieu displayed
the letter in a meeting of the Council of Ministers in Saigon , apparently in
an attempt to boost the morale of his entourage and the members of the
South Vietnamese government.

If President Ford’s letter was fact from which Thieu drew reassurance, he also
drew some from fiction. Bui Diem stated:

This almost total confidence in the continuity and solidity of the U.S.
support on the part of Mr. Thieu was reinforced by a lot of rosy reports
given to him by many of his advisers who either were over-optimistic or had
only a superficial knowledge of American politics. Some of them, like Gen-
eral Dan Van Quang, his well-known Assistant for National Security
Affairs, did not want to give bad news to their boss and simply concurred
with him whether he praised or blamed the Americans. Others, like the
minister of Planning, Mr. Nguyen Tien Hung, were over-optimistic and
gave him incomplete information about the mood in the U.S. I remember
in this respect having been really taken by surprise when during a restrict-
ed meeting at the Presidential Palace in Saigon [the meeting was convened
for an overall assessment of the 1974-1975 U.S. Aid Program to South
Vietnam] Mr. Hung reported to President Thieu that according to his own
sources, “close to the Pentagon,” an amount of 850 millions of dollars was
earmarked in the budget of the Pentagon for a possible bombing of North
Vietnam. My colleague, Ambassador Tran Kim Phuong from Washington ,
and I protested against this rather wishful-thinking piece of information,
but in these difficult days, perhaps in need of encouragement, Mr. Thieu
seemed more inclined to listen to what Mr. Hung reported than to take note
of what we said.

An interview with a high-ranking staff officer typified the resulting firm belief
down the line in U.S. help in case of true need. This officer was critical of the U.S.
failure (he said) to live up to its promise of support to South Vietnam in the event
of a major Communist offensive. He had been told that before the GVN had signed
the Paris Agreements, President Thieu had received a letter from President Nixon
promising a strong U.S. reaction in the event the other side violated the Paris
Agreements.

What had helped convince this officer that U.S. airpower would come to their
aid in case of need was, he stated, the fact that a plan had been worked out by the
JGS with the U.S. Defense Attache’s Office outlining the procedures for requesting
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U.S. air support in the event of a major Communist offensive. He said this plan was
never put on paper but resulted from an oral agreement stipulating that President
Thieu should formally request U.S. air support through the U.S. Embassy in Sal-
gon , which would then forward the request to the U.S. President. The President in
turn would place the request before the U.S. Congress, and it was agreed that South
Vietnam had to be prepared to hold on its own for a period of 7 to 15 days until
the U.S. procedures could be consummated and a decision on the bombing could be
made. This general further stated that hot lines were established between various
South Vietnamese commands and the U.S. airbase at Nakhon Phanom in Thailand.
He said hot-line communications were opened between Nakhon Phanom and the
JGS, South Vietnamese Air Force (VNAF) Headquarters in Saigon, and each of the
four Carps headquarters, in the event bombing strikes were required. The general
also reported that there was a systematic program to update target lists for the U.S.
Air Force in Nakhon Phanom.

This staff officer then added that “every day ” new targeting information was
transmitted to the Defense Attache’s Office in Saigon, who in turn passed it on to
Nakhon Phanom. Targeting was also updated through periodic visits of senior
GVN officers to the airbase. The officer said that he flew to Nakhon Phanom three
times in 1974 and that General Vien , the Assistant Chief of Staff , Intelligence , and
the commanders of! Corps had also made similar base visits. According to him , the
agreement concerning target updating, the hot lines , and procedures for requesting
air support were put into effect during the first part of 1974. These procedures, he
said , were instituted at the initiative of the U.S. Defense Attache ’s Office in Saigon,
and he assumed that they “must have flowed from an order from a higher echelon ”
within the United States.

The general stated that he had personally briefed President Thieu on the
procedures for requesting U.S. air support in 1974. He added that even though he
and others trusted that U.S. air support would be provided in an emergency, efforts
to facilitate a positive U.S. decision were not neglected. He said that every Corps
commander had received instructions to organize appropriate-defense lines and to
hold those lines in case of attack so as to make a good impression on the U.S.
Congress. He had briefed every Corps commander personally about the procedures
for requesting U.S. air support and impressed upon them the necessity of holding,
in order to increase the chances of Congressional approval.

Thus most Vietnamese leaders, it seems, including President Thieu himself,
expected that the United States would intervene. A man who talked frequently to
Thieu during the final months reported:

A. They [the various leaders] believed until 1975 that the Americans
would never abandon South Vietnam. A strong feeling from the begin-
ning, all the time.

Q. And in case of outright aggression , we would resume bombing?

A. People didn ’t pay attention to the mood in the U.S. Congress . . .. They
don ’t know the . . - importance of Congress. They think your Congress
is like our Congress. You must understand the psychology of the
people. They did not live in America. How could they know how
powerful the American Congress is compared with the Vietnamese
Congress?

~~1~ — ---—--_-~~ .- -- --.-- — ---_----- —--— - - —~~~~~~
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Q. When did this belief u n  U.S. intervention ] start to erode?

A. The last day. -

Q. They believed up to the end?

A. That is right.

Q. Do you think Thieu believed that?

A. I th ink so. . . -

PERCEIVED U.S. SELF-INTEREST

While the first factor underl ying Vietnamese expectations of U.S. help was the
apparent belief on the part of the leaders that they had been promised help in an
emergency, the other factor was their perception of how the United States viewed
its own situation globally. They seemingly were convinced that the United States

$ could not and would not suffer the conquest of South Vietnam by the North and
its allies for simple reasons of its own self-interest. In many statements by the
Vietnamese respondents , sentences like the following recurred: “You sacrified over
50,000 killed in the war , You had over 200,000 wounded. You spent over 150 billion
dollars. You had at one time over 500,000 men there. You staked your prestige on
a free South Vietnam. How could we ever expect that you would let South Vietnam
go?”

Buu Vien , summing up what others also said , stated:

And it was not without sense to reason that way. To begin with , we thought
the U.S. couldn ’t afford losing Vietnam because, as a superpower , the U.S.
would lose face - . -. Second , losing Vietnam would mean that the free world
lost the first country to the Communists by war . . -- Third , [if it had not been
in the U.S. interest to intervene] the U.S. would not have poured so much
resources and sacrified so many American lives in Vietnam in the first
place. The discovery of oil off the Vietnamese coast gave us one more reason
to believe the U.S. wouldn ’t abandon Vietnam . . .. Fourth , the government
of South Vietnam had the solid pledge from the U~S. government that the
U.S. would react strongly in case of Communist renewed aggression. In the
closing session of the San Clemente meeting in 1973 with the Vietnamese
delegation , President Nixon made it clear that the U.S. wouldn ’t let the
North Vietnamese Communists take over South Vietnam by force. As Vice
Ministe r of Defense, I was present at the meeting.

And the Vietnamese leaders expected U.S. help not just in the form of air
support (B-52s) but also through diplomatic demarches in Moscow or elsewhere.

Finally, the Vietnamese leaders believed that the enemy would reason the
same way they did and would therefore desist from waging the type of attack that

‘ Apparently, Air Marshal nguyen Can Ky was an exception. Hc stated, “My impression is that Thieu
always believed that the Americans, because of worldwide interests, because of strategy. because of this
and that, would never let South Vietnam down, in other words, be occupied by the Communists I
was the (only onel to repeat and repeat again, even with a map. I told them, look at Vietnam on the
map. Of course, America never wants Vietnam to lose to the Communists but some day when . . .  it ’s
obv ious that the Vietnamese cannot handle the problems themseives, what can Amer icans do to save
US?”

—
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would precipitate major U.S. military or di plomatic responses. This thought seems
to have led them to faulty assessments as to what the enemy would do. Thieu
himself is reported to have stated at a meeting in 1974 that the enemy would in
all likelihood not make a major attack and would instead resOrt increasingly to
guerrilla warfare and politica l subversion:

• Even though President Thieu had time and again warned against the possi-
bility of a major Communist final offensive he assumed that political subv-
ersion would probably be the main tool the Communists would use to seize
control of the country .

From this, it appears that Thieu , too, assumed that the enemy would not want to
risk U.S. reactions to a major offensive.2

RESULTS OF RELIANCE ON U.S. HELP

As a result of their conviction that the United States would come to the rescue
in case of an emergency, the Vietnamese apparently got the worst of two worlds.

$ On the one hand , they never made any effort to ensure some form of continued
national existence through accommodation or negotiation with the other side,
social reform, change in leadership, or a coalition government. On the other, rely.
ing so unconditionally upon the Americans for help in an emergency, they never
“pulled up their socks” to prepare for it. This same attitude later carried over, it
seems, into their defense against the final enemy offensive:

Why fight . - .? They [the Americans] will do something; they will be tough.

The South Vietnamese leaders seem to have reasoned that without U.S. inter-
vention or sufficie nt aid , even the most strenuous efforts at self-improvement would
be of little value. Hinting that it was foolish of the Americans to expect otherwise,
Buu Vien said in his otherwise quite self-critical analysis . of the debacle, “No
country in contemporary history has been able to prevail against superior military
power, no matter what the patriotism of its people or the quality of its govern-
ment. ”

This general view, whether it was justified or not, helped to prevent the under-
taking of military or civilian reforms—reforms which , in the eyes of a number of
the participan t/observers, were necessary yet at the same time futile. The only real
purpose of undertaking or at least seeming to undertake them appears to have been
to propitiate the Americans who, in the minds of South Vietnamese leaders, were
impatient, unpredictable, all-powerful, and hard to understand. The only person,
they assumed, who knew the Americans and their designs well was Thieu , Saigon’s
only true connecting point with its ally. It is all the more ironic , then, to learn from
one of Thieu ’s closest confidants (Bui Diem) that the President himself kept asking,
“What are the Americans up to?” This was, says Bui Diem, “an obsession in his
mind. ”

In all , the mood in Saigon on the eve of the last big enemy offensive was one

* As we are told in the account of the North Viet namese commander Van Tien Dung, truthftdly or
not, the Politburo in Hanoi deliberated carefblly on the question of whether the United States would
respond to a major attack on their part. They eventually concluded that the United States would not.
(Gr eet Spri ng Victory, FBIS, Asia and PacIfic, APA-76-11O, June 7, 1078, p. 5.)

- 
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of considerable discouragement caused by the “abandonment ” by the Americans—
as evidenced , in their view , by the “imposition ” of the Paris Agreements, the lack
of American response to enemy violations of these Agreements, and declining aid.
Yet, at the same time , it was an article of faith with the leaders (and apparently
the people, too) that for reasons of self-interest and commitment the United States
would never let them fall prey to the North. These feelings of magic invulnerability
coupled with profound pessimism about their own capabilities apparently under-
mined their resistance to such a point that they crumbled more quickly than even
the enemy had anticipated. Besides, their blind faith in U.S. help and their convic-
tion that even from a distance the United States remained in control of their
destinies lent credence to the rumors that circulated through I Corps in March of
1975 to the effect that a “deal” had been made surrendering northern portions of
South Vietnam to the enemy—rumors which apparently contributed greatly to
panic and lack of resistance.3

‘This is discussed at length in Part II, in the chapter on the fall of I Corps.
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Chapter 2

THE POLITICAL SITUATION

CONFLICTING BASIC VIEWS

Even though South Vietnam ’s government was, according to Bui Diem , “half
a dictatorship, ” there was, in the view of some respondents, a range of genuine
political forces and activities in the country that under more favorable circum-
stances might have given the people of South Vietnam a working democracy; but
when the big enemy push came, their net effect was instead to speed the disintegra-
tion of the country through internal opposition.

Underlying some of the manifestations of opposition to Thieu ’s regime were
profound ideological diff erences , and also some fundamental differences as to what
forms any pragmatic approach to the war should take. On the ideological side,
statements from some of the respondents indicated that there was disagreement as
to whether South Vietnam , in the critical situation created by the war against a

$ powerful and relentless enemy, could “afford” democracy. Some military men, and
also Thieu ’s last Prime Minister, did not think so.4

For example , General Nguyen Duy Hinh , the Commander of the 3rd Infantry
Division and an officer whose fighting ability was praised by his fellows, stated that
there was a need for South Vietnam to fight a “total war” and that national
mobilization was imperative. But this, said Hinh , could not- be accomplished , given
the nature of the free society in South Vietnam. Individuals tended to pursue their
own interests, e.g., seeking higher pay or conducting their own business. In Genera l
Hinh ’s view , democracy was adopted “too early ” in South Vietnam and mainly
because of American pressure. He cited the criticisms of South Vietnam ’s au-
thoritarian stance in the U.S. Senate and the way this was used, in his opinion , to
justify aid cutbacks.

Hinh also felt that U.S. pressure for village elections in Vietnam was a mistake.
He said that the “good people” who would have made desirable candidates in such
elections had either migrated to the cities or been killed by the Communists,
leaving only “bad people,” “draft dodgers,” and people “designated” by the Viet
Cong infrastructure as candidates for such elections. He considered this “Ameri-
can -fostered village democracry” to be one of the main failures of Pacification. In
order to successfully compete with the hard-core Communist organization , it was
incumbent on the GVN to set up a counterorganization manned by good cadres. The
South needed “regimentation ,” said Hinh , as well as good leadership both at the
presidential and the province chief level. In Genera l Hinh’s view, it had therefore
been a “mistake” to kill President Diem. Hinh was not sure, however, that even
a different system could really have produced a different outcome “because the
people had suffered too much , and every family had lost at least one person.”

Some other respondents took what seemed to be the opposite view. Rather than
thinking that democracy should have been delayed, they felt strongly that exten-

‘See pp. 20-21.
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sive social and economic reforms of a democratic nature were needed in order to
give the people a cause worth fighting for. The most prominent among the propo-
nents of new political policies was Genera l Tran Van Don, for several years a
member of the Senate and a member of a party opposed to Thieu:

We needed the minds of the people because the problem in Vietnam was
not only military but also social , economic, and political. When I say “politi-
cal” I don ’t mean political party, I mean “people” .... We needed to have
a people’s army as we have seen in Israel. [But] we could not ask the people
to be involved and to support the struggle, if in this fight we did not change
the social order. We [needed] a new social order because what we had was
the social order we got from the French side. And it was not a real new
social order made by the Vietnamese themselves. The other side, when they
opened the war against the South , their motivation was independence and
unity and a new social order. We must give the same motivation for the
people if you want them to follow you. Independence yes; unity yes; but also
a new social order , and we failed to do it.

Beyond such ideological differences between leaders, there were also differ-
ences between two forms of pragmatism: Should the armed forces be strengthened
at the expense of the economy, or the economy be strengthened at the expense of
the armed forces? The leaders, who stated that they were at times subjected to -

conflicting pressures on this issue by the Americans, vacilla ted. One general report-
ed that after the Paris Agreements, the GVN was focusing on problems of”post-war
reconstruction. ” National emphasis, particularly after the beginning of 1974, was
placed on economic development , with great hopes being pinned on the develop-
ment of Vietnam ’s offshore oil resources. In this environment , “everyone neglected
the military” and , said the general, the JGS even received an order from President
Thieu to demobilize 100,000 men out of the regular forces. The general understood
that these men were to be used to help the South Vietnamese increase food produc-
tion and to satisfy manpower requirements of the civilian ministries. The general
added that the JGS had tried to comply with this order and prepared plans for
demobiliza tion . However, by the second half of 1974, President Thieu , according to
the general, reali zed that Communist violations of the cease-fire made this plan
impractical , and he canceled the order.

There also were disagreements on the crucial questions as to whether or not
to seek any kind of accommodation or contact or coalition with the other side. Those
who favored the latter course criticized Thieu ’s so-called policy of the “Four No’s”:
no negotiating with the enemy; no Communist activity in the country; no coalition
government; and no surrender of territory to the enemy. They called him “as
inflexible as Diem but with less basic ability. ” Those who wanted to be more
accommodating and flexible wanted to do so primarily on the assumption that there
were, in their view, exploitable differences between Hanoi and the Viet Cong, “who
had nothing and knew it .” Men who wanted to change the political posture of
Saigon vis-à-vis the Viet Cong also wanted to “open their hands” to dissenters in
Saigon, such as neutralists. None of these ideas of seeking an accommodation with
the enemy was ever put into operation until the very end, when in April 1975 “Big
Minh” was chosen to negotiate some new arrangement with the other side. But by
then it was too late. As Buu Vien put it , “Everything is too late now. The Commu-
nists will not accept anything less than unconditional surrender. The rice is already
in their mouth. It does not hurt them a bit to chew and swallow it. ” Such efforts
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at negotiating, though t Buu Vien (among others), should have come much earlier,
right afte r the conclusion of the Paris Agreements.

Finally, there were differences of opinion among leaders with regard to the
political picture in the world at large. One general presented the following reflec-

- ‘  tions on the subject:
President Thieu was probably the man who was most afflicted by the new
mood of détente. His staunch anti-Communism seemed to be anachronisti c
and sometimes bordered on the ridiculous in the new atmosphere of inter-
national relaxation of the 70’s [the Peking thaw; President Nixon ’s epochal
visits to China and Russia; the tentative rapprochement between North and
South Korea; the normalization of relations between East and West Germa-
ny] . Furthermore, he created a sort of credibility gap by acting differently
from what he professed: as a matter of fact, he preferred not to talk to the
Communists , yet he had sent a delegation to Paris; he professed not to make
territorial concessions to the Communists, yet he had de facto conceded to
them all the territory which extended from Thach Han to Ben Hai River
and the city of Loc Ninh; he professed never to accept any kind of coalition
with the Communists, yet he signed the Paris Agreements which prescribed
the creation of the three-party Council for National Concord and Recon-
ciliation, which was regarded by the Communists as a definite coalition
government. Then reversing himself and sticking to his no-coalition policy,
he refused to implement this provision, thus providing the Communists
with an argument to accuse [the] GVN of bad will and to justify their overt
violati ons of the agreement and their dark intention of annexing the Repub-
lic of Vietnam by force.

Since this general considered himself to be very conservative politically, his
statements show that even among the conservatives there were serious rifts with
regard to how anti-Communist a posture was advisable.

THE MOUNTING OPPOSITION TO PRESIDENT THIEU

Partly as the result of such basic differences as outlined above, and partly for
reasons of practical politics, the political situation in South Vietnam was felt to
have been gradually deteriorating since 1972, so that by the eve of the last great
enemy offensive , it had become, in the words of Nguyen Ba Can, “political chaos.”

According to Can, most political forces in the country had turned away from
President Thieu in the predisaster period of 1974. These political forces had not
always been unable to rise above partisan concerns in times of emergency. They
had done just that, according to Can, in 1968 and 1972, during the two big enemy
offensives, when despite their lack of sympathy for Thieu they had thrown their
support behind him and the war effort. But, according to Can, “in 1975 most people
not only failed to support the government, they opposed it—strongly.”

There was, said Can, not only “political chaos” in Saigon in 1974 and early 1975
but, in fact, “anarchy.” For one thing, Thieu had lost the support of the Catholics
who had been his staunchest anti-Communist allies. Can attributed this to a shift
in Vatican policy in favor of “accommodation,” which according to Can, the Pope
had recommended to a disappointed Thieu when they had met in 1973 and to an
obedient Catholic hierarchy in South Vietnam. Presumably, the Vatican had con-
cluded already that the cause of South Vietnam was lost and , as Thieu observed

_ _ _ _ _ _ ___- - - ---_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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to Can, “had begun to lean toward a policy that would perhaps make life easier for
Catholics behind the Iron Curtain.”

However, some Catholics went much further than merely failing to support the
Thieu government. In mid-1974, Father Tran Buu Than ’s “anti-corruption move-
ment” that was backed initially by only a dozen out of some three thousand priests
living in South Vietnam had, according to Can, as its unnamed , though obvious,
target the President himself. The campaign snowballed into a major political force
in the country and carried with it the switch of Catholics in the Assembly from a
friendly to a hostile posture. This occurred , said Can , at a “strange time,” because
Thieu had finally just purged the armed forces of many corrupt officers. While he
thereby incurred the anger of the armed forces he failed to diminish the fervor of
the anti-corruption campaign.

This turning away of the Catholics was called by Can “the most catastrophic
political move.” He added:

The Vietnamese Catholic community , which was the best organized [force]
in the country figh ting Communism, now [in 1974] abandoned its will to
resist and took steps toward coexistence.

At the same time, the Hoa Hao in the Mekong Delta, who had supported the
government, changed their stance toward the Thieu regime. Their new opposition
was expressed by their practice of not only giving refuge and protection to hun-
dreds of thousands of deserters from ARVN and the draft , but also organizing them
into a force of their own and arming them with American weapons purchased from
corrupt ARVN officers. Having formed what they called a “Civil Guard Force,” the
Hoa Hao became a formidable adversary for Thieu, who was faced with the dilem-
ma of either letting them be or openly fighting them. Thieu chOose the latter course
at great cost to himself.

The An Quang Buddhists, who had long been a problem to the authorities in
Saigon, also increased their resistance in 1974-1975. They created a variety of
movements “with clandestine Communist leanings and connections; fomented
street disorder in Saigon; and, in cooperation with Buddhist congressmen, once p
even seized the Lower House and covered it with anti-government slogans.”

Finally, according to Hantho Touneh, a prominent Montagnard who served as
Secretary General in the Ministry -for the Development of Ethnic Minorities in
Saigon, the Saigon government now was presented the bill for having seriously
alienated the Monta gnards in the highlands over the years through a policy of
ruthless exploitation of their territories and suppression of their people. Touneh
reported:

When I was [in my post] I received many reports from the Ethnic Minority
Services .. which mentioned many incidents in the Montagnard areas
(between Vietnamese and Montagnards) . . .. The Vietnamese soldiers came
to the villages and stole the chickens and killed the animals, destroyed
crops, burned houses and arrested .. villagers

He further stated:
The Montagnards believed in the military strength of the government [Sai-
gon] but were disappointed with many high-ranking ARVN officers who
supported Vietnamese contractors to exploit the lumber in the Montag-
nards’ areas.
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and

It was also reported to me that the Monta gnard soliders were treated
unjustly . . .  whenever there was a question of promotion , it was always
given to the Vietnamese and denied to the Monta gnard soldier.

Thus , a catalog of grievances against the Saigon regime had eventually ac-
cumulated among the Montagnards , too.

THIEU’S REACTION

When Thieu was faced with all this opposition , the power base on which he had
operated over the years after using Prime Ministe r (and General) Kh iem to deprive
Air Marshal Ks- of most of the latter ’s effective power, began to erode rather
rapidly. Thieu ’s situation became even more precarious when he allegedly had a
falling out with Khiem over his efforts to retain the presidency for a third term .

When Khiem managed to have most of Thieu ’s special assistants transferred
to a newly formed Cabinet (which he headed) in early 1975, a situation arose which
was described as follows by Nguyen Ba Can:

With his presidential office and the party dismantled , Thieu was reduced
to impotence. He spent his time playing tennis and water-skiing on the
Saigon River more often than at any other time, while the security situa-
tion was deteriorating and becoming worse than it had ever been before.
And the people were disoriented by so much internal trouble happening all
of a sudden . -

In the meantime , eit her because of a fatal combination of circumstances
or as a result of some magical orchestration , the religious and political
parties, the press and other influential groups such as the lawyers—even
those traditionally regarded as favorable to the government—expressed
their discontent and seemed united in a front of protest which brought
disérder to the country, thus affecting seriously the armed forces’ morale
and the population ’s confidence.

As a result of the many political pressures and the endless strains of the war ,
the country was, at the time of the big attacks, on the verge of a “psychological
collapse that struck every South Vietnamese, be he top leader or regular citizen ,
military or civilian , commander or private soldier,” and led to Thieu ’s “inconceiva-
ble strategic mistakes, the panicky mass exodus from the cities, and ARVN’s total
collapse .”

Can added , “It is important to consider that there were two categories of people
in Vietnam. One category had to fight for the other category— I mean the armed
forces. Only the armed forces had the responsibility to fight the war , in the opinion
of the people. The people remained outside of this. They were not involved in the
fight. It was the opposite of a ‘people’s war .’ The way we conducted the war , we
should have reali zed that in the long run we had to lose i t.” Can , like some other
respondents, stated, “Even the political concepts of the regime were not suitable
for such a war . There was modern democracy. There was disorder , chaos. We would
have needed a strong power. We needed more discipline , to get the people involved.
To get all the people to figh t for themselves.”

The political situation on the eve of the final enemy offensive was summarized
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by Can, who was one of the most knowledgeable respondents on the subject of
political affairs in South Vietnam , having held high office for many years. He said:

Sooner or later , South Vietnam had to fall into Communist hands. That had
been expected by those who had followed closely the development of the
endless war in that area of the world. This was expected by the leaders of
the Republic of Vietnam too. But what astonished all of them was the
sudden collapse of the nation that had one of the most powerfu l (armed]
forces in Asia and that demonstrated its determination to fight regardless
of the price it had to pay

and concluded:
To sum up, the war was lost from its inception.

These words are sign ifIcant , not only for the assessment they express (which
may or may not be correct) but also because they reflect the profound pessimism
of some of the men in leading positions in South Vietnam.

_ _ _  _ Y W  - - - -



Chapter 3

THE LEADERSHIP -

THIEU

When talking about the leadership in South Vietnam before the collapse, we
are talking basically about President Thieu. Thieu ’s was—or appeared to be—a
one-man rule , or what would be called a dictatorship. But , from what the respon-
dents report, the man was nevertheless sui generi8 , and so was his regime.

According to Bui Diem:

It used to be said in Saigon as a joke that South Vietnam was a country with
half of everything. It was half democracy and half dictatorship, and the
measures taken by the government were most of the time half-measures.
The result of this was that nothing worked as it should.

In a more serious vein , Diem continued:

A one-man regime is usually a strong and efficient regime. Quite the con-
trary was the case in Vietnam. The President had all the power in his hands
and could easily impose his policy, but somehow there was no sense of
purpose or direction among the high officials of the government and
stra ngely enoug h, in a country so pressed by the requirements of war , not
a single member of the government , including the Pre sident himself, had
any sense of urgency about the 8ituation. .

What were the origins of this man , and how was he looked upon by other
leaders in South Vietnam? One general, who was, among other positions in his
career, the Commandant of the Military Academy in Dalat , said:

President Thieu was a good officer but he was a mediocre general. His
combat record was unimpressive. He was born in the Province of Ninh
Thuan (Phan Rang), south of Cam Ranh Bay, of middle-class parents. His
character and moral values were strongly influenced by the hard life in his
native village where the lands are poor and rocky, and where it rains
during only one month of the year. People there must struggle without
respite against nature to extract enough to eat from the recalcitrant soil
and from the sterile sea. Young Thieu left his village to try his fortunes in
the French Colonial Army until the time he enrolled in the officers school
in Hue. In 1948 he became an officer in the Vietnamese Army. Thieu was
very suspicious by nature and would not hesitate to fight viciously to attain
success in life. He was also very patient and able to wait for a long time,
and he waited unti l the self-destruction of his opponents was complete and
he could come to power without competition.

In all , the respondents had very few good things to say about Thieu, and a great
deal tha t was unfavorable. Even though some respondents gave Thieu high marks
as a military commander, others stated that he was inept as a political and military
leader; that he appointed incompetent and corrupt men to high military positiona

Empha.i~ added by the authors.
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that he had a virtual passion for inaction; that his leadershi p was impaired by the
fact that he trusted nobody and was not trusted by anybody; and that he was
involved in the extensive corruption plaguing the country. Moreover , his appoint-
ments of others to high office , both military and civilian , had no admirers , even
among the men who participated in this study (and who owed their own positions
to Thieu). According to one general:

Thieu was a man of conflicting personality. He trusted no one and if he had
a few confidants whom he sometimes listened to, they were all corrupt and
arrogant. This conflicting personality was reflected in the field of strategy .
We may say that as far as national strategy is concerned , we had no strate-
gy at all , or rather we had a conflicting strategy. For instance, President
Thieu first ordered his field commanders to defend everything, to defend
every inch of terrain, even the smallest and most remote town; then he
decided , after the fall of Ban Me Thuot , to surrender too many things. It
is true that we could not have an independent strategy as long as we had
to rely too much on foreign aid , but the lack of a coherent military strategy
was due most of all to the ineptitude of our military leaders and the lack
of a good planning organization - . .. The National Security Committee was
headed by General Dang Van (“Fat ”) Quang, Special Assistant for Military
and Security Affairs, the most corrupt and the most hated man in Vietnam,
who spent all of his time [looking] for a better way of making money instead
of planning a sound and coherent strategy for the country.

Allegedly, most of Thieu’s thinking was aimed at staying in power. This re-
quired two things above all , neither of them very conducive to good governing: (I )
He had to avoid becoming the victim of a new coup, and (2) he had to continue to
have the exclusive support of the Americans:

President Thieu had in his mind all the time the fear of a coup against
himself , and he was very happy to have General Cao Van Vien , a very quiet
man , a not very exciting man, to be chief of staff. And Thieu also !iked not
to see close cooperation between the General Staff and the four Corps
Headquarters He was all the time afraid of a government by the gener-
als. (He did not even want them to meet with each other.) He had in mind
that if all these people [got] together to talk about the military situation ,
they would also discuss the political situation and make a coup.

General Tran Van Don, lapsing into French , described Thieu also as “méchant,”
a word that has a meaning somewhere between nasty and evil. Don, who sta ted that
Thieu “didn ’t like me very much ,” further characterized Thieu as follows:

Every move he made was to consolidate his position with the Americans,
or at least not put it in danger. He never trusted anybody in his entourage
or in the armed forces; this had a corroding effect. Yet, he did not trust the
Americans either , despite their support. He was scared every day that he
would lose their support, and therefore was no more comfortable with them
than he was with his compatriots. He was very intelli gent, but used that
intelligence mainly to [cement] his position. He was also corrupt .

Most portraits drawn of Thieu by other South Vietnamese leaders, aside from
being generally uncomp limentary with rega rd to Thieu’s leadership ability and
personal integrity, converge on his having been given—almost dedicated—to inac-
tion.’ In fact, it is possible that , aside from being a personal proclivity on the part

‘This is in striking contra st to Nguyen Cao Ky, a flamboyant activist , nicknamed by some of his
fellow officer, “the cowboy, ’ w ho was always trying to ‘~go North,” or imploring General Vien to let him
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of Thieu , inaction may have been a deliberate policy on his part to alleviate possible
U.S. apprehensions concerning rash actions. In any event , Thieu ’s basic military
and political policies were all encompassed by his “Four No ’s,” which he promulgat-
ed after the Paris Agreements. These were indeed guides to inaction rather than
action. Not unlike the Roman General Fabius Maximus Cunctator who obtained his
byname “Cunctator ” (the hesitator) by refusing to give Hannibal battle until the
latter defeated himself through unwise moves, Thieu apparentl y believed that the
policy of waiting out his opponents, which had worked so well for him personally
on his way to the top, might also work in the war.

Thieu apparently also was very slow to change his mind. One former staff
officer reported that aside from the fact that Thieu stubbornly clung to ideas and
policies once he had developed them, nothing was gained even if someone could
convince him that a certain policy might be wrong. In such cases, said the officer ,
Thieu still refused to act in alternate fashion , saying, “All right , perhaps the current
policy is wrong. But how can I be sure that the new policy you suggest will not also
prove to be wrong?” Another witness of high military rank and responsibility
reported that Thieu was extremely difficult to talk to because “he was joking all
the time. ” This appears to be yet more evidence that Thieu had his own ways of
evading demands for action.

Although Thieu was extremely suspicious by nature, he seems to have been at
the same time quite naive or gullible on occasion. An example concerns the discov-
ery of offshore oil. As described by Buu Vien:

Most dramatic . . .  was the discovery of oil off the Vietnamese coast I
recall a meeting at which the oil news was announced by the Minister of
Economy. President Thieu, in a jubilant mood, nodded to me, saying, “Re-
garding the new cars ordered for the coming state visits, let’s now buy ten
of them instead of two.” He went on to remark jokingly, “Maybe in the
future all we need in our government will be a President and one minister
of oil. ” For all those present at the meeting (including Thieu), it seemed that
the discovery of oil might hold the magic power to solve all the country ’s
economic problems, and for a moment it seemed that the news had dissipat-
ed all their worries.

Apparently, Thieu was also very slow in establishing relations with individual
Americans. Bui Diem reported that Ambassador Martin once told him, “1 want to
help your country and your President , but the only thing your President has
asked me to do until now is to make arran gements for your Vice-President to go
to Washi ngton to Wal ter Reed Hospital for a checkup. ” When Bui Diem queried
Thieu about this, he was told, “1 do not know him [Martin) well yet , so I have to
go slow in my relations with him. ” This, said Bui Diem , “was a situation in which
the relations between the two allies were outwardly correct but not at all normal ,
considering the fact that the war obviously required a closer coordination. This
situation lasted until the final days of the war. ”

One observer stated , “Thieu was suspicious of all personalities who showed any
potential to replace his as President. This was tru e in particular with regard to

counterattac k at Ban Me Thuot at the head of a tank column, or hoping to transform Saigon “int o a
Stalingrad “ In his own interview, w hen asked to assess the probability of the success of such undertak-
ings, Ky would say, “You don’t know unless you try.’

- -— - - .— — —~~
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Prime Minister Khiem. Thieu [believed] that Khiem would be his rival in the next
presidential election.”

Allegedly, Thieu ’s distrust of those around him had adverse consequences on
the conduct of government business. One respondent who at times attended Council
of Ministers meetings related , ~‘In order to avoid arousing any further suspicions
in Thieu , Prime Minister Khiem chose to be quiet. He hardly ever expressed his
views in the Council of Ministers meeting. He confided to me that it did not serve
any purpose to argu e with the President in the presence of his ministers. Anything
he found important to convey to him he would say privately to the President. This
discreet attitude might have saved Khiem trouble with Thieu , but it also contrib-
uted to the confusion of the leadership and sometimes caused regrettable delays in
the imp lementation of government programs. Ministers became confused In
fact, according to the same source , conversations with Thieu at the meetings were
so guarded and Thieu ’s own statements so vague that on many occasions long
meetings were held by the ministerial council just for the purpose of interpreting
what Thieu might have meant by what he said.

As for Thieu’s proclivity to interfere personally in military operations, bypass-
ing the JGS and dealing directly with the Corps commanders , one witness reported
that Thieu did this not wholly for reasons of personal expediency: “Being an Army
genera l , the President actually enjoyed the idea of personally exercising his author-
i tv  as the Commander-in-Chief of the armed forces , and he could not resist the
temptation to direct military operations from his office. . .. Meanwhile the Ministry
of Defense had no real authority over the JGS (which itself had little authority).. ..

During my three years in the government , I had occasion to observe that the
President seemed to want to decide on everything himself. He was reluctant to
share the heavy national burden with other members of the government, causing
the ta tter to evade their own responsibilities; and when the President failed to act ,
nearly everything came to a standstill. ” Clearly, these traits and this style of
governing became even more pronounced during the great crisis of 1975.

One aspect of Thieu ’s leadership seems to have changed drastically over time:
Whereas in earlier days his orders to military leaders, according to several of them ,
h ad been ve ry “precise,”7 they later became increasingl y Delphic. This may also
have had something to do with the fact that , according to General Tran Van Don ,
Thieu as a man and leader had been in decline for several years:

A. I said to Thieu many times to regroup the Regional Forces. But I feel
that in 1974 Thieu had decreased capability.

Q. He became tired?

A. Not tired; physically he was in good shape. But he seemed not to
believe , and I was not sure that he [wantedj to be reelected in 1975.
The summer of 1972 he was on top of his power Hc was on top in
1972 and 1973. After that he was decreasing.

According to one staff officer whose opinions differ fro m those of most of the
other witnesses, Thieu deserves credit for some good judgment , even though Thieu

,ome sources opined that one reason for Thieu’s giving orders personally aft,’r th~ Paris Agree-
ments was that there was then a distinct political component to ever y milttar move.
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had ruled against him when he and the Corps commanders had recommended that
remote outposts be abandoned and the forces defending them be regrouped.

According to this staff officer , Thieu ’s reasoning was that the maintenance of
the outposts was necessary to assure South Vietnamese control of the countryside
surrounding them and, further , it was necessary for South Vietnam to insist that
the Paris Agreements be respected on all counts. When asked how he reacted to
President Thieu’s rejection of this military advice from his senior officers , this
respondent said that Thieu was “Commander-in-Chief” and a “general who knows
his business.” He stated that Thieu probably had his own political purposes in
refusing to give up the outposts at any cost and speculated that the president may
have been trying therewith to prove Communist violations of the cease-fire.

Tran Van Don—no friend of Thieu ’s—also gave him credit for “intelligence” in
the following revealing narrative:

In 1974 Thieu called [a well-known astrologer to the palace] and presented
him one question: “If I resign , . .  can you with your astrology see who is

• capable to replace me, including Big Minh?” [The astrologer] said to Thieu ,
“I don ’t see anyone, including Big Minh , to take your place if you resign.”
And you know how Thieu reacted? Very intelligent. He is a very intelligent
man. He was with me when I commanded I Corps. He was not too intelligent
when he was one of my division commanders. But he was more intelligent
when he became president. And Thieu said, “If nobody can replace me, that
means I will be replaced by the Communists - - ..“

Ky, who is one of Thieu’s bitterest critics, saw the solution to what some
observers regard as the Thieu riddle in one single, simple answ,er which does Thieu
little honor: Thieu expected from the beginning that things would not work out in
Vietnam and that he eventually would have to flee the country . Thieu, according
to Ky, prepared for his departure from Vietnam “all along.” Thieu ’s readiness to
leave the country, said Ky, was known to or at least sensed by other generals and
had a devasting effect on them in 1975:

A. At that time (early 1975) Thieu was preparing to go.

Q. Thieu was preparing to go? To leave the country?

A. Yes, and some top generals too, ready to go.

Q. This was before Danang fell? They were preparing to leave alri~ady?

A. Yes.

Q. What were they doing? Were they packing suitcases? How does one
know they were preparing to leave? What physical evidence? Did you
talk to their wives, servants, how do you know?

A. Actually, Thieu prepard his retreat years ago . ... I know Thieu very
well, and he knew the military situation.

Strangely enough , Thieu, despite the solid support he received over the years
from the Americans, was, according to some witnesses, constantly worried about
that support even though (or maybe because) he often procrastinated in fulfilling
his promises to the U.S. Ambassador. Ky went further than most in his description
of Thieu’s insecurity on the score of American support:

- - ------- --~~
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Q. - . - apparently [Thieu} always worried about the support of the Ameri-
cans Even though he had all the support he still worried about it?

A. Oh, always. I remember when I was head of the Vietnamese delega-
tion in [the) Paris talks, every time I came back and told him about
the developments and of course, all the problems, every time I dis-
cussed with him , the first question he asked me is, “What [do the]
Americans think?” He always was worried about that. He even said,
“Well , you know , they may kill me any time if I do something against
them.” He was always scared about what would happen.

Q. About being assassinated?

A. He was always worried about that.

Q. He was serious about that? That was his serious fear?

A. Oh, very serious

And in the end, says Ky, Thieu slept every night in a different room in order to
evade assassination attempts.

The fear of being killed by the Americans, or perhaps by others with American
consent, was ascribed to Thieu by General Tran Van Don as well. Don said that
Thieu was not so much afraid of a “soft” coup as he was of what he called a “hard”
coup in which he would lose his life. This, according to some, was the reason Thieu
recalled the Airborne Division from I Corps before the fall of Ban Me Thuot. This
is a matter of controversy among respondents, however; some agree that fear for
his life was indeed Thieu’s motive, others do not. If it is correct that Thieu withdrew
the Airborne Division primarily for the purpose of protecting his own life, in view
of the disastrous effects this withdrawal is said by most respondents to have had
in I Corps, he took a step that he must have known would or at least could endanger
the defense of the entire country.

One observer concluded his observations on Thieu as follows:

If anyone is to be blamed for the fall of South Vietnam, the Vietnamese
military leaders were primarily responsible. It was they who brough t Thieu
to power. When it became clear that Thieu failed the Vietnamese cause,
they and they alone had the responsibility and the capability to dismiss
him. Unfortunately for the Vietnamese people, they failed to do so-

OTHER SOUTH VI~ FNAMF~SE LEADERS

As for other aspects of the leadership in South Vietnam, the respondents’
comments were mostly negative. They spoke of incompetent generals who were
“improvisers” who had not acquired the fundamentals of the military arts in the
appropriate colleges; of scheming and rapacious wives of high military and civilian
officials who wielded vast power over goods and people; of cowardly commanders
who avoided enemy action; of blatantly corrupt military and civilian leaders in
Saigon and in the provinces. And to single out one individual who for many observ-
ers symbolized all that was wrong with the leadership in Saigon, the respondents
pointed frequently to General Dan Van Quang, contemptuously referred to as “Fat
Quang,” a man who was said to have had huge black market dealings in rice, the

• -- •—~~-- 
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people’s main food, and in opium as well , and who as eminence gr ise (or one might
say noire) behind Thieu ’s chair apparently enjoyed a close relationship with the

• President and wielded enormous power. Such leaders, according to some of the
witnesses, had little concern for the people, and the people had little respect for
them.

This popular disrespect was aggravated by the fact that most of the leaders had
had overly close connections with the Americans. One genera] said that in times
of extreme national emergency it should be possible to sacrifice some national
sovereignty (he saw the American presence in Vietnam as such a sacrifice of some
sovereignty), but that this sacrifice was creating political and ultimately military
hazards in Vietnam:

Since the dependence and subordination of the Vietnam government was
so obviousl y demonstrated by the predominant presence and power of the
Americans , the Vietnamese general public could not refrain from viewing
their government as a puppet deprived of all national prestige, lacking in
national mandate and thus being untrustworthy. In [such] a highly ideologi-
cal struggle as the Vietnam war , this aspect had a strong negative impact
and worked much to the detriment of the RVN cause. Moreover , reacting
to the negative attitude of the Vietnam public , RVN officials were unwilling
or afraid to take any initiative and were thus reduced to adopting a defen-
sive attitude.

This long list of negative statements made by former South Vietnamese leaders
about their own leadership was punctuated only rarely by positive statements
about anyone, military or civilian , although some senior commanders were praised.
The late Ngo Dinh Diem was described by several observers as a good national
leader—better , in their view, than anyone who followed. And quite a few positive
statements of a general nature were made about lower grade officers. But that just
about exhausts the meager list of favorable comments any of the respondents had
for anyone in the leadership structure.

Some of the respondents, in fact , opined that the poor quality of their leader-
ship, as they saw it , was doubly pernicious in a poor country with new institutions.
One general prefaced his observations on leadershi p as follows:

In a poor country , torn and divided by a long war , the leadership is [espe-
ciallyl important.

Others expressed similar views, pointing to what they considered to be the differ-
ence between the United States, where the effective fuctioning of a well-established
system was less dependent on the personalities of the leaders, and South Vietnam,
where personalities were of paramoun t importance.

PASSIVITY IN LEADERSHIP

A nu mber of the respondents complained that passivity had become ingrained
in South Vietnam ’s leadership. The inherent power and omnipresence of the United
States, coupled with South Vietnam ’s situation of total dependency , reduced South
Vietnam ’s own leaders to submissive order takers. One high-ranking general as-
serted that the Americans guaranteed this by insuring the selection of Vietnamese
who were willing to be cooperative.
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According to Tran Van Don , General Vien recognized the subservient role of
the South Vietnamese. Another general officer agreed that South Vietnam ’s lead-
ers had been reduced to carrying out American plans, and he provided an example:
“When I was division commander and a Corps commander , every year I got a
heavy book and it was the mili tary plan. And when I read the plan , on one side is
Vietnamese and on the other is English. And I see that it is translated from the
English and is not the plan of General Vien. So I think this is no good because
General Vien didn ’t do anything—he let General Westmoreland’s staff write the
plan and they sent a copy of the plan to General Vien and J3 translated it into
Vietnamese and signed. ”

• Buu Vien noted that pleasing the Americans became the principal goal of South
• Vietnam’s office rs:

The presence of American advisers at all levels of the military hierarchy
created among the Vietnamese leadership a mentality of reliance on their
advice and suggestions. Even though some officers didn ’t like the intrusive
presence of their American counterparts, most of them felt more confident
when they had their advisers at their side. The ideas mi ght be theirs, but
they felt more assured when those ideas were concurred in by American
advisers than when they were suggested by their superiors. Officers talking
about their performance never failed to mention how much they were being
appreciated by their American counterparts as though appreciation by
American advisers was evidence of their success, their command ability,
their honesty.

This feeling extended to the highest levels of South Vietnam ’s government. As Bui
Diem observed, President Thieu “always considered the American factor the most
important element—if not the vital one—in every problem that he had to solve,
whether it was concerning the future of the country or his own political future.”
Colonel Nguyen Huy Loi supported this observation: “1 think that in Thieu’s mind
the Americans were resonsible for everything and they [the South Vietnamese
leaders] didn ’t need to do anything. And everyone just sit down and wait because
they think the Americans are responsible for everything.” Most South Vietnamese
would have agreed with Thieu , for in their eyes his selection as president was itself
an American decision.5

These sentiments were echoed by Air Marshal Ky, who complained about
South Vietnam ’s loss of identity: “... most of the time, because [ofi your role,
because [of] your responsibilities, [the] Americans were playing a dominant role ,
and at the end we lost our own identity .”

* It should be noted that many of the observations made by senior South Vietnamese officials after
the collapse closely parallel those made by the younger officers, mostly of the post-1954 generation, who
were interviewed in Saigon in 1971. At that time, these younger officers pointed out that many officers
of the older generation had served as NCOS in the French army. As a result, said the younger officers,
they had developed French tastes and a rnentalit .~ de colonisé and would still be saluting French officers
if the French army were still in Vietnam . The younger officers derogatorily referred to the older soldiers
as Sa igon P arisiens. Sometimes they used a more powerful Vietnamese word, no boc. which means
lackey or slave, as the people conquered by the Vietnamese in the past were called no boc. These former
French NCOa now took their orders from a new set of foreigners, Americans, w hose views they reflected.
The young officers felt that the South Vietnamese army which was being built up with American
assistance and American guidance was merely an extension of the American army, which had not
succeeded in Vietnam.

— —•- . • - • .---~~~~~~~.
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Colonel Vu Van Uoc, the Chief Operations Officer of the South Vietnamese Air
Force (VNAF), also stated:

- during the years 1964-72 when U.S. troops were actively fighting in
South Vietnam , most campaigns and big military operations were placed

• under American supervision. Even in joint U.S./Vietnamese operations,
ARVN was only given a minor role and air force tactics were placed under
the supervision of American advisers. In that situation , ARVN felt a too-
heavy dependence upon U.S. forces and one can hardly say these operations
were under Vietnamese jurisdiction. The same policy was applied to high-
ranking and also to combat officers , so that ARVN completely lost the
notion of being an independent army.

CORRUPTION AND LEADERSHIP

A central feature of the South Vietnamese regime, according to most respon-
dents, was corruption. It would serve no purpose in this overview to render all the
details about trade in foodstuffs and drugs; about “cinnamon generals” who used
division -size forces to trade in their favorite commodity; about officers who support-
ed concubines on a grand scale with ill-gotten gains; about rackets reaching into the
highest quarters of government, including the Presidential Palace; or about the
ubiquitous wives of prominent men who had their bejeweled fingers in every lucra-
tive pie and were highly skilled in giving bribes, receiving payoffs, and obtaining
posts for their husbands. These stories have received ample news coverage; from
what some of the respondents said, it would appear that many of them were true.

Rather, the essential effects of corruption , as seen by the respondents, will be
summarized here in a few sentences. In the first place, there was not one high-
ranking person in the Saigon government who was not accused by at least some
of the respondents as having participated in the corruption and profited from it.
Second, corruption principally took one of four forms: racketeering in scarce and
often vital goods; bribery of officials; buying and selling of big jobs and appoint-

• ments; and—last but by no means least—the collection of army pay from “ghost
soldiers” and “roll-call soldiers.” As to the last technique, the method was simple.
Soldiers who had been killed or who had deserted were not taken off the payroll,
and their salaries were pocketed by their superiors. Similarly, “roll call” soldiers,
who actually existed but appeared only for roll call , would yield their salary to their
superiors in return for being permitted to be absent from duty . Considering that
casualties throughout the entire war were very heavy and an estimated 100,000
soldiers deserted ann ually, it is clear that the sums collected on a regular basis by
those who participated in the “ghost soldiers” schemes were enormous.

A further result of carrying so many “ghost soldiers” on the rolls was that many
units that were severely understrength did not reveal themselves as such until
caught in combat .

One crippling effect of such corruption, according to the witnesses, was that it
permitted men to obtain offices for which they were not qualified , particularly
military commands. Another was that corruption destroyed morale.

“Clans existed from the lower to the higher rank; the majority of the high-
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ranking commanders were servants to the Thieu regime and they brought up a
number of lazy, corrupted and unqualified generals for their servile obedience
so destroying the fighting morale of the young ARVN officers. ” The Montagnard
leader Hantho Touneh attributed the erosion of leadership in the Ministry for the
Development of Ethnic Minorities to the corruption of the Thieu administration.
And finally, said Colonel Nguyen Huy Loi , the cutbacks in American aid that
reduced the flow of personal profits to the Vietnamese leaders affected their motiva-
tion to fight in 1975. From their point of view , it made more sense “to take your
winnings and run. ” In other words, if we can believe Loi , to benefit from corruption
was actually the principal motivation of a substantial part of the military and
civilian leadership.

But the effects of the all-pervading corruption , according to the respondents,
went even deeper than that. One commander said:

Corruption always engenders social injustice. In Vietnam , a country at war ,
social injustice was more striking than in any other country. Corruption
had created a small elite which held all the power and wealth , and a majori-
ty of middle-class people and peasants who became poorer and poorer and
who suffered all the sacrifices. It was these people who paid the taxes to the
government , the bribes to the police, who had to buy fertilizer at exorbitant
prices and to sell their rice at a price fixed by the government, and it was
also these people who sent their sons to fight and die for the country while
high government officials and wealthy people sent theirs abroad. An army
doctor once told me that he was disheartened to see that all the wounded ,
all the amputees who crowded his hospital came from the lower class, from
the peasants’ families, and that they had suffered and sacrificed for a small
class of corrupt elite. The government professed to win the heart and the
mind ofthe people, but all it had done was to create a widening gap between
the leadership and the mass; and this increasing conflict , this internal con-
tradiction , if we were to use Communist parlance , could not last; it had
somehow to be resolved. Unfortunately it was resolved in the Communist
way.

From this and similar statements, it would appear that corruption was consid-
erably more than a problem that could have been solved by the firing of a few

• generals and civilians. It was regarded by many of the respondents as a fundamen-
tal ill that was largely responsible for the ultimate collapse of South Vietnam. As
with other grave defects of the system, the respondents did not , on the whole,
present measures that could have remedied the situation. They did , however ,
politely hint on occasion that, in their view , with Thieu involved in the corruption ,
there was no way of curbing it as long as the Americans supported him in office .

In sum, according to the respondents, who often roundly and acerbically de-
nounced the very leadership of which they had themselves been part , the leader-
ship in South Vietnam encompassed all the worst possible features: It was au-
thoritarian without having true authority. It was military without being competent
or innovative in military affairs. It was a form of one-man rule without the leader
being a popular man.5 The government was corrupt , inefficient , and regarded by

-
~ 

- ‘On the subject of “popularity,” respondents did not seem to share the widespread American view
that at least “Big Minh” was popular. “Perhaps as a tennis partner for Maxwell Taylor ,” said one
general with a laugh. Where, then, did Minh’~ reputation come from? “From the United Sta tes! You
built him up!”

— ___________
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• the people to some extent as a puppet of the Americans, It was nonfunctioning at
the top and , as some claimed , had no dedicated cadre at the middle levels. And in
the most urgent situation , it had no sense of urgency.
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Chapter 4

U.S.-VIETNAMESE RELATIONS

There is no aspect to the war in Vietnam—or to any subject discussed in this
report—that is not in some way connected with U.S.-Vietnamese relations. Viet-
namese politics , strategies, force posture, hopes, and expectations—these were all
part of and permeated with what the Americans did or wanted , and what the
Vietnamese thought the Americans did or wanted.

In general , most respondents seemed to feel that the alliance relationship with
the Americans was not a success. They placed a good deal , but by no means all , of
the blame for this upon American shoulders. They accepted some of the burden for
the failures, but they seemed to leave open the question of whether such coopera-
tion could , in fact, have been more fruitful.

One respondent , Bui Diem, said:

The South Vietnamese understood neither American policies nor American
politics, and in my personal opinion one of the tragedies of the Vietnam War
was the fact that due rather to an unexpected happening of international
circumstances, two peoples quite apart in terms of civilization , mentality,
international status and geographic position were thrown together in a war
against a common enemy when Americans understood very little about
Vietnam and Vietnamese knew nothing about America . . .  the few things
that the Vietnamese knew about the U.S. were the generous Marshall Plan ,
the strong anti-Communist and moralistic stand of John Foster Dulles, and
the idealistic inaugural address by John Kennedy. For them the U.S. in-
volvement in Vietnam was but a logical continuation of Korea .... The
Vietnamese faith in the U.S. was reinforced by the presence of more than
haIfa million GIs, and no one could believe that the U.S. might give up only
a few years later.

Personal proximity apparently did not always enhance understanding:

In the eyes of the South Vietnamese, the Americans created for themselves
extra difficulties by making the war too expensive by the way they fought
it. The men from the “affluent society” brought into Vietnam a new kind
of war never seen or even thought of before. The Vietnamese opened their
eyes wide in bewilderment when they saw U.S. forces supplied with hot
meals by helicopter while still in combat. They saw the thousands of un-
necessary gadgets piled high in huge PXs, the hundreds of planes crossing
the Pacific for the transport of American troops on rotation. They witnessed
the more than generous use of bombs and ammunition by the U.S. forces,
and hours of bombing and strafing . . - triggered in many instances by mere
sniper fire. They said among themselves, especially when [in 1974] the
Congress rejected their request for more military aid, that the critics in the
U.S. were really unfair in putting responsibility for all these billions con-
sumed by the war on their shoulders; and that if the Americans could only
have saved part of the cost ofjust a few weeks of their stay in Vietnam and
used the saving for aid , the outcome could perhaps [have been] different.

Diem added:
For the man in the street, for those who had nothing to do with politics and
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had no vested interest for or against the government in Saigon, the way of
reasoning was more down-to-earth , though based on a lot of common sense.
In their eyes, the U.S. somehow forced its way into South Vietnam by
sending hundreds of thousands of troops into the country, and should there-
fore bear the consequences of this decision , whether it was good or bad. A
big nation and world power like the U.S. should show some sort of responsi-
ble behavior or at least a moral obli gation to help the South Vietnamese out
of a situation that precisely the presence of the U.S. troops had contributed
to create. The Americans should and could not simply call it quits afte r
putting the whole house of Vietnam in shambles and say, for instance:
“That is enough for us, we now have our own problems at home; besides
we have discovered that the involvement stemmed from the wrong deci-
sion.” . .  . It was within this context and in this environment that Mr. Thieu

- - shaped his own perceptions of U.S. policy. As a Vietnamese and military
man he shared many of the ideas held by his countrymen. But as a cautious
politician and complex man he had rather complicated ideas about the U.S.
policy. Basically, he did not trust the Americans. But at the same time he
was convinced , deep in his heart , that the Americans would never give up
in Vietnam. One might wonder . . .  how Mr. Thieu, so suspicious by nature,
did not have questions in his mind about the solidity of the U.S. support and
why a man whose constant question was “What are the Americans up to?”
could fail to take into consideration the possibility of an American pull-out.

Diem explained the seeming riddle in this way:

An explanation is given by Mr. Hoang Duc Nha , cousin of Mr. Thieu and
one of his closest aides - Mr. Thieu was suspicious of the Americans only
as fa r  as his own politica l future was concerned. During times of crisis...
his suspicion was centered on the possibility of an American sponsored coup
against him pe rsonall y, but basically he held the belief that~the Americans
would never tolerate a takeover of South Vietnam by the Communists, at
least not in the foreseeable future

In a way, several threads seem to come together here. Thieu, as indicated
earlier , regarded a major Communist offensive or a vigorous Communist infiltra-
tion followed by an eventual takeover as possible. According to witnesses, his
conclu8ion was that the Comr~umsts would choose the latter route. It may well be
that this faulty conclusion , which must have greatly affected his conduct of civilian
and military affairs, was based on his assumption that even though the enemy
might be tempted to mount a major attack, the Americans would not tolerate it,
Thus the enemy would probably select instead a policy of massive subversion and
infiltration which would be harder to treat as an obvious violation of the Paris
Agreements; harder to counter with B-52s, which Thieu apparently expected would
be forthcoming in case of an overt and unmistakable major violation; and therefore
harder to foil.

CONTRAST WITH FRENCH-VIETNAMESE RELATIONS

Some respondents emphasized that the differences between the Vietnamese
• and the Americans were not like the differences between them and the French,

which were in fact profound conflicts over aims and objectives. Some respondents
attribute the failures of frui tful cooperation with the United States primarily to
American misperceptions of euerything they found in Vietnam: the country, the

1
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people , the culture, the war , the enemy. While veterans of the American military
or civilian bureaucracy ofte n placed the blame for this lack of understanding on the
absence of “institutional memory,” which resulted from personnel rotation, most
Vietnamese held quite a different view. They saw the chasm as deeper than that.
Curiously enough , some respondents felt that on the level of the combat soldier,
where ignorance regarding Vietnam was perhaps greatest, interaction was perhaps
most effective. According to one general:

Throughout the whole hierarchy, it should be noted that the best and
smoothest interaction existed at the lowest echelons, at company and bat-
talion levels, where the personalities involved were younger, more innocent
and devoid of scheming of any sort. There the cooperation was frank , the
spiri t of camaraderie was more instinctive, and the proximity of the physi-
cal dangers experienced together on the battlefield further deepened the
closeness between the U.S. and Vietnam.

At the middle echelons the difficulties in interaction were greatest, the
personalities involved being no longer candid and disinterested, and yet not
completely mature in judgments and attitudes.

And finally at the higher echelons, including the JGS, I would certainly
not envy the position of the Americans who were obligated to work with
such incompetent counterparts, with naturally some rare exceptions.

Another general, who also held high civilian office at times, summed up the
matter by saying, “We did not have the feeling of a common goal.” He felt, further,
as did other respondents, that the Americans generally underestimated the dan-
gers in the situation , never contemplating that the war might end with a complete
Communist victory. He conceded that most Vietnamese leaders never really con- ,
teznplated such a possibility either , but for other reasons: They were confident that
in case of need, American help would ultimately materialize to prevent such a
disaster.

THE MILITARY ADVISERS SYSTEM

The concept of military advisers was criticized by several of the respondents.
One critic said that as long as the Vietnamese had American advisers on all levels,
the Americans should have had , and heeded, Vietnamese advisers. Had such a
system been practiced, he thought, My Lai could not have occurred and there would
have been fewer incidents of the type that fueled resistance to the war in the United
States and around the world. When asked for his personal opinion of one of the
most famous senior U.S. advisers, one respondent said, ‘Well [laughter], he was
overbearing. He did not understand the situation very well. He was not profound
enough. He did not go to the root of the problem. And he thought he knew every-
thing.”

Marshal Ky was even more explicit on the adviser system:

After a few years, there is some sort of Mafia established between American
advisers and the Vietnamese commanding officers because, you know , they
need each other to get promotions, they need good records and recommen-
dation. What is the beet record for an American adviser? Serving one, two
tours with a Vietnamese unit. If, after that, he came back and can show the
American Headquarters that here is a unit 1 advised for a year and now
it is a Number One outfit , he shares that merit. Every American adviser
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when they left . - to go back to the United States have all kinds of Viet-
namese decorations [laughter], and vice versa . - I know one general offic-
er , the commanding officer of a Corps, later on Thieu removed him , Genera l
Ngo Dzu of II Corps. He’s a coward; he’s involved in all kind of smuggling
and corruption , but still many Americans , when they come to me , t hey say,
you know , Dzu is a “number one” type . Unbelievable.

Ky also suggested that Americans ofte n had the wool pulled over their eyes:

When [an] American visitor came to Corps headquarters I don ’t think he
really saw much except to spend time drinking , eating and girls with the
Corps commander and after that , you know , for the American visitor , (t hat
Corps commander] is “number one. ”

Ky also accused Americans of having had an insatiable ’appetite for “yes men ”
and added that “leadership~ cannot be built that way.

”
The military was said by some respondents to have resented the direct influ-

ence the Americans exerted on the promotion of high-ranking (and sometimes
lower-level) officers , not so much because of the interference i tself, it seems, as
because of the criteria used by Americans to support a Vietnamese officer. The
Americans, these respondents said , judged a man too easily ’ on whether he spoke
decent English and drank some bourbon with them; and the Americans could be
fooled into declaring some man a “ti ger” when in fact he was nothing of the kind.
Marshal Ky gave what he considered an example , with unmistakable relish: “As
long as they [the Americans] praise a military leader like Dzu and call him “number
one tiger,” what do they know about Vietnamese officers?Most of the Americans
I talked to think he’s number one tiger [loud Iaughterj , but I am eye wit”iess: Dzu
came running to ray home, a shaken chicken!”

The Americans also failed to understand, according to one respondent, that age
in an officer meant something else in ARVN than it meant in the U.S. Army. In the
U.S. Army it could mean maturity and experience, whereas in ARVN it could mean
a rigid clinging to outmoded tactics learned in school and , even worse, a history of
involvement with the French and therefore a contamination that made the officer
uninspiring as a leader in the current war.

In their complaints about American interference in Vietnamese afFairs, the
respondents said that there had been too much interference and at the same time
too little. According to them, the Americans interfered often in the wrong ways or
places. Among themselves, the Vietnamese called the U.S. Ambassador “the gover-
nor ” even though , to their surprise, “the governor ” occasionally sought their help
in tasks they were clearly unable to perform. For example , the Ambassador would
ask them to help in inducing Thieu to do something that he himself could not induce
Thieu to do. This reflected a grossly unrealistic appraisal of the situation on the part
of the Ambassador , in the view of these witnesses.

Bui Diem reported:
I remember.. . in the early seventies, each time I had . . . opportunities to
talk to Ambassador Bunker , he urged me to take up the problem of the
reforms with the Vietna mese President. “You should mention to the Presi-
dent that reforms are badly needed both for the strengthening of your
defense posture and for improving the atmosphere in Washington , a condi-
tion for the U.S. to continue its support .” Trying to convince Mr. Thieu
about the necessity to reorganize his government I had done all along, but
in terms of influence on him , there definitely was no comparison between
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my position as Ambassador and the position of the U.S. Ambassador in
Saigon. If , with the tremendous bargaining power he had in his hands, the
U.S. Ambassador could not do anything to influence Mr. Thieu , how could
I?

Yet , when the Americans left , their departure also caused the Vietnamese some
distress: Many of the jobs that had been provided by the American presence,
particularly in Saigon , disa ppeared. This added to the economic plight experienced
by ma ny in that city Second , the men on the higher levels, especially in the
military, found that they had come to rely on the American decisionmaking and
decision .implementing machinery which now had disappeared. The Commander of
I (‘orps, Lieutenant General Ngo Quang Truong, for exam ple , noted that after
the L’S. wi thdrawal , command and control from Saigon became weak, as did
planning.  He added that this shortcoming should have been remedied whil e the
U.S. forces were still in Vietnam.

An example of the criticism that the Americans interfered in the wrong ways
is given in the following excerpt from an interview with a high-ranking staffofficer:

Q. What mistakes do you think the Americans made in preparing South
Vietnam to fight this war?

A. Two things . First , when American troops came to Vietnam , they try
to do everything. And make the Vietnamese lose the initiative.

Q. This happened on all levels7

A. Yes, I think at all levels—operations , training, logistics. So the Viet-
namese don ’t rely on themselves. They rely on the Americans.

Q. The Americans were doing the planning?

A. Yes, but short planning, just for one year only. You didn ’t know how
much you can get next year of American financial aid.

Q. We ran things . Is that the problem?

A. Yes. Sometimes the Americans try to get suggestions from the Viet-
namese side , but we have no competent people to deal with the Ameri-
can side. So the Americans think:  We will do it for you because you
don ’t know anything. And second, U.S. supports one man onl y—Presi-
dent Thieu.

Q. What should we have done?

A. Well , I think instead of total support you have to tell him if you don ’t
open your arms, your hand , to [accept] contribution from good people,
I can ’t support you.

Colonel Do Ngoc Nhan , who served on the JGS in the final days, stated that “the
U.S. got involved in the war and assumed the leadership both politically and
mii i tar i ly .  For this reason , the U.S. withdrawal from South Vietnam created a real
leadership vacuum. ” Yet the Americans apparently faced a Hobson ’s choice in
Vietnam: When they asserted their leadership, it allegedly restricted the develop-
ment of Vietnamese leadership and had other adverse effects; but when they did
not exert their leadership, this was felt to have had adverse consequences, too.
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Besides, leadership responsibilities devolved on the Americans simply because
their  presence was so heavy. Bui Diem commented:

More than anything else , the South Vietnamese blamed the Americans for
the many contradictions of the American policy . . .. The South Vietnamese
could not understand why the Americans tried to assert that there was no
interference on their part in South Vietnamese politics , as if they could
avoid it in practice after imposing the presence of fi ve hundred thousand
American troops on the country.

Such a presence, said Diem , had “its pros and cons and many Vietnamese were
aware of it. ” The point was that on the one hand the American presence was a
substantial hel p, but on the other , it diluted the “cause. ” Diem said:

The Communists . . . boasted about the pur ity and legitimacy of their cause
(fight for total independence of the country and against the presence of
foreign t roops~, and the South Vietnamese did not want to carry this hand-
icap (of rely ing on foreign troops) on their back. However , they accepted the
presence ofAmer ican troops as ju stified by the international circumstances
and the rapidly deteriorating situation in South Vietnam. There was, after
all , a ferocious war going on and there was no substitute for victory even
if the cost was to be some sort of foreign interference.
In other words , American support , even when it was militarily effective , was

not an unmixed blessing, according to this observer. The enemy, of course , even
though he was maneuvering between Moscow and Peking and therefore may have
seemed to possess a modicum of independence , was solidly dependent on foreign
support , too. However , he had the advantage of having no foreign troops in his
ranks , and his allies, according to the respondents, disguised their influence quite
effectivel y, whereas the United States did not. One respondent complained:

When South Vietnam scored a success, Americans took the credit. When
the North scored a success it was always Ho Chi Minh or Giap or the NVA
that got the credit.

DISAGREEMENTS ON FORCE STRUCTURE
The severest criticism on the part of several Vietnamese military men with

regard to U.S.-Vietnamese cooperation was that the American forces left the mili-
tary forces of South Vietnam unprepared to fight the war by themselves, that the
Americans in fact did , in many respects, the reverse of what would have been
required. The respondents’ views on this subject are reflected in the following
summary of their comments:

1. The South Vietnamese soldier was “conditioned” by the U.S. presence in
many wrong ways. He had become accustomed to vast air and artillery
support , and he had “forgotten how to walk ,” having become used to
motorized transportation.

2. ARVN was organized along the wrong pattern. Some of the “yo’~ng
Turks” among the respondents said that ARVN should have consisted of
two distinctly separate parts with distinctly separate missions: It should
have had a territorial force, entrusted with the defense of their territory,
and a large and mobile strike force that could have been used wherever
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needed. Instead , it did not have any mobile reserve divisions , and it had
far too big a “tail. ”

3. The armed forces of South Vietnam were not enab!ed to develop effective
military leaders at the top. A great many direct and indirect reasons were
given for this. The promotion process was determined to a large extent by
corru [-Llon and the “crony ” system. Prima donnas without formal trainin g
were entrusted with the most responsible positions , such as Corps com-
mands , where they “improvised like artists without having learned the
fundamentals. ” Commanders given U.S. schooling got very little benefit
from it; there was too much , too fast. Moreover , what little they did learn
did not apply to the situation in Vietnam , where the enemy and the terrain
required a different type of warfare than that taught at American defense
colleges.

The worst feature of ARVN , according to one JGS colonel , was th at it was not
an independent entity and could not quickly become one after the American depar-
ture. The colonel advocated a mobile force of 10 to 15 divisions:

I don ’t know if you agree with me, but this is my opinion. The Vietnamese
armed forces were totall y integrated in the whole U.S. military machine
and were just part of that structure. So, when the whole U.S. armed forces
got out , the Vietnamese forces could not really sustain themselves against
a hard blow . . -- We were integrated in the whole U.S. armed forces. When
the [bigger] part of tha t integrated force leaves, the remaining Vietnam
forces have lack of support , lack of leadershi p, lack of coordination. Their
mission is .  . - to hold ground and they can counter some small action by the
other side but [that is all]. We cannot put together one division to do
something. And if we can get one division together we cannot do anything
because they don ’t have the support to do it. So the capability of the Viet-
namese forces [after the U.S. withdrawal] was just to hold ground and
counter very small enemy activity.

Did the colonel talk to the Americans about this?

Not officially. But during the time when 1 was Chief of Staff of the Training
Command, I had the opportunity to talk with a lot of American generals ,
a lot of American diplomats. I told them we cannot operate this way. The
structure of ARVN is not operational when the Americans go. We have to
do something. What I propose is this [the 10 to 15 mobile divisions]. But it
will take time to do it. We have to do this right , and should have started
in 1966167 to do this right.

When asked what kind of response he received , the colonel stated:

The Vietnamese said they did not want to hear anything about this because
now the Americans were responsible for everything. But it was also very
difficult to talk to the Americans. Because , as you know , the Americans
have their own system and we are talking about something that is [outside]
that system.

As an afterthought, he added:

Also, [the Americans were not sympathetic to his view] because they
thought they can stay in Vietnam forever.
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But , according to the colonel , nobody worried very much about faulty ARVN
policies because it was generally expected that in case of need the Americans would
come to the rescue. Without the Americans, he thought , there was no chance ,
anyway. Like others , he stated that even Thieu believed that:

Q. Thieu believed the Americans would bail out Vietnam in case of prob-
lems?

A. Yes. I think Thieu knew that once you made a withdrawal it was
finished , with . . .  [what] the enemy had.

Q. You think Thieu believed it was finished when the Americans with-
drew?

A. Yes. Because Thieu really is a shrewd man , he is intelligent and he
is a military leader , he would know this.

Thus, here again , we see the ambivalent attitude toward the Americans that ,
according to the respondents, was so widespread among Vietnamese leaders: On
the one hand , the Americans were hard to deal with and pressed for the wrong ways
to build up ARVN; on the other , they could surely be counted on if things went
wrong.

I
A “PEOPLE ’S ARMY”?

• During the war there was talk from time to time about the concept of a “peo-
ple ’s army ” for South Vietnam , in American and Vietnamese quarters. Lieutenant
General Tran Van Don was one of the leading proponents of this concept. The
people ’s army was an idea advanced by those who doubted that South Vietnam
could support the costly military machine and lavish fighting style that South
Vietnam was bequeathed by the Americans. Drawn from Vietnam ’s own military
history , the people ’s army would have been built upon the principle of local self-
defense. Every able-bodied man and woman would serve a fixed tour of duty with
the armed forces, after which they would return to civilian production jobs, remain-
ing in an armed reserve to defend their own locality or to augment the regular
forces when needed. The regular army would thus be free for larger operations
against the North Vietnamese. With part-time soldiers and part-time producers ,
the people’s army, it was felt, would ease the economic and manpower burden of
maintaining South Vietnam ’s large armed forces while still maintaining the coun-
try ’s defense needs. A people’s army was something between the Minutemen of the
American Revolution and the Israeli reserve system, but the idea predated both.
It was with such an organization that Vietnam had historically defended its fron-
tiers and developed its territory.

An idea similar to that of a people ’s army had apparently been expressed by
the commander of the First Infantry Division. According to one of his subordinates
in the First Division , this general had spoken about reducing the strength of the

• army ’s support units and putting some of their men into the Regional Forces and
Popular Forces, which would be reorganized as “Rice Producer Units.” “When the
situation is favorable and quiet ,” he reportedly said, “they can work in the rice-
fields , and when there is increased enemy activity , they fight, ”
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The people ’s army concept was not accepted by many, however. Buu Vien
dismissed the idea:

In the aftermath of the Vietnam debacle , some people have severely criti-
• cized the government of the RVN for not having organized “a people-based

army ”; of not knowing how to fight a war with less costly expenditures; of
having relied too much on foreign assistance, etc . . . .  There might have
been some justification in this so far as people ’s motivation is concerned , but
the outcome would have been the same.

A South Vietnamese army officer also thought the idea inapplicable to South
Vietnam. “It sounds good but it is not logical from the standpoint of strategic
analysis . . .. To use the ‘Rice Producer Units ’ in case we need them wi ll not be easy.
Israel can do it that way, but South Vietnam can ’t. In Israel , they have a very low
percentage of enemy infrastructure in the population. I’d say none. But in South
Vietnam this element is very great If the Communists will find out that is our
concept , they will not attack us, but just harass the ‘Rice Producer Units ’ every
night and day. How can they produce?”

OVERVIEW
• To this brief summary of Vietnamese views on U.S -Vietnamese relations we

should add the statements of one high-ranking combat officer who insisted on
remaining anonymous. This respondent insisted that South Vietnam , which in his
view was viable politically and militarily and could have successfully “fought the
enemy a hundred years” if it had been “permitted ” to do so, had been traded away
to Hanoi by the Americans in return for better relations with Moscow and Peking.
He stated that the United States had actually pulled the strings to insure the quick
defeat of South Vietnam. Pursuing the point , the interviewer asked him , “In other
words, you mean to say that in order to have better relations with China and maybe
the Soviet Union the people in the United States wanted to sell out Vietnam? Is that
what you mean?” The officer answered , “I don ’t mean all the people in the United
States.” The interviewer then asked , “You mean some of the people in the United
States. Who? In the government?” “Sure, policymakers—people like that ,” said the
respondent. Asked again , “But do you really believe that a trade was made at some
point where Mr. Kissinger would go to Mr. Brezhnev or Mr. Mao and say, ‘If you

• give me such and such , I will give you South Vietnam ’?” The genera l replied , “My
answer is yes!” This respondent also insisted that he was not alone among exiled
leaders in holding this view but that the others “are afraid to tell you.”

The other factor that was mentioned by some respondents, though ofte n only
peripherally or by insinuation , was that the all-pervading and all-corroding corrup-
tion was to some extent , at least indirectly, the fault of the Americans: As long as
the United States supported President Thieu in his position of leadership, and with
him “Fa t Quang” and all the others, there was no way of reducing the corruption.
Marshal Ky was most outspoken on this and reported that he made the point so
strongly in a conversation with President Nixon that Ambassador Bui Diem
“kicked him under the table.” But nothing came of this. ’°

“ The auLhor~ are aware that Ky him~eIf hai often been accused of’ corruption, but he wac not
challenged on thie during the interview.
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Despite the great hostility displayed by the respondent who claims South Viet-
nam was betrayed , despite Nguyen Ba Can’s statement that “Vietnamese officials
called Vietnamization the U.S. Dollar and Vietnam Blood Sharing Plan ,” and de-
spite much criticism of American ways and means, the Vietnamese leaders did not ,
on the whole, respond as “angry men ” to the question of U.S.-Vietnamese relations.
Rather , they seemed to feel that fate was against a more fruitful cooperation
between their nation and the Americans. They did not appear to give credence to
the Communist claim that the Americans in Vietnam were motivated by the same
imperialist desires as the French had been before them. On the contrary , some
seemed to feel that the Americans really wanted to help but did so very poorly,
whereas the French (with whom, however, they now are reconciled and to whom
they feel culturally closer) meant to exploit them and did quite well at that , for a
long time. The respondents simply stressed, in their polite and seemingly dispas-
sionate way, that U.S -Vietnamese interaction was caught in many webs of misun-

• derstanding from the beginning and never irpproved , eventually dissolving alto-
gether.

I



Chapter 5

STRATEGY AND TACTIC S

After the Americans left , Thieu promulgated his “Four No ’s,” one of which was
to deny the enemy any territory or outpost held by the GVN (as stated earlier , the
other three no’s were no coalition government, no negotiating with the enemy, and

no Communist or neutralist activity in the country). The territorial no was the
conceptual and operational backbone ofSouth Vietnam ’s military posture from the
time of the Paris Agreements until after the fall of Ban Me Thuot , when it was
radicall y revised and , in fact, entirely reversed.

As it turned out , the “no surrender of any territory ” strategy was a miscalcula-
tion in all respects , according to the interviews. Even though the cease-fire viola-
tions by the enemy did stand out by contrast, as the South Vietnamese leaders
hoped they would , the United States did not do anything to punish the enemy,
which, the respondents say, greatly discouraged them and encouraged the enemy
to risk ever bigger violations.” Thus the relative observance of the cease-fire by the
GVN went unrewarded. Holding on to all territory might have served in some
measure to reassure the population , except that—as we learned from Nguyen Ba
Can and many others—the population largely turned against the Thieu govern-
ment in the final crisis anyway and denied it the needed support. And as for
propitiating the Americans and extracting more aid from them hy~showing Saigon ’s
ability to deny the enemy new territory after the Paris Agreements, the record
shows that the GVN’s relative success on that score did not keep U.S. aid to South
Vietnam from declining drastically.

Thus, none of the political objectives at which the Thieu strategy had aimed was
accomplished in the period between the Paris Agreements and the final enemy
offensive. Instead , according to some of the respondents, the rigid strategic posture
had weakened the military establishment and produced other adverse military
consequences. It had led to a firm commitment of all available forces to the defense
of their respective areas, so that these forces had no strategic mobility and ARVN
had no strategic reserves. Besides, according to the officers interviewed for this
study, these forces lacked transport and fuel, so they were virtually nailed to their
places, and any effort at redeploying them, like Thieu ’s last-minute attempt to move
the Airborne Division down to Saigon from I Corps, disrupted the enti re defense
posture fro m I Corps on down. Moreover , the attempt to hold on to every one of
thousands of remote outposts apparently ground up both the armed forces and the
morale of officers who saw the virtual hopelessness of such an endeavor but were
committed to it.

What seems to emerge quite clearly from the combined statements of the
respondents is that the strategy of passive defense,” coupled with a decline in U.S.
military aid , led to increasing human losses. With ARVN ’s increasing need to

See footnote 2.
“Actually, the tactics were not entirely passive, as both sides “fbu*ht viciously ” over some territo-

ries, according to one officer.
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conserve ammunition and POL, and with maintenance problems and other techno-
logical adversities, the brunt of the enemy ’s forays had to be borne increasingly by
the ARVN soldier. This required increasing sacrifices in men as the enemy ’s
capabilities kept improving along with the quality of his equipment.

However , the rigidity ofThieu ’s strategy was not just the result of his own ideas
and desires, nor was it dictated by the situation , at least not according to all
respondents. Some respondents believed that it was “imposed” on Thieu by the
Americans. The last South Vietnamese Secretary of Defense, Tran Van Don , com-
mented in his interview:

Q. What were the plans? How was South Vietnam going to survive
militaril y?

A. You ask me, personally?

Q. From the point of view of the government , the JGS, or whoever might
have discussed this with you , did they have a plan or a strategy?

A. I know , as chairman of the Defense Committee in the House before
becoming a Vice-Premier in 1974 - - . the military strategy at that time
was to hold all of South Vietnam. I asked Thieu in 1975 why in Cam
Ranh “you have changed your strategy?” He said L “Now with open
aggression from the North we cannot keep the same strategy demand-
ed by the American side to hold the whole of South Vietnam. ”

Q. He said that was the American strategy? Americans had asked him
to do this?

A. To keep, to hold all the whole South Vietnam. He was able to change
[that] after the attack from the North.

Q. He said that was an American strategy, imposed on him by the U.S.?

A. Yes. Important to hold all South Vietnam and , if possible, all prov-
inces,

But even though Tran Van Don stated that the strategy of holding on to all
areas was dictated by the Americans, he by no means attributed to them all respon-
sibility for what came later , nor did he feel that the South Vietnamese did not have
enough freedom of action to do things differently:

A. I knew the preparations made by the other side—pipeline , new high-
way, attacks against our districts, infiltration into the South—even
then we didn ’t prepare our troops, our army, to fight. We had no big
operation to destroy the pipeline, to go in where - . - they occupied .

Q. No spoiling action?

A. That’s right.

Q. Would you attribute that to inept leadership?

A. Yes, of course. We come back again to the same thing. I was surprised.
We look {as though] we live in peacetime. Instead, we know about the
infiltration , the attacks - . .  I don ’t mean afte r the loss of Phuoc Long
Province , but before that—in 1974—the pipeline, the highway, infiltra-
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tion. We knew that. Lack of command, incompetence on our military
side. From the top to the division commander and province chief.

Q. You think you had the resources . . .  to mount some spoiling oper-
ations?

A. We come back again to the same problem [of) Thieu. If they open real
operations , it will require good commanders, good operations, it could
have happened. But for Thieu , the danger was there would be a coup
against him.

While Don indicated that Thieu did not want good men in leading military
positions because he was afraid that once they were in such positions they would
mount a coup against him , there was more than that to the absence of more
vigorous defense strategies:

Q. Your judgment is that there was a sort of peacetime attitude while
this [enemy ) build-up was taking place?

A. Yes, that is right. There is one thing I think these leaders believed—
the American government will never permit a new aggression from
the North after the Paris Agreements. Bombing will be resumed.

But long before 1975, Don had been troubled by the strategies and tactics used
in the war , not only by his own compatriots but by the Americans as well:

When I used to drive through the pass from Danang to Hue, I could see
American GIs playing the role of our Popular Forces, guarding all the
bridges Some bridges are important. [But] why didn ’t I see any Viet-
namese with them? There was something wrong in the use of American
troops during the war. I thought they were not very well employed .

In general , no strategy could have been successful , in General Don ’s view ,
• unless it effectively stopped the infiltration from the North. Don thought that could

have been done , but only through a major mobilization of all forces available in the
country. The attempts that were made he dismissed as - “not serious.” He comment-
ed on the operation at Lam Son in 1971 that was designed to cut infiltration:

Not very well conducted on the Vietnamese side. General Lam was the
Corps Commander. He had his command post in Dong Ha , but every eve-
ning he flew back to Danang to play tennis. Every morning he came back
to his CP - - -- No coordination with the General Staff , no coordination with
General Abrams. General Abrams was so nice . . .  he didn ’t want to com-
plain. -

Others also deplored the absence of efforts to stop the infiltration. General Ngo
Quang Truong said in hindsigh t that halting infiltration was the most criti cal
requirement. He said that South Vietnam could have solved its internal problems
if the infiltration could have been brought under control. Once that had been
stopped, everything else would have been “easy.” When asked how the infiltration
might have been stopped, he said that the geography was not the same as that in
Korea and it would have required “strong retaliation” to keep the enemy at bay.
This, presumably, would have meant coercive bombing of the North.

But, if there were no serious efforts at stopping the infiltration , what was the
overall strategy? Tran Van Don had this to report:
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You know , General Vien , the chairman of the JGS, talked to me once in the
beginning of 1969 when I was Chairman of the Defense Committee of the
Senate and I led a delegation of Senators and members of the House to the
General Staff headquarters , to Cao Van Vien ’s office. Our question was,
“General , can you tell us (we are now members of the House and Senate
in a very close meeting) your military doctrine because we need to know.
We are making war , but on the basis of what doctrine?” That question was
very good. It was very sensible. It was not my question , it was the question
of the other members. We agreed on that question. Do you know what the
answer was from Cao Van Vien? He said , “We Vietnamese have no military
doctrine because the command of all operations in Vietnam is in the hands,
is the responsibility, of the American side. We follow the U.S. milita ry
doctrine. We cannot have a Vietnamese military doctrine. We can get it
only on the day when we will be in charge , when we will be responsible for
the operations in South Vietnam. ” That is all. That means we follow. I have
just told you about the Lam Son operation just to show you , to describe to
you , the lack of coordination; I don ’t say “cooperation ,” but coordination
between the U.S. and Vietnamese sides. And I must say to you that some-
times some of your generals were very happy to have a nice Vietnamese
counterpart who never reacted against any decision made by the American
side. It was easier for the American general not to review what he had
decided already or else had planned by his staff’. Sometimes he said , “Oh ,
this Vietnamese general is very fine. ” Of course, of course, he would say
that. You know , if we are to be frank , we must be frank.

However , from what the respondents said , “on the day they were in charge,”
the Vietnamese JGS did not evolve a strategy either.

The respondents largely agreed that the JGS was very weak , in concepts and
in personnel , and did not become any stronger when the Americans left. Its chief ,
often described by the respondents as very “passive,” remained in place; the Corps
commanders, directly responsible to Thieu , retained control over their fiefdoms
while they tried to defend them against the enemy; Thieu bypassed the JGS; and
no planning staff worth the name generated any doctrines -or strategies for the
conduct of the war. According to some respondents, the Chairman of the JGS,
General Vien , had tendered his resignation to Thieu on several occasions, as he did
not want the job. But Thieu , it is said, was very happy with Vien , who was accom-
modating and certainly never entertained any ideas of mounting or participating
in a coup. One JGS officer who kept pressing for alternate force postures said:

General Vien did nothing, and it was very hard to reach him. And any time
people asked him something, he said, “Go to the Corps commanders and get
direct instructions from President Thieu . Our mission is not to mount big
operations , so the Province chief and the Corps commander have responsi-
bility for the security of their area. That is all. ” And General Vien did
nothing . . .  even to the last day in Saigon - - -- That was because he didn ’t
want the job. He wanted to quit for a long time and no one would let him
go. He submitted his resignation seven times and they would not let him
go. The reasons? I think that General Vien was good for Thieu. I think that
in Thieu’s mind the Americans were responsible for everything and the
Vietnamese did not need to do anything. And everyone just sit down and
wait because they think the Americans have the responsibility for every-
thing.

The unfavorable reaction of the respondent in this case was produced by Vien ’s
negative response to his suggestion that ARVN forces be repostured so as to get
out of their static defense positions and aim at a more active strategy.

- —~~ 
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WHY WAS THERE NO STRATEGIC PLANNING?

In most conversations , respondents made it clear that there was little strategic
planning; that , in fact, Saigon , which had no strategy of its own when the Ameri-
cans were in the country, also failed to develop a real strategy after they had left.
When asked about the reasons for this, considering the obviously precarious situa-
tion in which the South found itself, and considering the ubiquitous conviction in
all South Vietnamese circles that the enemy would never regard the Paris Agree-
ments as anything but the proverbial scrap of paper, these respondents pointed to
their weak and ineffective General Staff , their poor and unimaginative leadership,
or the unfortunate conditioning of their leaders by the Americans.

Some reported that they had plans for different force structures and strategies
but could never get a hearing, let alone authorization to act. But again and again ,
respondents insisted that there was no real strategy because , first , they were per-
suaded that the United States would come to their aid in case of real need , and ,
second , there simply was no strategy they could possibly design that would enable
them to go it alone if a big enemy push should materialize:

Q. You say, each year you had a plan , first , you had a joint plan with
MACV. After the Americans left you had a Vietnamese plan. And that
plan said that each Corps commander was responsible

A. To protect his area , protect the people and what they are to do about
pacification , about the roads , etc. But this plan never mentions what
to do if a full attack happens.

Q. So all the plan dealt with was how the people were to be protected ,
pacification , roads, this kind of thing. The plan did not contemplate or
deal with what he should do in the event there was a large-scale
attack. Did the Corps commanders have any plans of their own , as to
what they were to do?

A. Based on this overall plan , each Corps commander made his own plan ,
- but the plan was the same as the JOS plan , which means yes, we will

deploy our troops like this to protect the people, but if there were
really a full-scale attack , they need some support and help from the
JGS, but they know that the JGS has nothing under his command. Not
even one battalion. So all the force is divided into four Corps. And the
Corps commanders are responsible for what they have on hand. That
is the kind of structure after 1973.

Q. So the Corps commanders would say in their plan , if there is a large
attack, we will get help from Saigon? Is that what they said? Even
though they knew there wasn t any help?

A. Yes, they knew that. So what I mentioned is this: All the ARVN are
spread out through the four Corps areas and had as their mission the
protection of the people. And we [believed] that after the 1973 Agree-
ments there would be no attack at all. But if the full attack happened
the Americans would jump in. So you carry out the mission you did
before with the Americans.

Q. Carry out the mission you had when the Americans were there-still
carry that out. If a full attack takes place, the Americans would come
to the rescue?
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A. Yes.

Q. So it all came back again to the Americans?

A. I th ink so. Operating with  the American forces—they [ARVN} cannot
operate alone.

Q. Cannot operate alone?

A. Yes.

This respondent (a colonel in the JGS and a participant in the Paris negotia-
tions ) thought that the Americans must have believed that after the Paris Agree-
ments the enemy would not dare to launch a large-scale attack , and that therefore
the Saigon leaders did not plan for such a contingency:

A. Because they think that the Americans have plans about this , and
they still believe that after the Agreements they cannot have a full
attack from the North.

Q. You think the Americans believed that?

A. In their plans for the ARVN. Because after the Peace Agreement it
was impossible to have a full attack. And if the full attack happened ,
it was finished. And they knew this.

Q. Now you are speaking from the Vietnamese point of view or the
American point of view?

A. Both. The Americans knew this. -

Q. You mentioned , I have forgotten who it was, a senior person , who told
you when you suggested the need to do something, he said don ’t worry
about that , the Americans will still work something out at the very
end. Who was it?

A. Most of the people believed this, when I talked with all the generals,
the responsible people. For example, when I got back from Paris, I
went to see Khiem , the Prime Minister , and Minister of Defense, and
reported to him. He asked me about the situation. I told him. He said ,
“Yes, I already think that. In [ca se of a major attack], we cannot do
anything. The Americans will have to decide what we have to do. ”
This was from Khiem.

SHOULD SOUTH VIETNAM HAVE FOUGHT LIKE THE ENEMY ?

Throughout the war in Vietnam , some American critics of ARVN strategies
expressed the view that it was necessary to adopt the enemy’s ways offighting. One
Corps Commander who commented on this proposition dismissed it as unrealistic.
He remarked that a criticism frequently leveled against ARVN—that it should
have adopted more of the enemy’s tactics-was unwarranted in that ARVN “faced
a different situation and could not employ the enemy’s mode of operation.” This
officer had at one time commanded the 1st Division and had in fact used some of
the enemy ’s tactics in certa in areas. He said he was “very familiar” with Commu-
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nist tactics but that they could be used only to “some extent. ” ARVN requirements
were quite different from those of the Communists, and only a limited amount of
modification was possible in their operations. The main reason ARVN could not
adopt the enemy ’s mode of fighting, according to the respondents, was that it fought
defensively, in its own country, whereas the enemy fought aggressively and not on
his own territory.

SHOULD SOUTH VIETNAM HAVE GONE NORTH?

Attacking North Vietnam was a recurring idea among South Vietnam ’s lead-
ers. Major General Nguyen Khanh (Prime Minister from February to August 1964
and briefly President) had publicly announced a “March North” campaign in Jul y
1964, although it was largely for propaganda purposes. Several of the respondents ,
however , felt that South Vietnam ’s armed forces should have initiated some mili-
tary operations against the North as the only way to limit , and perhaps ultimately
end , North Vietnam ’s military operations in the South. Said one senior VNAF
commander , “We were not able to go up North and that is the real crux. ” Air
Marshal Ky suggested the creation of guerrilla bases in North Vietnam to tie down
North Vietnamese troops:

at the Guam Conference [held in 1967] I told General Vien to brief
President Johnson and [the) American delegation about a plan to have us
go North. Not [a) full invasion but to establish a set zone like the Commu-
nists had , Zone D and C down south . . . the idea was at least to have a bi g
military camp in the mountainous area where we could defend ourselves
easi ly, to keep the Communist troops there in the North and second , serving
as a rallying point to other anti-Communist [people in the North i .

Ky believed that the establishment of guerrilla zones in North Vietnam would show
the North Vietnamese that the South Vietnamese “have the guts to go up there ,
to fight in their own territory. ” Second, the guerrilla zones would “rally all the
population in the North. ” Asked by the interviewer if he actually believed that the
population in the North would have rallied , Ky used an anecdote to assert that
there were some friendly feelings for Saigon in the North. When pressed by the
interviewer , who suggested that there was a great difference between some friend-
ly feelings and people actually joining the other side, Ky agreed but added that the
idea should at least have been tested . -

Some respondents felt that landings should have been made north of the DMZ
that would have destroyed forces assembled there and pinned down other forces
instead of permitting them to infiltrate south. This strategy also would have offered
Saigon an opportunity to foster local resistance in North Vietnam against Hanoi.~

Most of those who thought the South Vietnamese should have made incursions
into the North added that such operations would “of course” have been possible
only with massive U.S. support. Marshal ~ y, on the other hand , seemed to feel that

“ This idea indicated that the South Vietnamese leaders thought they, too, could combine war-
fighting with revolutionary subversion, hut only in the enemy ’s territory. They could not imitate the
enemy and use guerrilla tactics inside their own territory because they were fighting in defense of the
established order prevailing there. The enemy could use guerrilla tactics in the South, but the South
Vietnamese could have used them only in the North.

- -- -~~ -.--w.~~
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ARVN could have done some extensive probing of this kind on its own. He stated
that he had repeatedly advocated this and had volunteered to lead such raids but
had not prevailed.

THE WRONG EXPECTATIONS

Not only were there wrong expectations as to what the Unite 1 States would do
in case of a massive enemy attack , there were also wrong expectations as to what
the enemy would do , and these contributed further to the strategic vacuum in which
Saigon operated. These faulty expectations, which would have made effective
strategic planning most unlikely even if other factors had not also interfered , were
present at the highest level—in President Thieu ’s own mind.

Buu Vien reported that Thieu thought that “subversion would probably be the
main tool the Communists would use to seize control of the country ”:

In a Ministers’ Council meeting, President Thieu laid down his theories as
follows: He predicted two possibilities, two courses of action which might
be taken by the Communists. One would be a major military offensive on
the 1972 model. The enemy would try to capture as much of our territory
as possible, then negotiate another in-place cease-fire. If the offensive ever
occurred, it would involve entire divisions, and a combination of armor,
artillery and ground forces. The fighting would be violent , but it wouldn ’t
last long. The Communists would make every effort to gain as much as
possible before the U.S. could have any significant reaction. Then , facing a
fait accompli, the only way out would be more negotiations. Negotiations
would end up in stalemate and in the meantime, the Communists would
consolidate their positions in newly occupied areas, build up strength , and
get prepared for the next offensive. If this ever happened , we would expect
that the U.S., a co-signatory of the cease-fire agreement, wouldn ’t sit on
their hands but would certainly intervene. The most important thing for us
would be our capability to hold out firmly and destroy as much of the enemy
as possible while waiting for U.S. intervention . So the armed forces should
be vigilant , leadership should be strengthened to keep troop morale high
and improvement of soldiers’ living conditions should be attained.

The other possible course of action of the Communists was the real main
concern of the government [emphasis added]. That was the seizure of power
through subversive tactics in which the Communists excel - -

Thieu then continued his prognosis as follows, according to Buu -Vien:

The infiltration of the Communists at the infrastructure level would lead
to the loss of control of villages by local authorities, to the sabotage and
failure of government programs and eventually leave the centra l govern-
ment isolated in cities, surrounded by a hostile countryside. Gradually, the
cities would be undermined as well, aided directly or indirectly by troubles
and unrest caused by opposition elements to the government. The govern-
ment then might no longer effectively govern and the eventual establish-
ment of a pro-Communist government at the instigation of the Communists
and their allies would no longer be a remote possibility.

While we could rely on U.S. intervention to thwart a major Communist
offensive, and the U.S. would have enough reason to intervene in case of
a flagrant Communist violation of the cease-fire agreement, we couldn ’t rely
on anybody but ourselves to save the country from a political collapse,
which was considered to be totally an internal affair.

- -- - -. —
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Needless to say, if those were Thieu ’s basic assumptions regarding future ene-
my actions , effective strategies were not likely to be forthcoming. As a result ,
pessimism appears to have prevailed in high places. Asked when he thought the
war was lost , one combat commander answered , “Strategically, in 1973.” “And
immediately ’?” asked the interviewer. “Afte r Ban Me Thuot was overrun. ” To Buu
Vien , such comments were not evidence of unwarranted defeatism but were rather
si mp ly realistic because of the massive support enjoyed by the enemy.

A general officer in the JGS, Nguyen Xuan Thinh , asked:

What good did it do to resist when the defeat was inevitable? To prolong
the war by several months , or several weeks, could only cause Vietnamese
blood to be shed in vain , be it Communist or Nationalist blood.

THE “CONDIT IO SINE QUA NON”

Buu Vien placed the entire discussion about possible alternative strategies into
a broader context than some of his colleagues. First , he commented on the magn i-
tude of the task:

It all began with the realistic expectation that without adequate American
support, the country could not survive the North Vietnamese Communist
aggression that was fully supported by the Communist world. For the
North Vietnamese Communists, there was no substitute for complete domi-
nation of the whole country. For ideologica l and economic reasons, they
always considered South Vietnam to be an integral part of their Communist
nation , and they vowed to fight- if necessary for two, three or more decades
to accomplish their goal. Any compromise reached by any kind of agree-
ment would be only a pause in their long march toward ultimate conquest.

Therefore, said Buu Vien , no strategy could succeed that was not responsive to
the global situation—t-his was the “conditio sine qua non:”

It was not a question of requesting American aid to fight against the [Viet-
namese] Communists by themselves but rather of countering the flow of aid
from the Soviet Union and Communist China to the North Vietnamese
Communists to help them conquer South Vietnam. Thus, if North Vietnam
was provided with more weapons and ammunition from their allies, South
Vietnam should also be provided with more weapons and ammunition from
their allies. One of two things would have had to be done: Either South
Vietnam had to get sufficient aid to match the Communist aid to North
Vietnam, or international arrangements had to be made to have the Soviet
Union and the People ’s Republic of China discontinue their aid to North
Vietnam , leaving North Vietnam and South Vietnam alone. No country in
the Free World could do either of those two things except the United States.
Thus, when the U.S. deemed it not in their interest to get involved again
in Vietnam , or when the U.S. found it too heavy a burden to engage in an
aid race with the Soviet Union and Communist China , South Vietnam ’s
collapse was inevitable. Not only the Republic of Vietnam but any other
country in the Free World would have had the same fate.

THE UNMENTIONABLE SUBJECT -

As long as the Vietnamese leaders were convinced that there was no way for
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them to counter a major enemy offensive without decisive U.S. help, or even to hold
on rig idly to all their territory without being ground up, there seemed to be just
one other option: to surrender some territories and assume a more flexible stance—
in other words, to “lighten the ship at the top, ” as President Thieu is said to have
later called his planned surrender of parts of I Corps.

Despite Thieu ’s stern refusal over the years to yield even a single outpost
voluntaril y to the enemy, the subject was apparently discussed at times, especially
in the beginning of 1975, but never too seriously. According to a colonel of the JGS,
a committee was set up in January of 1975: -

We had a committee right in the JGS , to make a study of (strategic with-
drawals]. I was invited to participate. But the committee during three
months of work did nothing . . . just talking, and we came up with nothing.

Even then , the committee could not level with Thieu:

If Thieu had heard something like this you would get into big trouble 
For example , we said that in Kontum-Pleiku , try to hold with light forces
and move the big forces to the coast, try to have a mobile defense in that
area. Give up all this jungle area . . . but no , don ’t talk about this , we could
get into lots of trouble with Thieu . Even then [before the offensiveJ all the
hamlets around Kontum were under Communist control , but we have to
say it is under our control. So we cannot move o u t . . .  no one dared to tell
the truth.

I

In any event , to surrender large segm ents of territory before the big enemy
attack actually came was apparently virtually unthinkable. This may partl y ac-
count for the fact that when the big offensive did come, no preparations had been
made for the evacuation of civilians or even the withdrawal of troops. It was
perhaps not just inadvertence and lack of professionalism that had led to the
neglect of these vital preparations , but a strong inhibition on the part of military
leaders even to think in such “defeatist” terms. “Having had the opportunity to
attend most of the meetings concerning South Vietnamese policy toward the Paris
Agreements,” said Colonel Nhan , a former member of the JGS, “my impression was
th~it the cabinet members did not have the courage to offe r objective observations
on the situation. An extreme anti-Communist attitude was then the ‘fashion,’ to
prove one ’s loyalty to one ’s government. All frank and outspoken opinions would
have been called pacifist or pro-Communist.”

Also, a strategy of strategic withdrawals was easier discussed than executed.
When the offensive began , the enemy strained from the first to cut all usable roads,
not only to prevent reinforcements from being brought up, but also to prevent
precisely such a strategy , i.e., of ARVN first withdrawing and then perhaps creat-
ing a redoubt consisting of Saigon and the Delta. Thus, to even attempt a big
strategic withdrawal , Saigon would have had to withdraw its forces from the
northern provinces and surrender all that land and all its inhabitants before the
enemy attacked in earnest—an almost impossible and also an unacceptable course
of action, particularly in view of the apparently lingering thought in the minds of
most military and civilian leaders, including Thieu , that such drastic regrouping
would not be necessary because either the enemy would not dare to attack or the
United States would come in and hel p, either with military intervention or diplo-
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mat a- jo -e.’.iire , or but Ii.  ‘I ’lia ’ aga in clie.€ d t h e  V i C I O U S  c ircl e of Ui n k i n g  about the
sul )~e ( i  ‘

THE LACK OF OPTIONS

Fhu s . ~ algo?1 s strategic p l anne r s , to the  e x t e n t  that  there wer e an and th at
he were ac t ive , seeni r ea l l  to h ave been in a box. According to w h a t  th ey say ,
h e y  did not hav e  the mo b ih t v  ui I -epowe or strategic reservt ’s for  an effective

d e f t  ‘nse against st rong at t a c k s . let alone tot’ large spoi l i n g  operations against I l ie
efle n i s  m~is~ive inroads . Th ey could not surrender ter r i tory .  as t h a t  meant  s u i r en -
i l e r i t ig  popula t ion s  to the enemy.  d is turb ing  the rest of I he popu lat  ion , ac t ing
against  perce ived Amer i c an  wishe s , and perhap s p r o v o k i n g  f~ir t h er  r eduction s in
aid.  But t he y  also could not hold on to all  the te r r i tor ies , ‘ca use I l i e t ’ner i iv  had

lie i n i t i a t i v e  and could s t r ike  at wi l l .  whereas  South Vie tnar i i ese  m anp o w e r  and
suppl ie s  were l imi ted  and (Iec r e~I s in g .  And they could not go Nort h .

i hie onl y t h i n g  the~- could possibl y do was to ext  t a ct  from the enemy in every
en~ a genU ’n t  as high a price as possible , and some re spondents  feel t ha t  A RVN
should hav e  bent every  effort to do pre c ise ly  that , p ar t ly  for the i r  own honor  and
t h e  main t enance  of the i r  own morale , and part l y in oi ’dcr to put up a good show ,
slo~ u p the enemy , and perhaps reap some harvest in the form of’ addit io nal L~~.
ai d as a i- t ’ ward.  Ac tua l l y—though  this  can ha rd l y  he called a si ra t  egv—th ev did
j ust  tha t  in many places over the y e a t s , at great sacrifice. Rut  there was a l imi t  to

h is , and it apparentl y was i-cached when the big offensive came and the soldiers ’
concerti over the lives of’ thei t’  f i i mi l i e s  was added to the i r  concern over the i r  own.

By contrast—and the contrast could l ia i ’dlv have been more s t a r k— t h e  overa l l
sI r a t e gv  of the Noi -th Vietnamese wit s a model of simp lici t y  and c l a r i t y .  es~o ’ci a l lv
alt or the ho led 19fi8 and 1972 o fl en s i  yes freed them of the delusion t h a t  1 m v  could
cun ibi ne a bi g push w i t h  a ‘‘popular  upr is ing ’’ in t h e  South T he i e a I ~e, - , t h ey  relied
~olt ‘I on purely m i l i t a r  mean s , and on the  clear goal of’ t e rmina t ion  th rough
V R -t  ( i i ’ , by conqu st -

‘I}i, ’n Mt . I ? ’  Witi ’. f lM~~VS tM ’ IM Ig hI l} i 7  1 1Mg S l 1 ; I l - C I ( -  w ilt t tv: it would h i- -g: o - d - t  ;o.
1)00) s t I M I t t g  0 I h 1 iiio ’ l S I , t l ~~ . WI ld) would h ad to ‘y I n ‘Ms s l i j o r t .
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Chapter 6

MANPOWER AND MORALE

Even though problems of manpower and problems of morale are different in
many  ways , they are related and were , it seems, particularly so in th e Vietnam war.
1)ue to the limitations on what superior firepower and technology could achieve
during much of the wai , the demands on the manpower of the contestants and the
individual soldier-s—both enemy and friendly—were disproportionately high.

MANPOW ER

Perhaps the most knowledgeable of the respondents in the area of military
manpower was Buu Vien , the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Manpower from
1972 until 1973. Somewhat tartly, Buu Vien stated:

Because of the cease-fire agreement , fore ign supporters f t h e  United States]
believed there was no reason why the Republic of Vietnam still had to
maintain the 1.1 million men strengt h authorized in wartime. Even thoug h
they might realize that the Communist threat was still there and South
Vietnam might have reason to maintain its military strengt h , they were
more interested in restoring economic stability than in the possibility of a
renewed attack by the North Vietnamese Communists. Goals were set ( in
1973) at bring ing down ARVN strength to 800,000 by 1976, reducing it by
100,000 each year beg inning in 1974. One of the problems encountered was
how troop reduction would affect the respective strength of the three
branches of the armed forces - - -- Doing away with all the Popular Forces
would still not be enough , and thus a reduction in the Regional Forces and
Regular Forces was also contemplated.

This created many problems. Buu Vien reported:

On the occasion of President Thieu ’s visit to the U.S. in 1973, 1 had the
opportunity to brief Secretary Richardson about the plan . . . but when
( Richardson] queried Thieu as to when the plan would go into effect, Presi-
dent Thieu replied that it all depended on the Communist side 

Futher discussions with Pentagon officials produced no solution as to how the
projected reduction should be apportioned among the services. Back in Saigon , Buu
Vien—in one of those instances where the Vietnamese appeared to have received
different signals from different Americans—was told by the Def ’ense Attac he’s
Office:

Since requests for Military Assistance for the 1974 fiscal year had been
calculated and submitted on the basis of the 1.1 million strengt h level , it
would he appropriate to maintain that level of strength for the time being;
any redution in strengt h would be followed by a reduction in material and
equipment. As a result , the plan was not put into effect.
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But , in what appears to have been a bit of fiscal legerdemain , “t he idea (of
strength r -eduction ] was nevertheless sold by the government to t r y  to attract
forei gn economic assistance.” More importantly, Buu Vien said:

Even though the Saigon government well understood that the war against
the Communists might . . - last for decades, no long-range policy was adopt-
ed . . . as far as use of manpower was concerned . . . . The general Mobiliza-
tion Law enacted . . . in 1968 was merely a device to.  . .  draft younger males
to serve The number of 18-year-olds drafted under the law . . .  rarely
exceeded the 100,000 per year mark while the desertion rate usuall y ra n
much higher than that. The law was presented as a progressive piece of
legislation aiming at providing everybody with an opportunity to serve the
country. In rea litv~ it was a discr iminatory law whose enforcement . . . due
to sever-al clauses on draft deferments, created two categories of citizens:
those who were forced into the army and those fortunate enough to stay
out.

The most important shortcoming of the draft law was that it had no . -
provision for a limited term of service [tour of duty]. Lawmakers wanted
to emphasize the pressing needs of the country, and a set term of service
would , they thought , appear incompatible with the “general mobilization ”
spirit.  The only discharge from the military permitted under the law was
retirement because of age. Thus, once drafted a youngster had to stay in
the army until he was killed or became too old to fight. The onl y a l tern ative
was desertion. Draft dodging was therefore widespread , and it is obvious
what happened to the morale of the draftees who saw no hope for returning
to civilian life. Many youngsters even resorted to self-mutilation to escape
military service.

The other flaw in the law was its provision for too many cases of draft
deferment. Besides the normal deferment on grounds of poor health , defer-
ment could also be obtained for religious reasons, for education purposes ,
or because of essential jobs in the public or private sector. The deferment
system helped develop new corruption practices and the trade in draft
deferment certificates flourished. Many youngsters shaved their heads to
become fake monks, and students paid large sums of money to buy their
high school diplomas or be admitted to universities.

Buu Vien reported that he discussed these matters on several occasions on the
highest levels, but Thieu would not agree to a limited tour of duty or other manpow-
er reforms.

Corruption , draft dodging, and desertion were a result of the manpower policy
and in turn led to further problems of inducting young men into the army. Even
when men were inducted , the army could not be certain that they were actually in
the ranks; “ghost soldiers” on the one hand and “roll-call soldiers” on the other kept
manpower at low and uncertain levels. Late in the war , an investigation into these
practices was conducted:

Q. In IV Corps, you are talking about 30,000 ghost soldiers out of how
many total?

A. I don ’t remember the figure exactly, out of about 150,000 Regional
Forces.

Q. Were the other 120,000 in fact there?

A. No. Even out of the 120,000 remaining, not at all. But we didn ’t have
time to investigate everything.
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Q. \V hen did you conduct this investigation?

-\ Thus was about the end of’ 1971 and beginning of’ 1975.

Q. \‘ou said that  t h ese 30,000 ghost soldi ers we re wort h 7 to  9 mi ll ion
piasters a month.  down in IV Corps. Do you th ink  the IV Corps (‘urn-
mande r ’ was get t ng pa i t  of ’ t hi  is ’?

.-\ .  Yes .

Q. And everybody is get t ing paid off U~ and down the line?

A. Yes . And everybod y knew about this  in 1973.1971.

A t ie r  the investigatio n , t his respondent proposed to Genera l Doug Van K h u , --
en . the  Chief ’  of ’ Sta t h that  he deactivate ’ all  t Fiese low stt -ength battalions and t u e
all those b attal ion commanders and just form strong companies. ” But “instea d they
put them together to become regiments. So they further  weakened the units . ”~

Accoi’ding I ) )  the r espondent , a colonel in the .JGS , t he problem of the ghost
sold n i-s was unsolvable f o r  the f’ollowing reasons:

Q. Why  was th i s  (the ghost soldier p i-ob lemi?

.-\ .  Ve r y  simple ~‘ir’ st, the Province Chief ’ wi l l  not ta lk back to the nation al
leadershi p. Thie u only wants his own man to he Province Chief ’ . .
The Province Chief , he bias the  political responsibility, the mi l i ta r y
respo nsibi l i t y ,  everything . . And they divide the money among
every one.  But we could not r ep lace the Province Chief ’, t hat would
come up to Thieu.

Q. You could not do anything about this?

A . You couldn ’t do anything about this Just forget it. -

Q. Thicu protected them ’?

A . Ye ’s. At -id all the big bosses wer ’e protected and i f ’ you touch then -i you
would be fired.

Thu s , the manpower policies were not well suited to bring about maximum
mobi lization; the hi gh desei ’tion rate (over 100 ,00() a year often more than negated
the number of new draftees; and the problem of’ ghost soldiers and payroll soldiers
f’urther diminished effective strength and created uncertaint y as to how many
effectives I bet- i ’  r eally were .

MORALE -

- \ - - in - d i ng  to most respond ents , the morale of the ARVN soldier ’ was adversel y
ifl i ’cl i ’d by so many factors I h a t  it is remarkable that he was able to fight at all.

‘l ’hi ~s holds pa r t i cu la r l y  true ba the period when most of the  American forces had

l,I , ’u t . ’ t l , l n ?  ( ; ‘ r ,- r ii Thinli, (‘umntattthng ( ener il of the Artillery (‘omm and , o l l 1 I ) l ; t l I l V d  t h a t  th e’
rn vv toward mteo lithitinn was made with the art iller ~ I n l i s . I li unsi his

r (’l’flnin)l’n(liII l f ) r t s
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lefl and I ~.S. mi l i t  arv aid was dec l in ing  in volume. Combat condit io ns had become
r ncic h - i wor se because riot on lv had th e  umb,-el Ia of’ 11 .5, alrp owt ’r ’ and a i t  i I lt ’r ’~’
support (h isapp eared , hut ARVN’ s own a r t i l l e r y  and mo r tar ’  uni ts  had become ver y
se ve ’i’ e l v r est r i d e h  w i t h  regard to the expend i tu r e  of ’ a m m u n i t i o n .  This , a cco rd ing
to  the \ ‘ letna mese . led to an im’re ’ase ’ i i i  cor nh ai  losses. ,\n ’d , is ru ent  ioned ear -l ie , ’ ,
t he decl ine in POL and sji:i Ii ’s (leci’ e;t s& ’d the Med-Ev ac cap ahil it ie. s to the point
whe re , as one deput y  Corps commander ’ put  ii . m a n y  soldiers died unneres s :rr ’i lv --

‘l’he’n , as Buu V ien pointed out above , due to  the mobi l iza t ion  syst eni , “a yo ung-
ste ’i . once ( i r a f l ed , had to s t a y  in the a r m y u n t i l  he was ki l l ed  (it ’ he~’~irii& ’ 1( 1( 1 old
to f igh t .  Resides , according to l3uu Vi en , the ’ draf i  laws were  di scr ’ iminato t -y .  And
the wa r ’  i ts e ’ lf ’ cerl a mnl ~’ gave no I~ ’0m se of ’ ea r l y  t e r ’i t i ina t i o t i ,

But there was more. A h i g h - t a n k i n g  Mar ine  officer’ said wit . hm b i t t  erness:

Yea hi , von a t e  a soldie r ’ , you a t e  a squad leader’ wi th  your’  squad , and yo u
get I h a ’ or’de’r to deb’nd a h i l l  to th e d eath .  You cannot def ~’nd to the death ,
whe n every  week you hear’ fl-nm y our f i r mi l y  that. t hey don ’t have enough
food to eat .  And you look back to Saigon , th ie rich had food , li q u or , th ey  h ave
n m on e y , the~’ relax , have a good ti t t i e. Why tight In  the death ’? For’ whom?

\ -co :’ding to ( e ne ’r ’al Th inh i , t h e  m o r a l e  of the soidiet ’s was put  to ii sever -c ’ t t ~sI
by y e  ‘I ano th u ’  t fa -t or :

TIm e p i - n a - t p m l  weakness o f t i m e  ~ o m m t b r  V i & ’ I n a r m u ’ s e  a r ’ t i l l e rv  was the ex t reme
~‘ulner’ ~t h m m l i t  ~ of’ i t s  fi re h m a ses A ~ingk ’ enemy mor tar  shel l was enough to

- set a rm e t i t  mr’ e i r m m u r i m t  t oi l  ( lUnip on fir ’t ’ anti  if ’ t h e  dunip exp loded th e entire
V s l t t o n  w as out of ’ ; m m ’ t i o mi  And f requent l y  thie h r l l  of ’ I he a r t i l l e r y  posi-

e ’ ns It ’d to t he  h e ’ b ’ . i t  of ’ t ime ’ un i t s  w h i c h  the~’ siipp ot ’ted .

THE ItEMOT E ( O M  MA N I)ERS

)ne ml ’ t i r e  mu 1 i m p o r t a n t  fac tors  in i r i a i n t a i n i n g  t h e  morale of ’ soldier ’s—the
pr’ u x i r l i m t y  and di r ec t  I e a t h e ’ i - s h m m p  of coniça ’ t e t i t  and c’our’ageous e ’ornmande ’rs- - was
often rhse ’i i t , a(’(’or din g to  one ’ se ’ i im or  general:  -

I l i v ing  i t  t heir -  i im sp o s i t  ion the most moder-n nme an s  of communicat ion and
‘a r i spu r t a l  ion , signal equipment  and helicopter’s , t he  field commanders ,

wh i l e  l a ’m n g  t Ide ’  to  con t ro l  a larger’  operational Zone ’, did riot have to stay
constantl y w i t h  th e i r ’  t roo ps  They h em’ebrr’e ’ tidIed to identit y - with their ’
u n i t s, and t i r e  “espri t  de corps” suffe red greatly . The commanders lost the
fe e l ing  fbr the battlefield and for their  own troops , mental ly and physically.

This had adverse consequences on the conduct of the war -  in genieral: “This
p henom enon (of leaden ’s being so distant ( clearl y explains the failure of these field
comrna inhe ’rs  to r eact soundly when facing critical situations , and their - r e luctance
to share danger -s and hai ’dships with thei r ’ troops durin g t I r e  (‘or irm unist  offensives
in 1972 and 1975, ” And the practice app ar’ ent .I y depressed morale , as well :

It was common usage that in case of’ heavy fighting the commanders took
off in their helicopters , leaving the fighting to the troops on the gr-ound , This
had a very negative effect on troop morale. In such situations , the physical
presence of the commander is greatly needed , yet the troops r-arely saw
their commander , they only saw his helicopter high above them , or- heard
on ly Ir is  voice through the highly sophisticated communit ’ationr 8ysLn’t.
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Thus the image of the commander became something very remote and very
unreal to the troops. The performance of units greatly suffered from this

Especiall y in an Orienta l society where the prestige, the bravery and
the wisdom of the leader are of the highest importance, these negative
characteristics of leadership were very detrimental.

- Finall y , there are questions as to the proficiency of the soldiers in combat , based
on the training they had received, From what respondents reported , the various
militar y schools were uneven in quality and were disadvantaged by interservice
rivalries. These rivalries are said to have resulted in soldiers being rarely trained
for interservice operations , although most actual operations were precisely of such
a nature. This made the soldiers feel they had not been well trained. And yet
another factor seems to have played a negative role: Some generals reported that
leadershi p of service schools in South Vietnam was a sort of elegant exile for
unwanted commanders, often of limited competence.

Thus , the ARVN soldier , from what some of the witnesses said , did not gener-
ally have the confidence of having been well trained or well led, Field commanders
sometimes tended to disagree with this assessment and stated that the ARVN
soldier was in fact reasonably well trained and well led , and that morale was
adequate.

“PS Y WAR”

“Indoctrination , ” which apparently played such a bi g part in the strong perfor-
mance of the enemy soldiers , was another problem. There. ~ as a small “psywar”
school which was expanded in 1967 into the Political Warfare College:

But until the end of the war this college was still trying to find a logical
doctrine . . . ,  In the Republic of China where the single, party system pre-
vails . . - the single party system would expand its control within the armed
forces organizations through the Political Warfare Officers .. ,. But Viet-
nam was different . . , ,  While the regime in Vietnam was hardly ideally
democratic , it was far from being totalitarian. And the Political Warfare
Command’s organization was not affiliated with any political party
Therefore the “raison d’être” of the whole organization could not really be
seen.

Statements by Bui Diem and others indicated that there was a certain amount
of confusion in South Vietnam as to what psywar really meant—whether it meant
psychological operations against the enemy or indoctrination of friendly troops for
the purpose of raising morale, ’6 Some commanders apparently took it upon them-
selves to introduce special efforts to answer at least some of the troops’ questions.
Colonel Truong Tan Thuc, Deputy Commander of the elite First Infantry Division
in I Corps, reported on such activities, also shedding some interesting light on the
concerns of the combat soldiers:

I conducted a class called Personal Problems and Question8 and Answers.
I was enthusiastic but also apprehensive because some of the so!iders’
questions related to the “Corruption Chain ” from the Central Government
to the units in the field. The soldiers knew for sure that I knew more than
they did.

‘ Both operations were under the same command.

~~~~~ ---- --- - -~~~~~ - — — -~~ ---- -- __
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Thuc then related that at the time he was conducting these classes, a local
newspaper had accused the Commanding General of the 1st Division of serious
corruption. When Thuc held the next session, the soldiers asked:

1. We , as soldiers in the field , know that you are not involved. But what
do you think of this affair?

2. If the general was not involved . .  . why did he not sue the newspaper
for insult to his person?

3. We, soldiers in the field , are supposed to receive 15 days of free C
rations per month. Wh y was this recently cut down to 7 or 8 days per
month?

4. A certain n-umber of wounded soldiers in the field lost their lives
because they were not evacuated to the hospital in time. Why was

-
. that?

Questions 1 and 2, I invited my superior to answer the next day, With
regard to question 3,11 said the stocks have dwindled that were left behind
by the U.S. forces. Beginning one year before the fall of Vietnam , the C
rations were “money in hand” for the commander. When the commander
needed something—for his unit or his private purpose—his headquarters
company used the C rations. [With regard to question 4,J I said I don ’t know
exactl y the percentage of wounded soldiers who died because of lack of
medical evacuation. I don ’t have any statistics, but I’m sure there were
many.

Colonel Thuc said he then made valiant efforts to give cogent explanations for
this last circumstance , primarily on the grounds of technical and terrain problems,
He then outlined the principal complaints of soldiers voiced during his sessions:
“The first related to clothing, salary and medicines, The second related to corn-
plaints by soldiers who had not received any annual leave after 12 months in the
field , including emergency leave. The third related to spoiled C rations.” The sol-
diers, it seems, were quite interested in the military situation and the operations
they were called upon to conduct, Colonel Thuc reported that he discussed impend-
ing operations with his soldiers in detail , and that subsequently they took pride in
executing what they “had planned with their boss.” It is known that the enemy
made extensive use of this practice (in the form of sandbox exercises), apparently
with good success. The extent to which other commanders followed Colonel Thuc ’s
practice as a morale booster did not emerge from what the respondents said.

Apparently the South Vietnamese Army, unlike the enemy, did not have
morale redressing and maintaining systems such as the three-man cell or the
Khiem Tao (Criticism/Self-Criticism) which were practiced across the board by the
North Vietnamese, seemingly with great effect. Respondents had little to say on the
subject of enemy morale. Some considered it good, but others added their version
of “the enemy was not ten feet tall.” One prominent division commander said that
the enemy soldiers, once captured, were just bedraggled and underage boys. “But
while in the system they were different and very effective,”7

“ In all, this report contains very little about what respondents thought about the enemy soldiers.
They talked very little about them and were not pressed to do so. Overall, they attribut,ed the collapse
of South Vietnam more to the weaknesses in their own camp than to the strength in the enemy’s.
However, none of the respondents discounted the enemy soldier or his morale in any way.
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Despite t lnese discourag ing factors , which also included a ca t a st roph ic  f inancial
situation (lUe to galloping in flat i on tha t  forced South Vietnamese soldiers to hustle
iin l ( I moonlight to feed thei r  famil ies , ARVN morale was reported to he remarkably
hig h in some places , at some times , and in some units. This seems confirmed hy the
fig h t ing  t hey did d u n i n g  the enemy offensive of 1972 and dur ing the bloody fi ght ing
m i  197 3 and 1974. A R V N soldiers are reported to have fbught  heroicall y at An Loc
in 1972 and in ARVN ’s last battle , at Xuan Loc, in 1975. Respondents stated that
(l u r i n g  inspect ion to ur - s in 1974 they saw many soldiers evincing very high morale ,
an(l that  in 1975 many soldiers were ready to fight and were bitterly disappointed
hat  the~’ did not get an opportunity to confront the enemy . Some , ;recon ’ d in g to an

ar t i l l e r y  colonel , “p leaded wi th  tears in their eves for a chance to f ight . ”

THE COLLAPSE OF MORALE

Yet , l ike everything else in South Vietnam , under - the impact of the final enemy
offens ive  in 1975 the soldiers ’ morale also collapsed. In brief , from what the n’espon-
dents  reported , three factors were pr imari ly  responsible for this collapse.

First , there was what the last Prime Minister , N guyen Ba Can , called the
comp l ete “psychol ogi ca l coll apse” that hit everyone in South Vietnam , fr om Thieu
on down to the last soldier’ and civi l ian , beca use “the war had lasted too long, had
been too costl y , and had offered too few pnospects of favorable termination. ”

Tin e second factor ’ , stressed pa rticu l ar l y by Marshal Ky but also by others , wit s
t h a t  t i r e con inrun ders , whether on Thi eu ’s order-s or on the i r  own , had allegedl y
ref ’used to fight and had in fact abandoned the i r  units in m-~ny cases.

And third , there was the  belief spread by rumor ’s that “deals” had been made
to abandon new areas of South Vietnam to the Communists or that the advancing
enemy would sOon swamp the areas where the soldiers ’ fhmU ies lived. At that  point
many soldiers apparently deserted , pen-h ops not so much to save their - own lives as
I i i  save those of’ t hei r ’ fami l ies , who were now endangered by an enem who was
only too well remembered for ’ what he had done at Hue during the Tet offensive
in 19B8,~

One observer summarized the collapse of morale by declaring that it had been
undermined by South Vietnam ’s h isto ry of political instability, coups , and the
frustrations of war , along with the inflation that had particularly affected the
morale of junior  officers , NCOs. and soldiers , many of whom were living at bare
subsistence levels. Therefore, he said , the collapse was “really not all that  sudden. ”
What had perhaps been most demoralizing of all was, as one respondent put it ,
“everyone’s conviction that  the enemy would never give up. ”

‘
~~ l iii’s,’ Il,’~ert ions may conf irm the view of some nf’ the respondents that hi’ American way of seeing

and t’ tii t t i r t tn~,’ the war and of training ARV N in thcir image was not well suited to the war in Vietnam.
hut it WItS not So muc h tb, ,-\na’ri,’an tendency to think in terms of conventional wa r that clashed with
t he renl i t i ’s of the situtat ion Rather , the U.~ fightingdoctr inesand methods were designed for fighting
wit a I)roa(l . not i t home amidst one s own civilian population, Apparently, this flictor had not been
,‘, r i ~id ’-red by anybody exc ’pr the enemy, w ho was presumably fully co~miZant of the hazar(Is for ARVN
~nd r hi’ or)po rtu nht  u’s for hirnst’lfl of fighting in~countrv . American corn-i - t n  thr he morale of (lit’
fighting nan  centers iround tri’iitnii’nt . wEapons . t-otiition. support , R&R , and similar considerations,
hut it does not nc lurk’ his fit ni lv , w it irk Is issurned to be living safely at horn,’ while he fights abroad.
.Jus( is t i r ’  intense use of firepower Incountr ~ proved to be counterproductive , in t he opinion of some
r,’st iind&’nts. the presence Isoldiers him ía’s in contested areas proved to he a fatal morale hazard for
AI ~V\  tro oru ,

_ _  _ _ _  _ _  - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Ch apter 7

THE BALANCE OF FORCES BEFORE
THE 1975 OFFENSIVE

In the in inds of ’ most of ’ t ine  South Vietnamese r esp ond ents . t ine ha lance of ’
mi l i ta t ’ v  facet ’s was much to their ’ disadvantage at the beginning of ’ 1975, Buu Vien
said:

~Vh en the Communt sls  decided on win ging their’  f ina l  war again st  l i n e
Republic of’ Vietnam in the spring of 1975. t hey knew , ~t nd  t in t ’  t - r ’st of the
won - Id knew , t h a t  thei r ’ mi l i t a r y  forces were by far s t ronger -  t Ira n th ise of ’
South \‘i t ’tnam.

ARMED FORCES STREN (;TH

On pape n’ , ARVN had eleven infan t r y  divisions , one M a r i n e  r in d one Airborne
cli  Silt! ) , some Ranger forces and ar-moved units , and a considerabk ’ num ’wr of ’
Regional and Popular Fon-ces. A l l  t h i s  added up, on paper , to I - I m i l l i o n  men under
ar ms . (‘ompat’ed to that , intel l i gence estirn rt t  es were that the  ener r r ~ had more t h a n
a dozen divisio ns plus special units (engineers . r t n t t a n  rcrr t f l . )  in the  S t u t in  and up to
seven resen-ve divisions in the North. Buu Vien commented:

At the time the cease.fire was si gned in 197,3, t hen ’e w its an esi i n i i t u  ~ b i t t .’
of ’ 300.00() North Vietnamese troops in South Vietnam , besid es t i n t ’  local
troops belonging to the Nationa l Liberation Front . - . the :300 ,001) never
went hack to Nor th  Vietnam. On tire contrary , by s v s ten r i t t i ca l l v  v io l a t rng
the cease-fire agreement , the Ienemyl quiet ly inf i l t rated more of thei r ’
troops into South Vietnam. The exact figure is not known , but it could not
have  been under the 100,000 mark. By the time of South Vietnam ’s f inal
coll apse , Saigon alone was surrounded by 17 NVA divis ion s .

Even though there may not have been too great a discrepancy between t he
respective forces of the two sides on the simple basis of ’ numbers lev er l  with such
ma ssive infi l trat ion and invasion , the enemy had fewer’ troops in South Vietnam
than ARVN , the balance appears to have been in favor of the enemy , si nce presum .
ab ly , the  enemy ’s troops had a very high ratio of actual combat soldiers among
th em , whereas ARVN not only had a considerable “tail ,” hut its effective strength
ru st) was reported to be far below the official strengt h figure due to the ghost soldiers
and the continuing high desertion rate , When asked what the ‘act ual effective
combat strengt h of ARVN was at the time , General Tran Van Don rep lied:

A. It wi i i  surprise you to learn exactly how many fighters ARVN actual .
lv hadj .  One hundred thousand , I don ’t call them fighters when they
belong to the logistical units.

Q. You had a one-million-man army but only one hundred thousand
figl t l t ’r s?

A. Yes.

61
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The compar’atn vc ’ weakness of ARVN becomes even more apparent in view of the
radi ca l difl ’ei’t ’nce between its mission and that of the enemy : Whereas ARVN was
s~ r’ea~i ex t remel y  thin in accordance with the defensive strategy still prev ailing on
t he eve of ’ th e bi g offensive , the enemy was free to concentrate his forces and attack
rt t  w i l l .  lie was doubly fl-ce to do so, as ARVN did not have the capability to
in ter’fi ’r e wi th  North Vietnam ’s massive staging activities along South Vietnam ’s
we stern borders.

One senior’ combat general in the northern sector reported that a Communist
document captured in 1972 stated that “Saigon ’s infantry + American Fire Power

National Liberation Front ’s Army. ” The general , agreeing with this formula ,
added . “In this rough equation , if one were to take out the American firepower , we
can immediately see the results. ” Subsequently, when discussing the battle of An
Loc in 1972 , where valiant  fighting by ARVN , supported by American B-52s , de-
feated the enemy, the general established his own formula: “Saigon ’s infantry +
American Fire Power > NLF ’s Army ” What the general tried to emphasize he’re
is what  vir tually all the respondents emphasized , that in their estimation the
conta inment  of the 1972 enemy offensive was mainly due to the B-52s; most respon-
dents seemed to think that the 1975 offensive could also have been contained had
B-52s been available.

It is not clear , however , precisely what the respondents felt could have alleviat-
ed A RVN ’s manpower shortage . While ARVN had no mobile reserves, the enemy
had as many as seven reserve divisions that could be committed from the North.
One senior’ JGS officer reported that from 1969 on , the United States had been
asked many times to support the activation of additional combat divisions in South
Vietnam but had “never satisfied” these requests. The respondent said that MACV
had turned down these requests on the grounds of cost and instead had argued that
it was better for the GVN to build up the less-expensive Regional and Popular
Forces. When asked to speculate on why he thought MACV had taken this position ,
this officer said it stemmed from the separation of missions which had existed in
Vietnam during the American presence. According to the American concept , it was
the U.S. mission to fight Communist main force units, while ARVN’s task was
pi-ima r i l y to provide territorial security for Pacification, He went on to state that
the build-up of a fourth brigade for both the Airborne and Marine Divisions was
accomplished out of equipment stores that the GVN already had on hand , and once
this was accomplished there were no additional replacements. Thus, it was impos-
sible to create additional reserve divisions without U.S. support . On the other hand ,
according to manpower expert Buu Vien , it did not seem possible to draft even more
men than ARVN already had , or, under prevailing manpower policies, to stem the
widespread desertions. Perhaps the ARVN force posture could have been drastical-
ly changed , as some of the more enterprising colonels suggested, to create a large
mobile strike force or , alternatively, through the adoption of the “people ’s army ”
concept as advocated by Tran Van Don.

Whether or not any of the changes proposed in hindsight (or at the time) would
have been possible, they did not take place, and as a result ARVN was clearly
inferior in “foxhole strength” when the big push came, according to the respon-
dents .

Even if the regular infantry divisions had not been understrengt h , their defen-
sive missions were, in the view of the respondents, far too large for them. Estimates
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of ’ the ,u dditiona l forces required ranged from thr ee to six divisions. This require-
ment for ’ additional forces seemed to be especially true of II Corps, which had only
two inflintry divisions for its defense, the 22nd and 23rd , thereby making the
strategically vital central highlands a most inviting target for the enemy, who did
in flict launch his offensive there. According to its Chief of Staff , 11 Corps would
have needed at least another one to two divisions. But even the five-division force
defending I Corps, in the view of its Commander , General Truong, was also spread
too thin and was in need of at least two additional divisions , even if the enemy did
not commit any of his reserve divisions held in the North.

The insufficient number of divisions is another example of the vicious circles
in which the South Vietnamese leaders , according to their testimony, were caught.
On the one hand , additional divisions could not be raised because of the many
different manpower problems that existed. On the other , the activation of new
divisions , even if the manpower problems could have been solved , was described
as not possible because equipment was lacking due to U.S. aid reductions and also
because of the American coldness to the idea when it was discussed in earlier years.

THE ENEMY BUILD-UP

While ARVN , according to the respondents , was facing big manpower problems
in its final battles with the enemy, its logistic problems were , i f anything, even
greater. Two obverse trends had taken place since the ‘Paris Agreements: The
enemy ’s logistical position had greatly improved , while ARVN’s had greatly deteri-
orated. Colonel Do Ngoc Nhan , a JGS officer and the Chief of Staff in April 1975,
said:

Let ’s read the report from the South Vietnam Central Intelligence Organi-
zation to the South Vietnamese military delegation in late 1974: “While the
U.S. has reduced its aid to South Vietnam , the Soviet Union had doubled
its assistance to North Vietnam to 1.5 billion dollars. The Communists have
used 30,000 prisoners released by South Vietnam to reinforce their units.
At the same time , about 100,000 cadres and soldiers have infiltrated South
Vietnam using the Ho Chi Minh trail and the DMZ. With regard to heavy
weapons, the Communists have sent to South Vietnam about 600 tanks , 500
heavy cannons , 200 antiaircraft weapons and many SA-7 rockets in addition
to what they had. The Communist force has been reorganized on a large
scale, now comprising 17 combat divisions , excluding 40,000 North Viet-
namese troops in Cambodia and 50,000 troops in Laos. Every week , on the
expanded Ho Chi Minh trail , 1500 trucks were moved day and night. Their
pipeline system constructed Vo supply gas is now only 80 kilometers from
Saigon.

Another high-ranking officer made these observations:

Air photos also showed unusual activities in Dong Ha which had become
[North Vietnam ’s] main logistical center , where supplies were brought in
from Hanoi by trucks moving down on Highway 1 and also by Navy and
commercial ships through the strategic port of Cria Viet that we failed to
secure. The supply by sea, in fact, had become more important afte r the
Paris Agreements. Air reconnaissance had detected a daily average of 10
Hong Ky (Red flag) ships of Red China going through Cua Viet.

“ ‘ “  ‘ - ‘ ‘ — - ‘ I ~~~~~~
- - - -
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Clearl y , the enem y ’s road-bui lding arid pip el ine .l aying r t c t i v i t  it ’s were among
the most important  pa r t s  of ’ the build-up. The old Ho ( ‘In M i n h  t ra i l  was apparen t l y
no longer adequate to bring do~ ii t i ne  increased supplies , so the enemy constructed
what came to be known among A R V N  officers as “ITo Chi .M inh  East , ” a mode,-n
network of roads . This new road network , which was built i tt  the same time that
supp lies w e r e  be i ng broug h t sou t h , not only mul t ip lied t ine  amount of in f i l t r a t ion
t r r t ffic hut—perhaps even more n rnpor t r tn t k ’—dr amatic ally cut the t ime required to
br ing  men and materiel down , fl’om several months to a matter  of t l i n v s , according
to some r espondents.

One general said:

The Communis t s  (after’ Pa r ’is began to bui ld  :t sop h i s t i ca ted  net of’ r’o ut .i ’s
across  mounta ins  and creeks to br ing  supplies all  t ine ’  way to MR 111 ar ’ound
Saigon. Their engineer un i t s  worked f e v e r i s h l y (ta\ and n igh t  to cut roads
hrough forests and ~~~~~~~~~~ cl ay one could hear echoes of detonations

beyond the range of mounta ins  to tire west of H i g h w ay  1. In fact , to bui ld
more r’oads and to speed up the flow ofsupp lies to tire South , t l iree engineer
rind t ranspor ta t ion  (Ii v is io ns we’re i t t _ t n  vated ,  I ’ht ’s&’ d iv i s io n s w e n t ’  under
direct con t r o l  of NV~\ 1 u g h  Con in nru n d r ind were c’onrpri st’d (if f ou r  er )gi fleer
and f’our t r’ anspor -tati on r e g i m e n t s  each . N  ot content w i t h  t i n t ’  1) 111 Ho (‘hi
M m b  tr’a ii on the ’ I ‘aotian hor ’de ’r’ , t l ie \  I n ; t d  b u i l t  a new n-oad erns t  ui the
A n i n a n n i t e  M o u n t a i n s , r u n n i n g  p a r a l l e l  to our I l t g h w r t v  I .  ‘l ’in i s m e w  r oad ,
sometimes called ‘‘lit) ( ‘hi  M i n h  l ’ast .‘‘ permitted tine ’ supplies to he brought
d i r e c t l y  t ii thei r ’  t ro ops in t in t ’  f r o n t  l i n e. Besides t best ’ two roads  runn ing
sout hward , th ey had also bui l t  or repair ’ed a sop histicated sy sn em of ’  lateral
r’oads w hich permitted them to bypass and to envelop t ’vet~ - On€ ~ of our ’ bi g
cities.  These included in MR Ij ust to name a few , t he  imp ort ~tnt road which
ran from Ashaw valle y to the strategic area ol’Truoi , south of Hue , and all
the  way sout ir  of Ua i Van Pass t l i rough  tire (‘ol de Bay: and also the road
which  l inked tire Ho (‘hi M i n h  t r a i l  to Bengiang and ‘l ’inuong Duc district
town , southwest  of D anr i ng r ind to the already ment ioned Que Son Valley.

But the ( ‘ommuni s t  build-up included much rnor’e. Tine genera l  cont inued:

A sy stem of ’ pipelines was also installed along these roads to provide POL
t’or’ their mechanized units operating in the South. Dong Ha and Khe’ Sanh
ai r f i e lds  wer’e r ’epaired , and in order ’ to provide protection to these strategic
bust ’s , they established ar ound then ) an interlocking system of ’ antiair ’crafl .
weapons. It is sign i ficant to note that  in Quang Tn province alone , the
Nnr ’t.h Vi etn amese Army had eight  ant iaircraft  regiments whose arrn a~ments ranged all the way fro m 127- m m machine guns to SAM missiles . In
the last months of 1974 , t ine  Communists dramaticall y increased their  logis-
tical ac t iv i t ies .  Our’ ai r S reconnirissances detected convoy s of hundreds of’
Molotova trucks moving south , day and night , in the area northwest of’
P leiku and southwest of Danang. Despite heavy losses inflicted by our
a i n s t i’ik t ’s . the~- kept moving. In the region northwest of Kontum , in Febru-
ary 1975 , South Vietnamese Air Force armed reconnaissance detected a
convoy of ’ around 400 tr ’ucks and reportedly destroye d over 200. These
figures might  have been inflated , nonetheless they can give an idea of the
dramatic improvement in North Vietnam ’s logistical capabilities. It was
t ’sti matc ’tl  t i r a t  in MR I alone , in 1974 , over 10,000 tons of supplies (mostly
ammuni t ion  and food) were infiltrated every month. The Communists had
brought into South Vietnam from the moment the Paris Agreements went
into effect unti l  the end of 1975 a large quantity of heavy equi pment consist-
ing of 1 ,000 tanks of all types, and more than 600 field artillery pieces. The
new weapons and mili tary supplies included improved SA-7 rockets , T-34
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t~u n k s  wi th  portab le i) ri ( lgc ’s , 152-mm cannons , and M-2 personnel carriers
towing  arti l ler y .

THE ARVN “BUILD-DOWN”

‘I’hus , the enemy effected a bui ld-up after - the Paris Agreements that was not
onl y vast in extent but impress ive  in i ts mu lt  nhtc ete d n a t u r e  and in the efficiency
arid integration of its u t i l iza t ion .  In the first p lan e , exter nal Communist aid ,
;iccor ’ding to the r ’espondents , increase d gr eat lv in q u a n t i t y  and improved gr’eatl y
~n q u a l i t y .  Second , t int ’ enemy dramat ica l ly  improved his abil i ty to move supp lies
rin d 5O l( lier ’S to where they were needed. Third , he gr’eatl i n creased h is mobi l ity
for’ t ine  batt les to come by Ir i s  new roads and p i peline system. Fourth , he
strengt hened his a i r  defenses to a point where the entire svste’m became vir ’tua llv
invu lnerable.  Besides , as all respondents agreed , he had gr-eatlv improved his
proficienc y in using his equi pment , especiall y armor’ . F ina l l y , t he enc ’mv had im-
nnic ’n se ’ Iy improve d his strategic position l)y bui lding a network of lateral roads
leading fr om lb (‘ l i i  Minh East in a westerly direction towar ’d the sea , so t hat he
could pr event ARVN fr -nm moving up supp lies or- wi thdrawing  troops , and could
effec t ive l y  bottle up ARVN uni ts  and fleeing civi l ians at wi l l .  -

By contrast , ARVN ’s logistical probl ems h ad greatl y intensified. These prob-
len -is wer’e of two quite di ff ~rent types: One was insufficient or inadequate har-d-
wa r t ’ , and the other was poor administration of that hardware.

The p r i n r a r v  source of ’ in format ion  on the subject of the supp lies the m selves
wri s  (‘olone l Ph rt n n Ky Loan , Deput y ( ‘omman der of the Central Logistics Corn .
mand. (‘olonel Loan began by say ing:

After the Paris Agreement we realized that  supplies wer e going to decline.
In the  f i r s t  y ear’ , aid wits still 1.4 billion. But star -ting with the next fiscal
\ ‘t ’ri r it W~~S ( ‘Ut down to half.  So at. (‘LC [the Central Logistics Command]
we tried to submit our’ recommendations and suggestions to a l l  branches
about savings , to t r y  to have everybod make better’ use of what  we had.
Our principal  emphasis was on ammuni t ion , because fr’orn 70 to 80 percent
of’ the funds were used for that.

A m m un i t i on  was running  short. As you know , in our situ ation , beginning
1974 , the r a t e  of incidents everywhere in the ’ country rose shar’p ly, mostl y—
and you may not he a w a r e  of that—in the Delta area , so that  tine need for
a m m u n i t i o n  was very gr eat. These small outposts , when attacked , needed
It i t s  of art i  ilen’y support .

The se cond shortage , r ight after the ammunition shortage in i m p o r t a m L e ,
wris  the s i n o r t i g e  of ’ fuel . For’ the choppers , the fighter’s , shi ps an d trucks.
It cut t in e operational hours in ha lf This did not happen right after the
Amer i can wi thd rawa l .  It declined gradually,  unt i l  it was down to half in
Pr 74 .

I discussed t h i s  at ever y  or’n e of our weekly meetings with the Defense
A t t ; n i - h n i ’  ar id General Khuyen.  They were all aware of it. The’ Americans
s o i l  they  would t ry  the i r  best , but on their side they were limited by the
available funds . I recognize ’ the i r  efforts , but they had t h e i r  ce ’il ing and
t h er e ’  was nothing they could do about it.

- — - ‘~~~~~ - .  -- _ _- — ‘- ~~~~~~ . -~~
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(‘olonel Loan continued:

One big tr-ouble we had was spare parts. Mostly for planes. For example ,
the transport aircraft we had was the old C-130A. The Americans no longer
use the C-l3OAs. So it was really hard to get all the spare parts for this old
model. We had th i r t y  C-130s, but the average daily number we could actual-
l y use—and I know this very well because I controlled them—was five. Five
planes out of two squadrons of thirty! The spare parts would eventuall y be
supplied , but as they were not in manufacture anymore it took a long time
to make them. So, most of the C-130s were grounded most of the time.

Anyway , we tried to stretch what we had and spend it as wisely as we
could. As you know , all our requests had to go through the Defense Atta-
che’s Office for screening. Most of the time he okayed our requests. But even
so, we often did not get supplies on time. The request would go to Okinawa
or some other place.

To repeat: In the beginning the trouble was with spare parts , ammuni-
tion , POL. I personally headed a lecture team that went to every Corps
command in 1974. The lectures were to be attended by the Corps com-
mander and his deputy and all high-ranking officers , to tell them how tight
the situation was and what to do to save ammunition , etc. But whatever
system we advocated , it created big problems for the field commanders. As
for their ASR (Average Supply Rate), we generally gave them half of what
they asked for—this created big problems for them. Of course , it reall y
created two problems: a tactical problem , and a morale problem for the
troops , who don ’t like to fight with insufficient ammunition. This was ag-
gravated by the lack of fuel which cut down the flying hours of the planes
so that the field units relied even more heavily on artillery support. ’9

Colonel Loan proceeded:

What was particularly aggravating was that the monthly allocation of
ammo was exhausted around the 25th of the month. And the enemy knew
this , of course, and took advantage of it Take the M-16. Soldiers going
into combat regularly receive 400 rounds. But with the ammo shortage this
had to be cut down to 200. That reduced his fighting capability and his
morale. Particularly because we had trained our soldiers to conduct the war
American style. As a result , every soldier confronted with the enemy re-
quested air support and/or artillery support. In addition , our air transport
became increasingly restricted. We thus lost our greatest advanta ge over
the enemy: mobility and firepower. So soldiers had to walk—it was the only
way. And they didn ’t like that , for sure. Meanwhile , the other side knew
(all ) that and they had more favorable conditions than in the past.

Colonel Loan continued his catalog of problems:

In order to preserve ammunition , and money, we eliminated in 1974 every-
thing except HE. [We did without ] flares , illuminating shells , etc. They cost
too much money. We could no longer afford to shoot illuminating flares. The

According to one deputy Corps commander, this was the situation in his area:

Weapon Av erage Supply Rate
Caliber 1972 1975

105 180 10
155 150 5
175 30 3
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POL shortage was mostly of GP4 , used for chopper’s and fig h ter’ p lanes.
W it h regard to spare pa r ts, the hardest hit , aside from the (‘-130s , were t he
choppers , the Chinooks. Then there was a bad shortage of’ art  i l lerv tubes ,
spa re parts fbr APCs, M-16 barrels. We had to use the old 3.5 rocket launch-
er instead of LAWs its an anti tank weapon. Those 3.5s were WW .II weap-
ons, you should be aware of that. You can see them in all tire movies
[laughter ’] .

The enemy, according to Loan , knew what was going on:

The North Vietnamese were definitely aware of our’ str’apped si tuat ion.
They knew about the troubles we had with military aid. We were not able
to rebuild the battle-damaged APCs or the M-48 tanks. We had to send them
to the States to rebuild them. But the L’S. depot required the BI lL—the
Basic Issues Items List—that means all auxiliary equipment tha t  comes
with the main item , such as radio equi pment or gun mounts. We tried our ’
best to send along these BilLs , but most of’ t he time the pieces had been lost
in combat. When they rebuilt the basic items they sent [them ] back to us
without BILLs. So we might get a rebuilt tank without radio. Also , it took
a very long time to shi p the equipment to the U.S. and get it back. Months
and months. There were not enough ships coming to Vietnam.

Loan then mentioned Navy supp lies:

I was in charge of supplies for the Navy, too. The Nav y  was also in bad
shape from the point of view of supplies. The worst was that they lost the
mobility of their small craft that had been very useful to patrol on the
rivers. They were short of- fuel , spa re pa rts, too. Ammunition was okay,
because their needs were limited. But POL and spare parts were bad.

Besides, said Loan , while some U.S. equipment was obsolete , other equipment was
too sophi st icated:

The M-48 tank , for example. The firing devices. You could count on your
fingers the men who could expertly repair them. Mostl y these tanks had to
be sent back to the U.S. for repair. We had some U.S. advisers and Fili p ino
repairme n , hut they did not help much. even the M- 16 r’ ifle. Do you know
that y ou had to use three different types of oil to grease them? If you
compare that with the AK47! Much simpler to maintain , and very good for
firing. And then there was some equipment that we really did not need. For
example , the 8-inch gun. We had three battalions of these. They were much
too big. That gun could fire 30 kilometers , but we never - knew whether’ it
hit  the target or not. Just “firing blind. ” Maybe the Americans just left it
in Vietnam because they did not want to move such heav y equipment back
to the U .S. Then the TOW missile. Too expensive—one cost $3000. An~ it
did not . do much good in ki l l ing enemy tanks.

Uut didn ’t the enemy have some quite sophisticated equipment, too?

Well , the SAM-7 was quite simple. And their heat-seeking devices were
very simp le. ‘Fhe TOW just wasn ’t ~‘ight for our troops. The best was the
M72 , one of your best weapons , and that we ran out of ‘l ’lre v were  good
antitank weapons. The 105 and 155 were very good weapons. The enemy
had still better weapons, though. One weapon our troops were most scared
of was the 130. It can fire farther than the 105s , is very accurate and
devastating in the impact area. The enemy began using them in 1972.

t —-——. - - — — - - - — —- . - — .  ‘- yr
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Loan ‘ hen made several general remarks:

U.S. aid should have been consistent. Supporting a one-million-man army
and having to fig ht the enemy continuousl y , we had to wor -rv all the time
about money. We wer’e never sure what we would get or how much—how
could we plai n ’? I th ink  Pi-esident Thieu made the point to President Nixon
when he saw him at S in  Clemente , to have a three-year mi l i t i~r’v ai d pro-
gram amounting to S3 or’ 4 billion , a long-term commitment. But you could
not give such a commitment because of your internal policy, the Congress,
the American public. Consistency would also have helped our’ mon-ale. 2° And
one more thing: IYou I should have been more pat i ent. The enemy is very
patient. So are we (South Vietnam ) . That ’s why we were able to fight
against the Communists for over thir tv years. Unfortunately our allies did
not snare the same idea. One more thing: The POL shor-tage affected the
operation time ofthe choppers , so we could not use them to evacuate all the
wounded. That was real ls- bad.

Colonel Loan then concluded with some striking figures:

I have some figures here. The U.S. spent $150 billion on the war. But we
spent only about one and a half million dollar ’s a da on ARVN after 1972.
That is ver ’y little if you consider that you were supporting a for’ce of one
million men. I t is 1r a rd iv more tha n one dollar a day per man. Not enoug h.
Especially if that force is equi pped just like the U.S., as far as weapons and
materiel is concerned. In 1974 , when aid went down by ~C percen t , i nci dents
went up . they almost doubled. At that time over 50 percent of the aid went
for ammo. But the decline in the dollar amount for ammo did not reflect the
act ual decline. The actual decline was much greater , because in 1974 ~he
price of hr-ass went up by about 20 percent. 2 1

On the br-oad issue of whether  the outcome might have been different if South
Vietnam had had what he would regard as sufficient materiel . Loan sai d , “I th ink
we could have held South Vietnam indefinitel y. ” And even with the supply short-
ages that  p lagued him for \ ‘ears he felt that on the basis of an inspection trip a few
weeks before tire fall of Ban Me Thuot , “we were in good shape (there ) , we had
enoug h supp l ies to defen d t he area .” But when assessing the balance of forces
throughout the theatr’e at th e time the last big enemy offensive began , the materiel
situation as it actuall y Wa S , on the basis of Loan ’s description , was a big minus item
in t he equation.

ARTILLERY

After the Paris Agreements, ARVN artillery was greatly plagued by being
pulled in two opposite directions. On the one hand , ARVN , spoiled by lavish Ameri-
can fir’e support even when confronted with only a few sniper’s , was now left without
it. and expected ARVN ar t i l l e r y  to take up the slack. But at the same time , ammu ni-

In this connection , orre gem’i- t l pointed to the differences in U S. mi l i tary aid in different a i e t s
Iii’ said for the fisci l v t ’ i c  South Vietnam got $300 million in mil itary aid, out oi~ 7U() million which
had been appropriated hi (‘ongr’t’ss. It is significant . . .  that 1st- u’) got S2. I billion in military aid during
the three-week Middle E,i~ t W i r  in 1973: in other words, South Vietnam in one v ’ e r  got 1 7th of what
1’~r,rt’l got in 3 wee ks.” By contrasi . s c id  Co ton~1 Loan. “Russian aid for Nort.h Vietnam in 1975 was over

~1 hillum How did he know ’ ~It ’s just a guess.”
~~

‘ The’ wors t 1)10w . however , was t he enormous increase in the p rt ( c .  of oil, ic-co rding to severa l
rt’ 1,’.n k’nts

-_____
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tion stocks declined and orders were given to preserve ammunition. In fact , quota
systems were established , which President Thieu—at least in some official meetings
—personall y opposed “angrily, ” on the ground that the soldiers should get their
ammunition according to need , not quota. However , in the field , the quota system
was observed to some extent , apparently with adverse consequences on the effec-
tiveness of the artillery, the morale of artillery soldiers , and the morale of the
soldiers of infantry units the artillery was supposed to protect. “While in 1972 we
could shoot an unlimited number of artillery rounds (provided that the rate of fire
was not too fast to damage the bore of the tube), ” wrote one commander , “in 1975
the average available supply rate (ASR) was less than 10 percent of what we fired
in 1972.~~22

General Thinh , Commanding General of the Artillery Command in the JGS,
said that the ground commanders were always complaining about reduction of
support missions by the Air Force , and the conclusion generally was that artillery
should be used instead. But even when sufficient shells were available to step up
artillery activity, this was against JGS directives. In order to relieve insufficient
artillery support , some infantry units then tried using their mortars more than
before, only to discover that mortar shells were even more restricted.

It is well known , and was widely displayed on television , that vast stocks of
ammunition and other supplies eventually fell into enemy hands in 1975. The
respondents saw no contradiction between this and their claim that stocks were
insufficient. Their reasoning was that these stocks were reserves which could not
be used up as long as the war was expected to go on. In fact, conflicts arose toward
the end between some field commanders who wanted to use all available stocks in
“go-for-broke” fashion and logistics personnel who wanted to keep observing the
quota system and to hold stocks in reserve.

At the same time , the enemy artillery was said to have been very effective ,
especially the Russian 130. Though its range was, at 27 km , 5 km less than that of
the big American 175, it was simpler and more manageable and was used to good
advantage by the enemy. However , according to witnesses, the enemy artillerists
were no supermen and were not necessarily better than their ARVN counterparts.
The reasons for the tremendous difference in effect were in the nature of the war:
ARVN had very few lucrative targets (only enemy positions) and had great difficul-
ty in acquiring them , but for the enemy, South Vietnam was just a mass of lucrative
targets—almost everything from buildings to depots , from storage tanks to air-
fields , from headquarters to civilian installations. Finally, under JGS pressure ,
ARVN artillery had been reorganized to some extent in 1974, to the detriment of
efficiency, according to its commander.

As regards specific operations , a high-ranking artillery officer reported that
sensors did not appreciabl y enhance ARVN capabilities—o n the contrary:

Thanks to captured enemy soldiers , we learned that the enemy was well
aware of our [use of sensors]. Every time enemy troops found our sensors
dropped to the ground by air , they picked them up, but instead of destroy-
ing them they left them in open fields with branches and trees . . .  around
them. At night , strong winds blowing through the open fields would rattle
the leaves of those branches . . . and produce effects upon the sensor-s which

22 Actually, some other respondents reported that the reductions. though drastic . we’re not quite that
severe .

_ _ _ _ _  _ _ _  
~~~~~~ . - - -
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would be picked up in the central station as information, and thus caused
us to waste our ammunition.

Overall , according to the respondents, ARVN artillery also suffered from the
same affliction that plagued the other ARVN services: uncertainties as to doctrine
and tactics. Organization on the U.S. pattern , according to the high-ranking artil-
lery officer , was a mistake in the first place. It geared the artillery for conventional
war’, which was not then taking place , and it also made the artillery unsuitable for
the existing terrain. He elaborated as follows:

With my experience during my adolescent years, living in Communist-
controlled areas, and with the experiences I had gained through partici pa-
tion in the 1950 to 1954 war in North Vietnam , 1 was certain that we would
[not] encounter a conventional type of war such as the American Advisory
Groups, from TRIM to MAAG, shaped ARVN to fight. At that time, I raised
those questions for discussion with the U.S. advisers in my unit. They
answered, “We are adopting modern methods of training and organization
which have been carefully appraised by high-echelon staff commands, and
cannot be erroneous. ” They told me to be confident and strive to get more
good results (in war fighting) as I had done in the past.

Then , when what amounted to conventional war finally came, ammunition was
short and mobility restricted.

Respondents on the whole seemed to agree that in the balance of forces, the
ARVN artillery did not have an edge over that of the enemy. In fact, because the
N or’th Vietnamese had greater mobility, and because of the nature of the war , the
enemy artillery had the advantage, according to two senior artillery officers , includ-
ing General Thinh.

THE SOUTH VIETNAMESE AIR FORCE

Having an air force of more than a thousand aircraft might have been expected
to weigh considerably in ARVN’s favor in the balance of forces, but according to
the respondents, this was not the case. One reason for this was that all of them
considered “airpower ” to mean primarily B-52s and (to a far lesser extent) F-4s, i.e.,
planes they did not have. As already stated , most respondents credited the B-52s
with having played a decisive part in their containment of the 1972 enemy offen-
sive, and most believed that the 1975 enemy offensive might have had a similar fate
if B-52s had been available, particularl y in view of the enemy’s tactic of moving and
assembling his forces in broad daylight—a practice , they say, he could not have
employed had B-52s been used.

The apparent lack of efficacy of VNAF was not always attributed to the same
factors, however. Different respondents stressed different disabilities.

A hi gh-ranking VNAF officer—a man originally trained as an artillery officer ,
who later joined the Air Force and was appointed to his post by Nguyen Cao
Ky—stated that the air forces were hampered by the fact that command over the
aircraft was in the hands of the Corps commanders. He stressed the fact that “our
mission remained basically unchanged: to support the ground forces.” This means,
in plainer terms, that when ARVN failed to do its job of stopping the enemy, VNAF’
was in no position to do so. But there were also big problems of command and
control. He added:

- _
~~~~

___ ___
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In any battle , the Air Force always supported the ground forces. But the
concentration of fire was decided not by the Air Force, but by the JGS,
because they were the ones who allocated . . .  the amount of sorties and
ammunition. They did this by allocating planes to each Corps. The Air
Force did not have the authority to determine the number of sorties or the
expenditure of ammunition without the permission of the Corps command-
ers.

As for the value of the aircraft at VNAF’s disposal , this same officer stated:

The F-5 is a very good aircraft and the pilots liked to fl y it. But it was not
suitable. It is a very nice plane , but the load is not big enough , and the
autonomy of the aircraft is insufficient—it can fly only one hour and fifteen
minutes. We would have needed B-52s that could release their loads beyond
the range of the SAM-7. Still , with the help of our American counterparts
we developed techniques for high-altitude release.

Were these techniques attaining accuracy?

Not so accurate. It is very hard to get accuracy from high altitudes.

The problem of attaining accuracy in bombing from high altitudes had , accord-
ing to various respondents, two related components: On the one hand , the enemy
had excellent antiaircraft defenses and was also favored by the terrain in that he
could often place his defenses on mountain ridges, thereby increasing their range ,
while his forces operated in the valleys. On the other hand , there was a morale
problem in that fly ing low enough to increase accuracy in the face of such defenses
required the pilots to be willing to take great risks. This willingness , according to
some field commanders who deplored the absence of effective air support , was often
lack ing.

This question was raised with Marshal Ky:

Q, Were losses of aircraft a lot heavier in 1975?

A. Not really heavier because, at the end , now , that is, I’m very frank ,
most of the pilots didn ’t take too much risk , so they drop their bombs
from very high

Q, That ’s what we have heard from your field com’manders. Several of
them complained about VNAF for that reason. Are these complaints
justified?

A. Oh yes, I’m sure. Because the pilots came back and told me. Why risk
my life with that regime (in Saigon)? If I die , what for? So, you know

Q. Their morale had really declined?

A. Exactly . . .. That ’s something that never happened when I was Com-
mander of the Air Force. But at the end , a squadron leader of the 837th
came to me and said to me, “Frankly,” he said , “you know , now I drop
a bomb at 35,000 feet because I don ’t want to go down and be hit by

- -~ Communist antiaircraft. What for?”

Ky also attributed part of this low pilot morale to the financial distress under
which the pilots lived.

—  — - . - - ,-c- _ - - —
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Colonel Vu Van Uoc , VNAF’s Chief Operations Officer , commented on the
vulnerability of the planes:

The majority of the VNAF planes were built 10, 15, sometimes even 30
years ago—except for the A-37s remade from the T-37s, and the F-5Es.
These old planes were very slow compared to the firing capabilities of
enemy antiaircraft , especially their SA-7 air missiles and big caliber cannon
capable of shooting down planes flying at over 18,000 feet .... In other
words, our Air Force was a very easy target for the North Vietn amese
during the years 1973-1975. For these latter had assembled too many an-
tiaircraft guns along with ground-to-air missiles on every battlefield.

Uoc also pointed to the fact that the Communists had changed their tactics
toward the end of the war -and moved in so quickl y when attacking a town that
VNAF had difficulty operating against them.

The next factor, mentioned by a high-ranking VNAF officer, was VNAF leader-
shi p:

In my Air Force most of the wing commanders did not like their supe-
rio rs at all because they were unqualified to be commanders. But Thieu
pu t them in as commanders because they [obeyed I Thieu. The wing com-
manders did not like the men at headquarters. They don ’t like Minh
(Commanding General of VNAF), and I don ’t like Minh. From the mili-
tary point of view , he was not qualified. And his deputy chief for operations,
the same! How can they command the air divisions and the wing command-
ers? They don ’t know . . . how to fight a battle! How can they give orders?

This officer also complained that the Americans did not teach them enough of
the required skills:

The American Air Force trained the Vietnamese only in how to use Ameri-
can planes. How to fight the supply arteries, the LOCs and release the
bombs, that ’s all. As for tactics and strategy, we never had a chance to learn
them , except some of the F-5E pilots. We j ust had to learn ourselves in the
field. So we benefited from the American force through the U.S. advisers
onl y in technical matters—how to repair planes with the system used by the
USAF. Supply, that’s all. Battlefield—we learned nothing from them.23

Then , aside from the general problems that plagued VNAF, such as the short-
age of POL and spares, two more problems were mentioned. ‘One was that ground-
air communications allegedly were poor , so that support of ground operations was
difficult. The other was that , particularly toward the end of the war, AR VN was
unable to protect the airfields sufficientl y to permit effective VNAF operations.

The Chief Operations Officer of VNAF expressed this view: “Had our airbases
been securely protected , it is certain that the war would have been prolonged and
the issue been very much in the balance . . . the Air Forcesdid not have the opportu-
nity to destroy the enemy because our bases were harassed by enemy rockets,
mortar , and artillery . . . .  Helicopters are no good for troop transport in a guerrilla
war. And if you take 130s, every time you land or take off they attack the airbase

2-I .-\t this point in the interview , apparent ly reliving his frustrations, the officer exclaimed, “The
American people do not understand the oriental society! That’s the problem. You put in Thieu, you put
in Diem, you let Diem be killed, you kick out everybody, you lose again! You want them to list en to you
but you didn’t want to listen to them!”

---  - . - ~~~- -----__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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with rockets. The ground troops cannot give you good protection of the airbase—
you need control at least up to 20 miles away from the base. The ground forces did
not have the strength to protect the airbases so the Air Force could not perform
its m ission. That was the problem. ”

Thus , if we can believe the respondents, VNAF, on the whole, was not the
instrument to tip the balance of forces into South Vietnam ’s favor , even though the
enemy did not have any planes at all in the South.

THE BOTTOM LINE
I - All the respondent statements presented to this point indicate that the V i& ~t-

namese military leaders regarded the balance of forces in 1974-1975 to be unfavor-
able to them in every respect. This included the psychological aspects: The South
Vietnamese felt that U.S. interest in their cause had waned greatly, whereas t he
enemy ’s support from the Communist world continued unabated.

The enemy, it seems, shared this assessment and therefore felt ready to attack.
In particular , the North Vietnamese apparently viewed their new lines of corn-
murr ication as their most valuable asset. Self-serving though the words of General
Van Tien Dung, Commander-in-Chief of the North Vietnamese forces in the South ,
may be, their vivid imagery conveys this quite well:

Our old and new communication lines (highways and pipeline) resembled
endless lengths of sturdy hemp ropes being daily and hourly slipped around
the neck and limbs of the monster who would be strangled with one sharp
yank when the order was given.24

Thus, the stage was set at the beginning of 1975 for a military campaign
that—as we now know—brought greater and faster results to the North Viet-
namese than even they had anticipated.

~ Van Tien Dun g, Great Spring Victory, op.cit., p.3.
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Chapter 8

THE BEGINNING OF THE END: THE LOSS
OF PHUOC LONG

In the view of one former senior ARVN general , the collapse of South Vietnam
“was not hi ng but a succession of successfu l envelopments. ”

- - - Communist strategy, very simple in nature , had not really changed in
1975, but the execution had been made easier and more effective , thanks
to t he new sophisticated net of roads. This strategy could be called “a
strateg y of indirect approach” if we were to use Lidde ll Hart ’s terminology.
It consisted of making a frontal attack with a relativel y small force to [f ix i
ARVN units , while executing a deep envelopment in the rear to isolate the
bi g citie s and cut off the main lines of communication.

By apply ing mil i tary pressure in all four Corps areas simultaneously, Hanoi
was ab le to exp loit an overextended and static GVN defensive posture that , for a

- v a r i e t y  of reasons, apparently was far too brittle to cope with anything like a
multifront attack. Summing up the nature of this mili tar y problem , and the GVN ’s
strateg ic wea knesses, another former general officer stated:

The Communist offensive in late 1974 and early 1975 was launched simul-
tan;’ous lv in all the four Corps areas , but was heaviest in I , II , and Ill Corps
where the proximity of the border and the Ho Chi Minh  Trail was an
obvious advantage for the enemy. Hanoi certainly did not expect a quick
v ictory , nor had they p lanned for any major objective in I , II , and III Corps.
But Hanoi was ready to quickly exploit any substantial gain anywhere.
Thus trying to guess the Communist intention or more precisely , the Coin-
munist main objective or main effort would have been meaningless. Instead
out’ effort had to be aimed at having a sound defense concept in all the
mili tar y regions with overall centralized control and coordination. Unfortu-
nately there was not a sound defense plan and there ~ as no centralized
control and coordination in the Joint General Staff. President Thieu was the
lone controlling coordinating authority.

In all the Corps areas , the defense system was a single line of defense ,
not a defense in depth. All available forces were positioned in the front line ,
no second defensive line was p lanned , and no reserve force was organized
at the Corps or JGS level. Also there was no evacuation plan or withdrawal
and delay ing action plan. Those responsible certain ly did not realize that
no mat ter  how strong it may be , a rigid line of defense can hardly withstand
a vigorous in i t ia l  wave of attack , and that without depth to absorb this
initial shock , or without contingent evacuation plans to evade and whittle
down the init ial  shock , a single front line defensive system wil l  genera lly
succumb to a sustained at tack.

The following account attempts to trace the collapse of this “rigi d line of de-
fense.” beginning w i t h  the loss of Phuoc Long ’s provincial cap ital on January 6,
1975. En the view of several respondents . the loss of that city marked the onset of
South Vietnam ’s disintegration.

A “sparsely populated province of about 50,000 inhabi tants , ” Phuoc Long was
located in III Corps to the north of Saigon and was considered “untenable in case
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of a heavy attack due to its geographical position.” Its capital had been “isolated
and practicall y encircled by enemy forces for months before its capture. Supplies
to the civilian population had at times been flown in and convoys had to be orga-
nized with heavy military escort to get supplies into the province by road.” Phuoc
Long was “weakly defended” and offered little resistance to the overwhelming
Communist forces (supported by tanks and artillery) which eventually overran it.

Buu Vien considered the loss of this province capital to be of major import:
The Communists in their move to test the will of the RVN armed forces,
and especiall y to gauge reaction of the U.S. government , had indeed chosen
an easy target. The loss of Phuoc Long was of great significance. It was the
first time in the history of the Vietnam war that an entire province had been
lost to the Communists and it obviously was a flagrant violation of the
cease-fire agreement by the Communists. Yet the RVN armed forces com-
mand chose not to react militarily while the U.S. government due to domes-
tic difficulties did not make any significant move to deter the Communists
from further aggression.

When asked about the decision not to defend Phuoc Long, one high-ranking
member of the JGS stated that the province capital had been threatened by two
North Vietnamese divisions , and it was the consensus of all military commanders
at the time that it could not be successfully reinforced. All the reserves were
committed to I Corps and there was insufficient time to mount a successful relief,
although some Airborne Rangers were eventually lifted into the town at the last
moment to help with the defense.

In the view of this officer , ARVN did not possess the capability in 1975 to relieve
threatened province capitals as it had done in 1973.

Expanding on the considerations that led to the decision not to defend Phuoc
Long, Buu Vien reported that President Thieu had discussed the problem in a
Ministers ’ meeting. Thieu had explained that while it was “not impossible to reoc-
cupy” Phuoc Long, “militarily speaking, it was not worthwhile”:

At least two infantry regiments would have to be deployed in the operation
and the troops would have to be dropped by air. Given the enemy forces in
t he area , we should expect strong reaction from the enemy and casualties
would be heavy. Once the province was recaptured , troops would be needed
there to defend it. This would not only immobilize a number of ARVN units,
but at the same time create serious problems of supplying the troops there.
It would be better to save the troops to take care of other areas which had
more strategical value.

Buu Vien stated that he for one strongly disagreed with this decision. He
believed the abandonment of Phuoc Long had probably been seen by the Commu-
nists as a sign of weakness ofARVN and strongly influenced them in their decision
to move forward. “At the same time,” he said , “it caused our troops to lose much
of their enthusiasm and their confidence in their capability ” an d “created a harmful
psychological effect on the population ”:

While urging the population to organize demonstrations a ’i over the coun-
try demanding reoccupation of Phuoc Long, the government i tself did not

According to Buu Vien .

_ _  - ~~-
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take any concrete action against the enemy. People began to lose confidence
in what the government said and lost faith itt the capability of the armed
forces to protect the country. After Phuoc Long, many people became skep-
tical about the intent of the government , and angry people engaged in talk
about Phuoc Long being sold out to the Communists.

But the action at Phuoc Long was also significant in other respects. A senior
VNAF commander reported that he “lost a lot of aircraft at Phuoc Long ” (some 20
planes) because of antiaircraft and SA-7 missiles. He noted that the SA-7 was almost
“impossible to suppress.” It was precisely this fear of antiaircraft and missile fire
that forced South Vietnamese pilots to fly high and miss targets at critical points
during the final offensive.

For another Vietnamese officer , Phuoc Long was a telling manifestation of the
GVN’s inability to carry out combined operations. As special assistant to the Inspec-
tor General of the JGS, Colonel Nguyen Huy Loi was directed to investigate the
reasons why the aforementioned lift of additional Airborne Rangers into Phuoc
Long by helicopter had gone so badly just before the province cap ital fell. His
investigation revealed that “no one was responsible for this operation ,” and that
the needed helicopters had not arrived on time or in sufficient numbers to carry the
troops scheduled for the lift. Maintenance people hadn ’t done their job , and the
various helicopter, air division , and other commanders charged with the operation
were “not serious” and “didn ’t carry out properly their missions.” In Colonel Loi’s
words, “the main mistake i~ from the Air Force and secondly from headquarters
of Ill Corps because the III Corps is responsible for this operation. They didn ’t have
a man to coordinate the whole operation. They didn ’t check out everything before
the operation. So when the helicopters didn ’t arrive on time they worried about this
and they ran around but no one [was] responsible. This is the failure. ” When asked
to sum up the conclusions he drew from his investigation , Colonel Loi stated , “I felt
this was a kind of hopeless operation and that they had tried to carry out something
that the Americans did before but this time without their support. We just landed
these people there and it was up to them to try to do what they could. And we knew
that we cannot support them.”

- —.- ---—- — - — — --- --. -- —~~~~~~~~----



Chapter 9

THE LOSS OF BAN ME THUOT

While Phuoc Long was considered the most significant precursor to the 1975
offensive , all respondents agreed that the attack on Ban Me Thuot (the cap ital of
Darlac province) on March 10 was the opening of the main event. This incident was
to set into motion a chain of decisions and military moves that would have disas-
trous consequences for the continued resistance of South Vietnam. As one senior
JGS officer put it . the attack initiated a “domino effect ” which resulted in the
unraveling of the country.

II Corps , where Ban Me Thuot was located , presented difficult defense problems
for the GVN in that the area was large, the terrain favorable to the enemy, the
provincial capitals widely separated , and the major road networks linking these
strategic points vulnerable to “easy” interdiction. As a result , the security of II
Corps was heavily dependent on accurate intelligence of Communist troop move-
ments and the capability to rapidl y reinforce threatened positions by airlift. Mobili-
ty was particularl y important in that the Corps was comparativel y lightly protect-
ed. In the words of Colonel Le Khac Ly, the II Corps Chief of Staff , there were
simply “not enough forces to defend everywhere.”

Only two regular ARVN divisions were stationed in II Corps , and these , along
with some seven Ranger groups (each of regimental size) and one armored brigade ,
were required to cover widely dispersed areas. The Corps ’ largest division , the 22nd
Infantry, which had four regiments, was committed to the defense of the heavily
populated lowland provinces of Phu Yen and Binh Dinh , the latter being a tradition-
al site of strong Communist military activity. Of’ the three regiments of the 23rd
Infantry Division , two were deployed at Pleiku for the defense of that province and
the third was stationed at Ban Me Thuot in Darlac province. The majority of the
Ranger groups (usually four or five) were situated in Kontum province.

By early 1975, the Communist forces deployed in H Corps numbered five divi-
sions (t he NT3, FlO , 320th , 968th , and 316th) plus an additional fifteen independent
regiments consisting of armored , artillery, antiaircraft , and engineering units. To-
tal Communist manpower in the area was estimated by Colonel Ly to be between
75,000 and 80,000 men , of which some 36,000 were in regular units. As in I and III
Corps, the enemy had made major improvements in its lines of communication in
the II Corps area during the period following the sign ing of the Paris Agreements
and as a result had acquired a capability to rapidly shift armored and other strike
forces between the western provinces bordering the major north-south Communist
logistic routes.

Taking advantage of the improved road networks and with the help of some
local Montagnard scouts ,2 the Communists had managed to position three divisions
(the 320th , 316th . and FlO) in Darlac province by the beginning of March. With
these forces in place around Ban Me Thuot, they then commenced to cut all the
major road networks in the highlands. On March 4, they established blocking

This information came from Montagnard official Hantho Touneh.
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positions east and west of the An Khe Pass on the road l inking Pleiku to Qui Nhon
( Route 19); on March 5. they severed Route 21 between Ban Me Thuot and Ninh
Hoa: and on March 7. they completed their interdiction operations by blocking
Route 14 between Pleiku and Ban Me Thuot.

While these road-cutting operations and other intelligence indicators had alert-
ed II Corps to expect a major Communist offensive , there was considerable uncer-
tainty an d d ifference of opinion as to where the blow would fall. The II Corps
Commander , Major General Phu , was convinced Pleiku would be the target , while
ot hers on his ~t i ; f f  and in Sai gon were persuaded it would be Ban Me Thuot or the
cap ital of Quang Duc province further to the south. Among those believing Han Me
Thuot would be the objective were intelli gence specia l ists on the ,JGS, who read the
availa ble indicators (including prisoner interrogations , capt u red docu men ts, and
ra dio intercepts ) as clearl y i dentify ing this  city to be the focus of Communist
interest. Persuaded by this information , the JGS made several unsuccessful at~
tempts to warn II Corps of the threat to Ban Me Thuot. HUwever , the Chief of Staff
of II Corps recollected that these JGS warnings were always qualified as “probable ”
and did not p inpoint Ban Me Thuot as the only target:

I have been 21 years in the Army, and you know how the intell i gence people
are— ”t he enemy rna~’ a t t ack  such and such targets. ” Several p laces were
mentio ned , not onl y Ban Me Thuot , and Phu didn ’t pay an~’ attention to
such an estimate , saving, “Ah , t h a t ’s too ma ny . ”

Aside (‘torn being unconvinced by the intelligence specialists. General Phu was
re luctant to reinforce Ban Me Thuot because this would require uncovering his
defenses in Pleiku and Kontum , w hich were by this time under constant enemy
harassment ard a lso vulnerable to attack. 3 Since the II Corps head quarters was
located in Pleiku , Phu felt “his prestige was there ,” and therefore he was reluctant
to wea ken its defenses. In the words of his Chief of Staff , Colonel Lv :

He d i d not want to be a defeated genera l , if the enemy attacked his com-
mand post. We didn ’t have enough forces to defend everywhere and accord-
ing to the information that we got , t he enemy had about two divisions ,
massed west of Pleiku, around Duc Co and Plei Me , they wanted to attack
posts like that. He was also afraid of the enemy ’s tan ks beca use i f t he
enemy used tanks to attack Pleiku it was ideal terrain.

Phu also apparently believed that , on the U. S. pattern , he could rapid l y reinforce
Ban Me Thuot by air in the event of an attack—an assumption subsequent events
were to prove quite erroneous.

Thus , despite the fact that General Phu had visited Ban Me Thuot shortly
before it was attacked and had “learn ed about the newest information concerning
the enemy concen t rat o n ” around the provincial capital , he provided only minimal
reinforcements to the area. One Ranger group had been moved to the town of Buon
Ho down Route 14 as a precautionary measure , and one regiment of the  23rd
Division (the 53rd) had been deployed to Phuong Duc airfield some five miles east
of the city.  .-\n Advanced Command Post o~ the 23rd Division with a staff of about
300 officers and men wai’. located wi th in  Ban Me Thuot proper , as were some three
companies of Regional Forces and several p latoons of Popular Forces. .-\s t he rear

A perception the Commun n~ts ;i re’rnpe’il to t nt-ott r i i g  w ith feinting it tIlt-ks tint by l i i  v ing I he n-non
radio station of the :320th Division behind in the I’Ieiku area for deception purpnsvs
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base of the 23rd Division , Ban Me Thuot also contained the dependents of that
division , a factor that was to seriously undermine GVN attempts to relieve the
town.

Following a powerful artillery barrage, Ban Me Thuot was attacked by ar-
mored and infantry units of two NVA divisions in the early morning hours of
March 10. Most of the defensive positions in the town were overrun by the end of
the first day. The Advanced Command Post of the 23rd Division held out until it
was mistakenly bombed by VNAF aircraft attempting to provide close air support.
This accidental air strike cut all the defenders’ communications and completely
disrupted any further organized defense. It was most unfortunate in that the troops
at the Command Post were “fighting with good spirit there,” and, according to
Colonel Ly, the Deputy Division Commander Colonel Quang had reported by radio
shortly before the strike that “we are in good shape.”

In their assault on Ban Me Thuot, the Communist forces had adopted a new
tactic of bypassing outer defense posts and striking immediately into the heart of
the city itself. They had surrounded the 53rd Regiment at Phuong Duc airfield with
strong holding forces, however , and prevented this unit from moving to the relief
of Ban Me Thuot . While the 53rd “could not leave the airfield ,” it was able to hold
out for a number of days until its defenses were finally reduced.

One relief force, however , was able to get into Ban Me Thuot. The Ranger group
at Buon Ho fought its way down Route 14 and was advancing into Ban Me Thuot
when it was allegedly called off from the counterattack by the 23rd Division Corn-
mander, Brigadier General Tuong, who ordered it to secure a landing zone outside
the town to protect the evacuation of his wife and children. This diversion nullified
any future possibility of a counterattack from the Ranger unit and was the subject
of much criticism from the H Corps Chief of Staffi

General Tuong, the 23rd Division Commander, worried a lot about his
family . His wife and children were still in Ban Me Thuot city . So he had
them go to the training center southeast of Ban Me Thuot. He had them
gather there in an open place. He then directed the Ranger group to go back
to the training center in order to protect the landing zone for his helicopter
to pick the family up. The Ranger group was advancing, they were fighting
with the enemy. The enemy was not strong inside the city. Most Communist
main forces were outside the city possibly afraid to concentrate within Ban
Me Thuot for fear of air attacks. Tuong directed the Rangers from the air
to go back to the training center. The commander must obey the order of
his general, his division commander. They went back to protect the landing
zone, and he picked up his family and when the soldiers tried to go back
to Ban Me Thuot city , the enemy had sealed it off.

Meanwhile, prodded by President Thieu to reoccupy Ban Me Thuot, General
Phu began to airlift elements of the 23rd Division ’s 44th Regiment from Pleiku into
Phuoc An, a town about 20 miles east of Ban Me Thuot on Route 21. Apparently,
General Phu planned to lift the entire regiment to Phuoc An within three days and
from there link up with the 53rd Regiment, which was still holding out at the
airfield east of Ban Me Thuot. However, this relief operation was said to have been
badly conceived and could not be executed. Helicopter assets were limited, so less
than two battalions could be carried to Phuoc An in the allotted time, and these
could be provided with no artillery or tank support. Commenting on this operation,
the II Corps Chief of Staff stated:

________________
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[General Phu] did not foresee that it might take longer to accomplish
this and we would need reinforcements and logistical support for the troops.
And no way with the roads cut , we could not get supplies from Nha Trang
to that regiment. And even if we wanted to reinforce it, no way. The air
assets were very limited, and kept dropping every day. The first day we had
seven or eight Chinooks, the next day it dropped to five, next day to three,
then two and one. Because of mechanical problems, and that was a big
mistake.

But even more disastrous, the troops lifted into Phuoc An “were not ready to
fight” and began to desert in order to take care of their families. As another officer ,
General Thinh , described the situation:

Ban Me Thuot was the rear base of the 23rd Division, with many barracks
of married men from all the units. For this reason, it was hoped that the
men would push quickly toward the city in order to liberate their families
in the city. Unfortunately, the opposite took place. As soon as they landed
with their copters, . .. most of the soldiers, seeing by chance their families
who had left the city several days earlier , threw their uniforms and weap-
ons away and disguised themselves as civilians in order to lead their wives
and children to Nha Trang, which city was still under friendly control.

The Chief of Staff of II Corps confirmed this breakdown in discipline:
the defensive troops worried too much about their families in Ban Me

Thuot city. So when they got out of the helicopters they would run to find
their wives and children rather than f ighting the enemy. When they depart.
ed from Pleiku the spirit of fighting was very high, the morale was very
high. And Tuong and Phu felt very good about it. But actually, when they
got on the ground at Ban Me Thuot, they ran away to take care of their
families. Nobody could control them.

Desertions out of concern for the welfare of dependents, first manifested in Phuoc
An, became a frequent story in the weeks following the attack and were a critical
factor in the erosion of ARVN defensive capabilities in other areas of the country.

While General Phu undoubtedly did not expect his forces to desert, he neverthe-
less seems to have harbored reservations about the overall operation to relievc Ban
Me Thuot. In a conversation with a II Corps colleague, who was also a general
officer , on March 12, when the airlift was in process, Phu indicated that the only
reason he was sending troops to Phuoc An was because President Thieu had or-
dered him to reoccupy Ban Me Thuot. Phu stated that he was operating under a
major disadvantage in that he had “no information” on the size of the enemy forces
in the area and was pessimistic about the chances of reoccupying the province
capital. Besides, even at this late date, General Phu said he still believed that the
attack on Ban Me Thuot was a diversionary effort and the main target of the enemy
was Pleiku.

As would be expected in any discussion of an operation that had gone wrong
in so many respects, many respondents were critical of the manner in which the
defense and relief of Ban Me Thuot had been managed. Several believed that
General Phu committed a serious blunder in not reinforcing Ban Me Thuot before
it was attacked, and they felt that his relief operation into Phuoc An was “very
badly conducted” and planned. They considered the insertion of forces into Phuoc
An, west of the Communist blocking positions on Route 21, to have been a major
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tactical error in that it denied these units necessary artillery and armor support .4
Instead , the respondents felt, i t would have been far better to have attempted to
reopen Route 21 with a combined armored task force moving up from Nha Trang.

One respondent, Colonel Loi of the JGS, attributed Phu ’s tactical errors to the
mistaken belief that II Corps could still mount a fast-reaction airlift operation
‘without American support”:

That is a very important point. The Vietnamese commanders did not realize
that they could not operate in the same way. They still thought they could
operate like the Americans.

Even the mildest critics felt that Genera l Phu acted “without adequate informa-
tion,” and one faulted the lack of coordination between air and ground units due
to inadequate communications. Close air support to Ban Me Thuot, which had
numbered 200 sorties on March 10, dropped to only 60 or 70 sorties on the following
days, because “of lack of information about the enemy position as well as the
movement of the fighting to populated areas which considerably constrained the
air intervention.”

The performance of the 23rd Division Commander, Genera l Tuong, was also the
subject of severe censure by several respondents, not only because he had diverted
the Rangers from their counterattack in Ban Me Thuot, but also because Tuong
himself had left the battlefield at Phuoc An after receiving a slight facial wound.
In the words of General Thinh, he “had himself sent to a hospital after his helicop- )
ter was touched by an enemy machine gun bullet. He received only a slight surface
wound which required only a simple dressing, not hospitalization. But this permit-
ted him to avoid responsibility for [the] certain defeat of his division. ”

one officer put it , AH this infantry without artillery or tank support was just wandering around
Phuoc An and could do nothing.”

‘As reported by Colonel Uoc.

‘1
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Chapter 10

THIEU’S DECISI ON TO REDEPLOY

The attack on Ban Me Thuot was the catalyst for a fundamental change in
President Thieu ’s strategy for the defense of South Vietnam. It led him to abandon
the policy of” no territorial concession” embodied in his dictum of the “Four No’s”
and to order a major redeployment ofGVN forces in both II and I Corps. While Ban
Me Thuot triggered this change in strategy, there is evidence that Thieu was
contemplating adjust ments in his defensive positions at least a month earlier. A
senior general reported that prior to the let holiday in February, Thieu had men-
tioned to him the need for a “new strategy” to “concentrate regular forces and
abandon isolated areas” because the Communists had moved “a lot of divisions into
the South.” Thieu provided no details as to his specific plans but did ask the
general’s opini on about the possibility of”giving up Kontum. ” He told the genera l
he would meet with him and “some other generals to make plans” about redeploy-
ments afte r let. Nothing came of this, however , and Thieu did not contact him prior
to the attack on Ban Me Thuot.

Concern about the NVA build-up and , in particular , abou t the mounting Com-
munist pressure in the lay Ninh area of HI Corps, however , did, according to some
respondents, prompt Thieu and the JGS to decide in early March to return the
Airborne Division from I Corps to Saigon . Although it had been stationed in I Corps
since the Easter offensive of 1972, the Airborne was still considered to be the JGS’s
primary contingency force, and I Corps had previously been warned to be prepared
to release this reserve force upon 72 hours notice. On March 10, I Corps received
orders to return the Airborne to Saigon. This redeployment was to be completed
within a period of less than two weeks.

Commenting on the circumstances leading to this decision , Buu Vien stated:
Along with the attack of Phuoc Long, figh ting became more and more
intense around Tay Ninh province. Unlike Phuoc Long, Tay Ninh was
considered as a strategically important province that had to be defended at
all costs. Its loss would directly threaten the security of the Capita l Military
District.

Even though the enemy had already succeeded in occupying several key
positions around the provincial capita l, especially the Black Virgin moun-
tain which overlooked the city and where ARVN had its radar installation,
he still wasn’t able to get through to the city, thanks to the valiant resis-
tance of the defending units, particularly thoseofthe25th ARVN division
under the command of Genera l Ly Tong Ba. Ba was one of the most able
ARVN generals. It was he who had successfully defended Kontum with the
23rd ARVN division under his command, had driven off the Communists
from the city in the 1972 Communist offensive.

But the pressure exerted by the enemy with heavy artillery shelling into
the city created a population exodus to Birth Duong and Saigon and shook
the morale of the Cao Dci dignitaries who were quick to declare the site of
the Cao Dai Temple neutral to military activities.

As enemy pressure persisted, President Thieu deemed it necessary to
strengthen the defense of he capital area and decided to pull the Airborne

• Division back from MR I to Saigon.
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While other respondents agreed with Buu Vien’s view that the withdrawal was
motivated by military necessity, several senior officers were equally convinced that
Thieu’s primary consideration in calling for the return of the reserves was to guard
against the possibility of a coup. Whatever the motivation , the recall of the Air-
borne had a profound effect on subsequent events in I Corps and contributed
importantly to “unhinging” the defense of that area.

Even though Thieu seemed to have been contemplating other shifts in GVN
defensive dispositions, it was the attack on Ban Me Thuot that precipitated him to
action. In the words of one high-ranking general, “the fate of South Vietnam” was
determined by a decision made at a meeting at the Presidential Palace on the
morning of March 11. At this meeting, which was attended by JGS Chairman
General Cao Van Vien, Lieutenant Genera l Dang Van Quang, and Prime Minister
Khiem, the President is reported to have put a map on the table and told those in
attendance that he considered Ban Me Thuot more important than Pleiku and that
II Corps (i.e., General Phu) must retake it “at all cost.” He went on to state that
III and IV Corps were very important to South Vietnam’s future (and must be

• defended) because of the offshore oil deposits and because they comprised the
• country’s rice bowl. President Thieu then pointed to the more important coastal

areas of I Corps, which he said should also be held. Thus the President had come
to the view that South Vietnam could no longer protect all its territory and some
redeployment of forces to defend the most important areas was now necessary.

When asked to speculate on why the President had finally come to this conclu-
sion, one senior staff officer replied that he thought it was because Thieu no longer
had hope for American aid. Previously, on the basis of the assurances he had
received from President Nixon, Thieu had thought the United States would react
to a Communist attack,’ but after a recent visit from a U.S. Congressional delega-
tion, he knew this was no longer in the cards.

That Thieu’s decision stemmed from concern about the adverse balance of
forces prevailing in the country and from a pessimistic reading of the likelihood of
further U.S. assistance was also confirmed by Nguyen Ba Can. As Speaker of the
House of Representatives and a Presidium member of the ruling party, Can had
frequent meetings with Thieu and claims he was “one of the few to whom President
Thieu confided his deeper thoughts on political matters.” Thieu consulted Can the
day after the Palace meeting (March 12) in order to discuss the “rapidly deteriorat-
ing situation” in the country and, as Can only later realized, in order to get “the
House’s concurrence in the historic decision he intended to take two days later” at
Cam Ranh Bay when he ordered the redeployment from Pleiku and Kontum.

In Can’s view, Thieu ’s decision to redeploy his forces “cannot be regarded as
an inspiration of the moment, nor as a move by an exhausted man stunned by the
loss of Ban Me Thuot. Rather it must be viewed as the result of his revised strategic
assessment of the general situation of the country and mainly of the balance of
forces that had become severely tipped in favor of North Vietnam.” Moreover,
there was a “disastrous morale crisis prevailing in South Vietnam at that time as
a result of the aid reductions.” In their frequent meetings, Thieu told Speaker Can
“that only a consistent U.S. support effort would deter North Vietnam from launch-
ing an all-out offensive.”

A letter containing such assurances from President Nixon had been circulated to key o~5cis1s inthe South Vietnamese government.
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But in addition to these military imperatives , Can asserted that there “must
have been highly important political necessities that motivated Thieu ’s decision to
retreat.”:

At the time, Thieu was in a very bad posture . The growing opposition was
about to urge him to resign. Moreover , word of a coup spread around
Saigon, and addi tional U.S. aid seemed to be uncertain despite tremendous
efforts by President Ford to convince the Congress that more aid was vitally
needed.

Besides satisfying the purely military needs, Thieu ’s decision to abandon
the highlands ... would also aim at creating a sta te of emergency in the
country which would consequently muzzle the mounting opposition. What
was more, Thieu would expect that because of worldwide repercussions
resulting from the catastrophic retreat, the U.S. would appropriate the
requested military aid in order to avoid being accused of betraying an ally
and thus losing all confidence abroad.

Since Phuoc Long had fallen into enemy hands, President Thieu
repeatedly blamed his reverses on Washington’s failure to keep its prom-
ises, and once exploded: “If they [the U.S.] grant full aid we will hold the
whole country, but if they only given half of it , we wi ll only hold half the
country.” [Can was] surprised by such reasoning which sounded as though
President Thieu was defending the U.S. and was fighting for the Americans
themselves.

A few other respondents also believed that one of the key motivating factors
in the redeployment of forces, particularly with respect to Pleiku and Kontum, was
Thieu’s desire to generate a climate of crisis and impel the United States to supply
more aid—in the words of one general officer , “a ploy for the ideas of the U.S.
Congress.” But most of the respondents doubted that this was a major considera-
tion and saw Thieu’s decision as an attempt to tighten his defense lines. Buu Vien ,
for example, thought Thieu wanted “to give up land to save troops,” and Colonel
Nhan stated, “Thieu obviously believed that the retreat simply meant to preserve
the fighting forces in order to defend a smaller area of land more effectively.”
Indeed, President Thieu had demonstrated a propensity toward such tactics duringp an earlier period of the war. The general officer who was III Corps Commander
during the 1972 offensive revealed that Thieu had ordered him “three times” to
withdraw his forces from embattled An Loc in order to “save” them for the defense
of Saigon. Believing such a retreat would be disastrous for troop morale and disci-
pline, this commander had been able to resist this order only by threatening his

• resignation.
Following the Palace meeting on March 11, Thieu moved rapidly during the

next few days to order major redeployments in both I and II Corps. On March 13,
he called the I Corps Commander, Lieutenant General Truong, back to Saigon and
informed him that “he had to give up most of I Corps.” The President’s order was
apparently explicit—I Corps was to keep only Danang, its seaport, and the immedi-
ate surrounding area. President Thieu had decided, according to the I Corps Chief
of Staff, that

the new strategy was to “lighten the top.” The idea of that strategy was
to “keep the bottom.” This term was used by President Thieu, for the
country, that meant that Saigon was the bottom. And in I Corps it meant
that the bottom piece was Danang .... So what Saigon was for the whole
country, Danang was for I Corps.

_____ ____________________
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Truong was instructed to develop a plan for executing the necessary redeploy-
ments to defend Danang immediately upon return to his headquarters. While he
apparently did not protest at the time, Genera l Truong reported that he was “dis-
turbed” by this order in that he was already aware of problems resulting from the
movement of refugees and dependents in the I Corps area . He knew that the
situation might become even more difficult , based on the experience in the northern
Corps areas during the Easter offensive of 1972.

Having set in motion the planning for redeployments in I Corps, Thieu next
turned his attention to H Corps. On March 14, he met with the II Corps Com-
mander , Major General Phu , at Cam Ranh Bay. Present at the meeting also were
Lieutenant General Quang, Genera l Vien , and Prime Minister Khiem. No staff

• officers were allowed to attend , as General Phu had received strict orders that the
President wanted to meet with him “alone.”

While some elements of the Cam Ranh meeting were disputed by various
respondents, it seems clear that the following basic decisions were made there: (1)
The regular forces (the remaining elements of the 23rd Division , the Rangers, and
the Armor Brigade) were to be withdrawn from Pleiku and Kontum and moved to
the coast, with the aim of eventually retaking Ban Me Thuot; (2) the Regional and
Popular Forces, along with dependents, civilians, and elements of the GVN ad-
ministrative structure in Pleiku and Kontum , were not to be withdrawn; (3) the
redeployment was to be implemented secretly and conducted within a few days in
order to “surprise the enemy”; and (4) the route of the redeployment would be
Route 7B, a long-unused road leading from Pleiku to Tuy Hoa. The selection of this
road was also to “gain surprise.”

The major issue in dispute concerning the Cam Ranh meeting was whether
Thieu ordered General Phu to abandon Pleiku and Kontum or just to redeploy
forces to retake Ban Me Thuot. According to one version, Thieu gave his Corps
commander orders to “reoccupy Ban Me Thuot at all costs” but did not order Phu
to withdraw from Pleiku and Kontum, per en. But other respondents, including the
investigating officer who read General Phu ’s declaration concerning the Cam Ranh

p meeting, recalled Phu claiming that withdrawal was indeed intended.7 However, p
Phii ’s account of Cam Ranh seer~s self-serving and was not corroborated by his
Chief of Staff , Colonel Ly. who recalled Genera l Phu asserting that the President’s
order was to redeploy forces to Nha Trang so that they could plan to retake Ban
Me Thuot. Whatever the exact ord~r, the issue is somewhat academic in that all
participants must have realized thaL any major redeployment of additional forces
from Pleiku and Kontum would nece ssarily result in the eventual loss of those two
towns. Indeed , Thieu acknowledget this to be the import of his decision in his
farewell address on April 21, 1975:

After Ban Me Thuot feil we wondered where we could get troops to recap-
ture it. We came to a political decision not to insure the life or death defense
of Kontum or Pleiku .... We decided to redeploy our forces from Kontum
and Pleiku to recapture Ban Me Thuot. If Ban Me Thuot were retaken, we
believed, we would have the opportunity to retake Kontum and Pleiku.

‘Colonel Loi, who was the investiptingod5c.r, reported that in hi. brief d.claration to the JGS. P1w
claimed he told Thieu at Cam R.nh, ‘We can hold out and we can defend Pleiku.” However, the
President rejected this course of action, responding, “Now the American aid Is cut off and now we have
lost Ban Me Thuot we have to retreat to reduce the front. And we have to get out of Pleiku. So try to
bring all your forces down to the coast.”

Ff18. A~ a and Pecilk, APA.75-75, April 22, 1975, p. IS.
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Moreover , the fact that Pleiku and Kontum were not to be “abandoned” and all
forces were not to withdraw was explained by the apparently agreed-upon strategy
that the Regional and Popular Forces, who were Montagnard, were to be left
behind to screen the withdrawal.

One of the most severely criticized aspects of the Cam Ranh decision was the
selection of Route 7B as the withdrawal route. This road had long been abandoned,
and was in a general state of disrepair; it had been mined by forces on both sides
and was in need of extensive bridge work. According to one high-ranking officer ,
the initial suggestion for using Route 7B came from General Phu, who favored this
route because the enemy was “not there” and it provided “the advantage of sur-
prise.”9 General Phu told a II  Corps colleague (on March 16) that Route 7B had been
selected both for surprise and because President Thieu had ordered the redeploy-
ment to be accomplished within a couple of days. Phu told this officer , “1 didn ’t have
a choice—the President said I had only two days in which to accomplish the with-
drawal.” Alternative redeployment routes had been discussed at the Cam Ranh
meeting, but none were acceptable to Phu. In fact, however , none of those in
attendance at Cam Ranh seem to have protested the selection of Route 7B, and it
was reported that both General Vien and President Thieu agreed with Phu’s deci-
sion to use that road. But at least one participant at the Cam Ranh meeting seems
to have harbored some reservations about the operation ’s chances of success. Ac-
cording to a general officer who discussed the Cam Ranh meeting with General Phu
several days after the event, General Phu had been told that “if he succeeded in
withdrawing only 50 percent of the military personnel and vehicles he would be a
hero.” When told this by the II Corps Commander, th is offi cer responded to Phu
that he would “not be a hero” but would “lose your command by this withdrawal.”

‘This account appears to be confirmed by General Phu ’s later statement to his Chief of Staff that
surprise would be achieved on 78 because “the enemy didn ’t pay attention to Phu Ron tail this area
was forgotten by the enemy and friendly, too.”

I 
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Chapter 11

THE WITHDRAWAL FROM PLEIKU AND KONTUM

Following the meeting in Cam Ranh , General Phu flew back to his headquarters
at Pleiku and at 6:00 P.M. called a meeting of his key staff officers; included were
Brigadier General Cam (the Assistant for Operations), Brigadier General Sang
(Commander of the 6th Air Division), Brigadier General Tat (the Ranger corn-
mander and Phu ’s “favorite”), and Colonel Ly, his Chief of Staff—-”flve people
only .” Phu told them the President’s decision, that is, that “we would leave Pleiku
and Kontum and move to Nha Trang and set up our II Corps headquarters there.
Then we will plan to retake Ban Me Thuot from there.”1° With the exception of
General Tat, who had met privately with General Phu upon his arrival, all of those
assembled were surprised by this announcement. In the words of Colonel Ly:

Nobody believed him. All of us asked him again, we are to abandon Kontum
and Pleiku? Yes, this decision has already been made. We have no discus-
sion on this. I asked h im how? He said some by air, some by road. I asked
him what road? He said Route 7B, through Phu Bon. “That has been
already decided .” No discussion again. It was the President’s decision.

Colonel Ly, who as Chief of Staff had responsibility for planning, then said to Phu:
Please give me a week or three days at least for me to present you with a
plan . [Phu responded ,J “No. You have no time. Everything starts tomor-
row.” I opened my eyes widely, my mouth, and everyone looked at him,
except Tat . He said, “Tomorrow I will fly to Nha Trang and Cam and Ly
will stay here. Tat will be overall commander. That’s the plan.”

General Phu then expanded on the command arrangements for the redeploy-
ment. General Tat, who had been promoted to brigadier general at Phu ’s request
during the Cam Ranh meeting, was given overall command of the operation. How-
ever , matters were immediately confused when Phu also gave General Cam “verbal
orders to the effect that he was to ‘supervise’ the retreat.” This , according to
Colonel Ly, “created more problems between Tat and Cam, more disagreements.”
Phu directed his staff to “go ahead and prepare tonight and start moving tomor-
row.” Orders were to be issued just one hour in advance to each unit commander.

General Phu then revealed the news that only the regular units were to be
withdrawn. Colonel Ly remembered this part of the conversation vividly:

I asked him another question, how about the province and district person-
nel, the RF/PF, the troops’ dependents and the people? He said, [and] I will
never forget, “Forget about them. You have no responsibility to take care
of them! ... If you tell them about it, you can’t control it and you cannot
get down to ‘fuy Hoa because there would be panic.”

That evening Colonel Ly tried to dissuade Genera) Phu from using Route 7B;
he urged Phu instead to attempt the withdrawal along Route 19, which he believed
could be opened by simultaneous clearing operations from Pleiku in the west and

‘° Interview with Colonel Ly.
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from the 22nd Division in the east. He argued that Route 19 was a better road,
whereas Route 7B

required a lot of engineer effor t to open the road, because [of i  mines,
enemy mines, friendly mines, and Special Force mines. The bridges were
also down and the route had not been used for a long time. So we had to
rebuild it. And it would take time and equipment to rebuild. Engineering
equipment . Do we have enough, can we move it? If the American troops
were here , they could use flying cranes for the movement of engineer
equipment into the area. It would be easy. But now, we the Vietnamese are
alone, do we have enough assets to move heavy equipment to the place
where it is needed? That’s a problem. It’s good for surprise, I agree with
you. Yes, surprise. For the enemy to move into this area to attack us would
take time. But we have to build roads, to build bridges, and it’s easy for
them to harass us. The enemy will have enough time to overcome the
surprise. But he didn ’t buy my opinions. He said the President had already
decided.

When asked if II Corps had sufficient engineers and equipment to repair Route 7B,
Colonel Ly responded:

We did not have enough. We had just a fair amount of equipment and
engineers. It requires a lot of time, it’s a tough job. To move equipment it
takes time. It’s heavy equipment and can ’t move fast. He [Phu] said the
President discussed that, knew that. The President and Vien knew that ,
they all knew about the difficulties and they decided to take this road, a big )
surprise to the enemy. We would be down to Tuy Hoa by the ti~ne the enemy
came and we would have no problem at all. We would use air support.

The next morning, at about 7:00, General Phu f lew to Nha Trang, taking with
him a number of key staff officers. Angered at Phu ’s command arrangements,
General Cam (the overall “supervisor”) also decided to depart and flew to Tuy Hoa,
telling the Chief of Staff , “Ly, you take care of everything. I will see you there. I
am just a supervisor.” At this point , Colonel Ly saw himself burdened with almost
the entire responsibility for the withdra wal—with no staff, no planning, and no
guidance from the JGS staff in Saigon, who themselves were at first unaware of
Thieu’s redeployment order. As the II Corps Chief of Staff described the situation:

Tat, he got his star, and he got to take care of his Rangers. And I was
the only man to assume the responsibility for everything else. Cam to Tuy
Hoa, Phu to Nha Trang, and Tat stayed at the old American 4th Division
headquarters in Pleiku (Ham Rang mountain) to take care of his Rangers.
I stayed of course in Corps headquarters. Every report from all units came
to me and they reported, “Enemy attack, enemy attack—surrounded.” I
could communicate with General Phu on the “hot line” phone only. And
Saigon said they could not get information from Phu in Nha Trang. I forgot
to tell you one more thing. Phu took with him all the key staff members.
The Chiefs of G3, G2, Gi , all his key staff went with him. He left only the
deputies of each staff agency with me. The total troops we had in II Corps
at that time was about 165,000 including lowland troops. And you withdraw
a Corps like that with no planning! With no planning at all he withdrew the
troops. I had to do my best. I called the unit commanders, I had to let them
know the situation. I personally informed the Americans there, the CIA, the
consulate, the DAO, and told them they must go right now. At fi rst they
couldn’t believe me. But I said, “GO, don’t ask.” They called Saigon and
checked with headquarters, and they didn ’t know .... Later on of course,
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they knew and they were asking me questions, “Where is Phu? ,’ and I said ,
“Phu is not here, Phu is in Nh a Trang. ” And Phu couldn ’t provide enough
information for the JGS. So the JGS contacted me directly in P leiku.

Once Colonel Ly informed the unit commanders that they had to prepare to
move, panic broke out in P leiku. Realizing that they were to be abandoned , the
Montagnard Regional and Popular Forces began to riot. In Colonel Ly ’s words, “the
people, the troops, the dependents became undisciplined. Troops were raping, burn-
ing things and committing “obbery. The troops became undisciplined when they
heard the order. I can ’t blame them. There was no plan to take care of the troops ’
dependents.” Disorder also quickl y spread to the Pleiku airfield where Colonel Ly
was attempting to evacuate equipment and personnel by C-130 aircraft flown from
Saigon. According to Colonel Ly:

The airfield at Pleiku was in a state of panic. Sometimes the planes could
land , but they couldn ’t do the job. I had to go there and use my pisto l to
restore order. Of course, I didn ’t shoot anybody, just shot in the air. And
when the people saw me, there was order. But soon I had to gc back to
headquarters. And the enemy kept shelling the headquarters at Pleiku and
the airfield. That was the reason we could not move everything we wanted
out from Pleiku. We left all the old airplanes in Pleiku , helicopters and fixed
win g, and heavy equipment , and the important equipment like the sensors
left by the Special Forces. All types of equipment like that. We moved only
about 70 percent of what we had. What we left behind we destroyed by air
later. ’’
After first dispatching engineer units down Route 7Wto repair the disabled

br idges, Colonel Ly began the withdrawal from Pleiku and Kontum on March 16.
The movement of forces was scheduled over a three-day period (March 16 to 18),
and various combat , logistic, and staff components were assigned specific departure
dates. Most of the Rangers were positioned toward the end of the column. However,
Colonel Ly had no time to properly plan the operation and received little help from
General Tat:

General Phu didn ’t know anything about it. He believed Tat would take
care of everything. But Tat didn ’t do anything. Tat told me—Tat and I were
classmates—Tat said , “You take care of it. ” And he took care of his own
troops. There was no time to think of anyth ing, just reaction.

The road-opening operations went slowly and the withdrawal column was soon
blocked near Cheo Reo, the small provincial capital of Phu Bon province located
halfway down Route 7B. Repair work on the bridges took much longer than had
been anticipated:

We had a problem with the equipment . The technique to build the bridge
took time. General Phu ’s estimate was that in about two days the roads
would be open. He was completely wrong. Just one bridge took about three
or four days.

In the meantime, a mass of refugees from Kontum and Pleiku had begun to join

However , Colonel Uoc reported that not all “operational planes ” were destroyed at Pleiku and that
“over 100,000 tons of ammun ition ” were left behind .
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the movement down 7B. To quote Ly, “Before noontime on the first day [March 16)
the road started to have people moving on !itj . And by that night and the next day
many , mans’ people—troop dependents, people , all kinds of transportation , even
baby carriages were on the road. And every day from that day on. ”

Recovering from their initial surprise at 11 Corps’ decision to retreat down
Route 7B (which they had previously considered to be unusable), the Communists
rap idly deployed elements of the NVA 320th Division to attack Cheo Reo on March
17 and harass the withdrawal column. Jammed with civilians and military alike ,
the road from Pleiku rapidly became a nightmare. Unit integrity completely disin-
tegrated as did all semblance of control. “There was no way to keep a well-organized
column. ” Recalling the scene, Colonel Ly stated:

The road from Pleiku was terrible. I saw many old people and babies fall
down on the road and tanks and trucks would go over them. Accidents all
the time but everything would keep moving Nobody could control
anything. No order. The troops were mixed with the dependents and civil-
ians and were trying to take care of all the children and wives. You can ’t
imagine it. It was terrible. No control. And the enemy squeezed them.
Refugees were strung out all the way from Cheo Reo back to the point
where 7B and Route 14 fork. I walked under fire.

The Ranger units bring ing up the rear of the column attempted to bypass the
mass of civilians on the road to help with the growing Communist pressure on Cheo
Reo, but the units were “blocked by the many people ” and “couldn ’t move.” Food
supplies for the retreating forces were insufficient , and after two, days “most of the
soldiers were starving and had to pillage the highlander .villages along Route 7, ” 12

Instances of violence and rape were also common.
An armored unit fighting to open the road east of Cheo Reo became disorgan-

ized when it was mistakenly hit by VNAF pilots “flying too high .” Four tanks were
destroyed and a number of troops and civilians killed. This act , in Colonel Ly’s
words, “made morale very, very bad. ”

By the time Colonel Ly arrived in Cheo Reo on March 18; he found a “mass of
popul ation ” crammed into the immediate area. “About 200,000 people around at
one small place.” The situation was chaotic: Some troops were looting, and the
Communists were shelling the town. On the evening of March 19, with Communist
forces within a half mile of the town , Genera! Phu ordered the evacuation of
Colonel Ly and other senior officers from Cheo Reo by helicopter.

In the ensuing days, the retreating military units and civilians continued to
stagger down Route 7B toward Tuy Hoa. The necessary bridges were eventually
repaired , so that some could escape, but most were killed or captured. The former
Commander of the ARVN Artillery Command , Genera l Thinh , described the re-
treat as follows:

We must salute the battalion commanders and lower officers for having
marched with their units but they were no longer able to control their
famished and tired men. The soldiers kept shouting insults at Thieu for this
impossible and terrible retreat. Some reached the limit of their despair and
killed the officers. An artillery battalion commander who was marching in
the retreating column was shot to death by some Rangers who wanted his
beautifu l wristwatch.

“ Ae reported by Genera l Th inh. 
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The despair was so great that at one point two or three guerrillas arriv-
ing at the scene could make prisoners of a hundred Rangers. Wives and
children of retreating soldiers died of hunger and sickness on the road. It
was a true hell.

By Colonel Ly’s estimate, only about 20,000 of the 60,000 troops that had
started out from Pleiku and Kontum finally got down to Tuy Hoa, and these were
no longer fit for combat. Only about 700 of the estimated 7,000 Rangers escaped,
along with a handful of armored vehicles, “about 30, including the APCs.” Of the
some 400,000 civilians who had attempted to flee Kontum , Pleiku , and Phu Bon,
only an estimated 100,000 got through. Whereas General Phu had calculated that
the withdrawal could be accomplished within a period of “three days,” military
stragglers were still trickling down Route 7B when the Communists captured Tuy
Hoa on April 1.

One former general officer characterized the withdrawal from Pleiku and Kon-
turn as the “greatest disaster in the history of ARVN.” Another went even further ,
.stating it “must rank as one of the worst planned and the worst executed withdraw-
al operations in the annals of military history .” Of all the events contributing to the
collapse of Vietnam , this was the one most criticized by the respondents.

Not surprisingly, the heaviest criticism was directed at General Phu. While
several respondents stated that Phu had been a “good division commander,” many
considered him “unfit” for a Corps command. His critics portrayed him as a man
of” poor intellectual and professional capability, ” lacking the character or training
to cope with the “grave situation” facing him in II Corps. His Chief of Staff de-
scribed him as “the type of person who acts according to his sentiment rather than
his logic,” and “in the battlefield . . . terrible. ” Most of them condemned the fact that
Phu was the first to flee Pleiku and did not remain with his troops to personally
command the withdrawal—behavior which one respondent attributed to Phu ’s
great fear of recapture by the Communists (he had been taken prisoner at the battle
of Dien Bien Phu).”

There were also those who felt that the withdrawal operation should never
have been left in Phu ’s hands in the first place, that the JGS should have played
the major role. As General Don put it:

The problem was that an operation like this should have been conducted
by the General Staff with their whole support .. . that was the mistake on
our side. There was no cooperation between the General Staff and the Corps
headquarters.

But the respondents also saw a more fundamental error—the decision to with-
d~’jw at all. They held that Thieu (along with the others at Cam Ranh) blundered
in thinking that II Corps could withdraw forces already under enemy pressure and
preserve their morale and combat effectiveness, much less retake Ban Me Thuot.
General Don, for one, characterized the Cam Ranh decision as “stupid”:

We come back to the same problem. Thieu has given too much power to the
Corps commanders. And the Corps commanders decided what to do and
when. It is the common duty for Thieu, Vien , the Corps commanders, to
study also and not let only Thieu himself to decide. It is stupid to say you

“As far as Phu ’s personal fate is concerned, the respond enta reported that he had died in the last
days of the war , in Saigon—according to some, by his own hand. They also stated that he had been a
very sick man , afflicted with tuberculosis , and not suited for a Corps command for health reasons , as
well as for reasons of profe ssional competence .
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will retake Ban Me Thuot and then you abandon Pleiku. You didn ’t retake
Ban Me Thuot , you lost Pleiku.

These critics believed it would have been wiser to have remained in Pleiku and
Kontum and fought. One general officer on the JGS, for example, thought this
would have been by far the best alternative. He estimated that General Phu had
from 15 to 30 days of supplies on hand and that some air resupply would have
permitted II Corps to hold out even longer. ’4 He believed that had a strong defense
been mounted , this mi ght have changed U.S. Congressional opinion and brought
in more American support. Colonel Ly concurred in this view and stated that Pleiku
could have held against a two-division Communist attack for “at least from two
weeks to two months,” even i” it could not be resupplied. He felt it would have been
“very costly to the Communists” to take Pleiku and that “it would have been a far
better decision to stay there.” Several of his subordinate officers apparently agreed
with him:

At least three or four unit commanders came to me when Phu had left
Pleiku. They came to me and said , “Why do we leave?” I can ’t give you an
answer. That’s the order from high headquarters. We have to leave. And
they said , “Why, we want to fight. Even me, I want to die here. We still have
enough supplies and assets to fight. The enemy cannot take over Kontum
and Pleiku. ” I said, “What can we do?”

The JGS had calculated that Pleiku and Kontum would require 300 tons of supplies daily in
sustained combat but that air resupply could provide only 100 to 150 tons a day.

- -_____ 
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Chapter 12

THE SUBSEQUENT COLLAPSE OF II CORPS

Following the disastrous withdrawal from Pleiku and Kontum , Communist
main force divisions started exerting heavy pressure on the three regiments of the
ARVN 22nd Division guarding Binh Dinh province in northern II Corps.’~ (The
other regiment of the 22nd Division had been redeployed to the south to assist with
the defense of the Nha Trang area.) Initially, the enemy pressure came from the
highlands down to the lowlands, but the 22nd Division soon also had to contend
with NVA forces driving down from southern I Corps where they had been freed
by the collapse of resistance in Quang Ngai. By all accounts, the officers and men
of the 22nd Division “fought very well,” even “valiantly,” in their attempt to hold
off the attacking NVA divisions.

However, strong enemy pressure, lack of supplies, and the “disorder” created
by Communist sapper attacks in the Division ’s rear area at Qui Nhon forced the
22nd to withdraw to Qui Nhon at the end of ,March and attempt an evacuation by
sea. In the words of General Thinh , “finally isolated, at the end of [its] supplies, and
deprived of the necessary area support , it was forced to lead a heroic delaying
action toward the ocean, abandoning the province of Binh Dinh to the enemy.”6
Only about 2,000 officers and men (“a fifth of its complement”) could be evacuated
by ship at Qui Nhon on April 1, the remaining forces having dispersed or been
“killed , wounded, or made prisoner .... The general commanding the 22nd Divi-
sion, in his command post on [the] boat , fainted several times at the news of [the]
severe losses of his unit. ”

The situation in the central and southern areas of II Corps also began to
disintegrate. According to a senior general who was stationed in Ii Corps at the
time:

With the loss of Ban Me Thuot, Quang Duc province in the southwest
became completely isolated and immediately threatened; The situation
there was untenable and Quang Due could not possibly hold. The fall of Ban
Me Thuot and Quang Due opened the whole southern flank of II Corps area.
Tuyen Due and Lam Dong provinces were under Communist pressure.
Heavy enemy infiltration with tanks, infantry, artillery, and rockets was
reported in these two provinces. The Communists also were beginning to
shell the two cities with rockets.

The Ranger group defending Quang Due province “dispersed”; Lam Dong prov-
ince was occupied soon thereafter , and Dalat (in Tuyen Due province) was threat-
ened with encirclement and eventually evacuated. However, several respondents
reported that Communist forces did not actually occupy Dalat until several days

According to the 11 Corp s (Thief of Staff, the 22nd Division Commander , General Niem, “ha d one
regiment in the north , north of Phu My, one regiment in Binh Khe (on Route 19), and one at Qui Nhon. ”

16 In the course of this retreat , one regiment reportedly suffered heavy losses ft~om a Communist
ambush when it withdrew into Phu Cat airfield . The regiment assumed the airfield to be in friendly
hand s, but the air commander at Ph u Cat had received a “secret order ” to evacuate the base , and it
had been occupied by the Communist s by the time the regiment ar rived.
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after its evacuation. The Regional and Popular Forces defending these latter prov-
inces proved no match for the Communist main force units in the area.

The South Vietnamese attempted to slow the Communist advance by air strikes
on the roads and bridges leading to the coastal areas. Air operations, however, were
hampered by intense enemy antiaircraft fire which was “very effective, usually up
to 15,000 to 20,000 feet” and hit “most of the aircraft. ” Air support was also
degraded by the confusion and congestion caused by the redeployment of the 6th
Air Division from Pleiku to the remaining southern bases at Nha Trang and Phan
Rang. Colonel Uoc portrayed this situation as follows:

The combat forces of the two air divisions in the second military region
declined from day-to-day because of the congestion caused by too many
planes, personnel, and their families. There was a shortage of mechanics
and pilots because they were busy taking care of their families at Nha
Trang and Phan Rang bases. As a result, there was no one to work on
damaged planes, parts were lacking and pilots from a certain squadron
could not fly planes of another squadron because headquarters had not yet
made the arrangements. Also, because of lack of coordination some pilots
and mechanics had nothing to do. In brief, that strategic withdrawal was
carried Out without previous organization or leadership. I, as Commander
of the Air Operations Command, had presented these difficulties to the Air
Force headquarters without any result because we [the Air Operations
Command] needed only planes, bombs, and ammuni tion in order to fight.
It was very i-ad and heartbreaking to see the Communist attack without the
ability to counter. The withdrawa l of the 6th Air Division to Nha Trang and
Phan Rang from all aspects—morale , materiel , as well as stra tegic—was a
complete failure.

The shortcomings in command and control mentioned above were a frequent
source of complaint by the II Corps respondents. Several mentioned an absence of
“clear orders” from headquarters in Sai gon, which they even had difficulty contact-
ing, and several suggested that at times “no one was in charge” of the defense.

The Communist F-l0Division, which had participated in the capture of Ban Me
Thuot, began moving down Route 21 toward the coastal town of Nha Trang, the
new site of the II Corps headquarters. In order to check this drive, on March 17
the JGS diverted one of the Airborne brigades being withdrawn from I Corps to
Nha Trang and inserted it at a pass (near Khan Duong) some 30 miles west of Ninh
Hoa on Route 21. With a force of about 2,000 men, the brigade was soon engaged
in “violent fighting” and defended its position at the pass tenaciously, knocking out
many enemy tanks in the process.’7 As General Thinh described the battle:

Quite a number of T-54 tanks were hit and burned, artillery duels terminat-
ed in silence by North Vietnamese artillery but also by the losses of South
Vietnamese artillery. The paratroopers were the only hope for the port of
Nha Trang, but they were only a light brigade, whereas the enemy facing
them consisted of at least a division, supported by many heavy tanks,
long-range cannon and intense antiaircraft. On our side there remained no
tanks and only a few 105s and 155s.

“After a week of hard and unequal combat” and after suffering heavy casual-
ties, the Airborne brigade was finally outflanked and its few survivors withdrew

“ All Airborne unit s seemed to have fought consistently well throughout the last months of the war.
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down Route 21 toward Nha Trang. Their withdrawal in turn precipitated the
sudden evacuati on of several ARVN training centers situated on the road:

Along the road from Ban Me Thuot to Nha Trang we had two or three
training centers, so when the Airborne withdrew along the road, all these
training centers just disbanded and ran with the Airborne. When the Air-
borne and these troops ran out of the camp, and Nha Trang knew about this,
then Nba Trang ran too. If  we had had responsible people to hold Nha
Trang and to organi ze a defense of Nha Trang, I think that we could hold
it for a while. ’5

Nha Trang was, by this time, near chaos. According to a genera l officer sta-
tioned there at the time, “the flow of civilian refugees and military evacuees from
I Corps area and from the neighboring provinces created an atmosphere of panic
and of hysteria which soon became uncontrollable. A further evacuation from Nha
Trang was initiated by individual units without orders or coordination with Corps
headquarters which was then completely paralyzed and overwhelmed by the situa-
tion .” Even though there were still Regional Forces, Popular Forces, and some
ARVN forces in the Nha Trang area (including the 40th regiment of the 22nd
Division), all command and control rapidly evaporated. There was, in the words of
Colonel Ly, “no support, no command, how can they fight?”

On April 1, “the Corps staff at Nha Trang began to flee, people disappeared,”
among them General Phu , the II Corps Commander. Colonel Ly recalled vividly his
commander’s departure:

• I had a visit from Phu about noon time. He came back to headquarters and
said, “Where are the people?” I was in my office upstairs and he kept
yelling, and I said , “I’m still here, working here. I think they must have
taken the noon break.” The key officers were still here but Phu left the
headquarters and he walked to the helipad just in front of his house, next
to the headquarters and he left. Later on I learned that he had flown to
Saigon. Of course, when the key staff officers saw him leaving, they also left.
[It was the] first of April. Again, the second time, I was left behind. Without
any orders. I didn’t know what happened, what was going on. I was alone
with my aide, my secretary and some junior officers and Phu’s security
officer. A Ranger major who commanded troops to secure Phu ’s house was
also left behind. I called the Ranger officer, and with some Rangers, we hit
the airfield. I met my staff there. They were already there, they had seen
Phu leave. I tried to gather them in the airport and talk with the Air
Division Commander. The Air Force personnel tried to hold us as hostages
in order to call- Phu back, because the Air Force needed infantry troops to
protect their base. They tried to hold us, but I said, we have no way to
contact Phu now. And they tried to contact Saigon, and General Vien said,
“Phu must stay there to defend effectively Nba Trang. Don’t withdraw
anymore.” But who obeyed orders? AU the troops abandoned their posts.
No fighting at all. Panic in Nha Trang and every city in II Corps at that
time. By eight o’clock in the evening the last airplane (I think) took me to
Saigon.

With the departure of all senior commanders, “everyone ran.” There was
no one in charge of the whole area. So everyone is thinking about

running. That is all. Each province chief is in charge of a big sum of money,
so everyone tries to get it out from the treasury and run with it.

‘ Colonel Loi s account of the domino effect caused by the Airborne withdrawal typifie. the problems
ARVN had in m ountIng a .ustained defense in any particular area during the final weeks.
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Thus, with the exception of the two southeastern provinces of II Corps (Ninh
Thuan and Binh Thuan), where the GVN ~tilJ retained a tenuous hold, the Commu-
nists were in control of both the highlands and the coastal areas by the beginning
of April .

I



Chapter 13

THE FALL OF I CORPS

Because of its proximity to the DMZ , its unfavorable terrain , and the sizable
Communist forces in the area , I Corps had the largest concentration of GVN
strength of any Corps area. As of March 1, there were five divisions , including
South Vietnam ’s major reserve units, the Mari nes and Airborne , one armored
brigade, four Ranger groups, plus some 220 Regional Force companies. ’9 The op-
posing Communist forces in early March were equivalent to some seven divisions,
but , as the I Corps Commander, Genera l Truong, pointed out , there were also
several additional NVA reserve divisions above the DMZ which c ould be inserted
rapidly into the I Corps area.

The defenders in I Corps faced a difficult tactical challenge . In order to protect
the major population centers in the coastal lowlands and the logistic route connect-
ing them (Route 1), it was necessary for the GVN to hold the key terrain features
and ridge lines immediately west of the lowland areas. But such a defense had been
greatly complicated by the substantial improve~nents the Communists had made
in their lines of communication since the Paris Agreements~ This series of roads
perm itted the Communists to maneuver and supply their forces at a number of
points in close proximity to these lowland areas and provided them with jumping -
off positions from which to launch armored assaults with little or no warning.

The heavy concentration of GVN forces in I Corps was also a reflection of the
intensity of the fighting in that area . During 1974, 1 Corps had been the scene of
a series of Communist assaults which had cost the GVN more than 15,000 casualties
to repulse. Fighting had been particularly severe in Quang Nam province , where
the Communists had mounted an attack in midsummer which gravely threatened
the Danang area. This offensive had been stemmed only after heavy fighting by the
3rd Division , reinforced by two brigades of the Airborne and several Ranger units.

Later in the year , the Communists opened an attack on a key terrain feature
(Nui Mo Tau) some 15 miles southwest of Hue. After fighting which seesawed back
and forth over several months, the Communists succeeded in capturing this high
ground toward the end of the year. Forward observation posts on Nui Mo Tau
allowed them to adjust their 122mm rocket and 122mm and 130mm artillery fire
on the let Division headquarters and airfield near Hue. This artillery harassment
forced the closing of the airport which , in the words of the let Division ’s Deputy
Commander , Colonel Thuc , had a “great psychological effect” on the people. “The
wealthy people of Hue and Quang Tn packed up and moved to the south. The
government officials and officers of VNAF also evacuated their families to Danang
and other safe cities.” Despite repeated attacks, bad weather (which inhibited air
strikes and degraded the accuracy of artillery fire) and restrictions on “mortar and
artillery ammunition ” prevented the GVN from reoccupying this position until
January 10.

“A s reported by Colonel Dang, the I Corp. Chief of Staff. Running from north to south , I Corp.’
regular divisions were deployed as follows: the Marine Division in Quang Tn;  the let Division in Th~~ - :
Thien; the Airborne Division in Qusng Nam , west of Dan ang; the 3rd Division in Quang Nam, mostly
southwest of Danang; and the 2nd Division in Quan g Tin and Quang Ngai .
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Communist prisoners captured during the battle for Nui Mo Tau reported that
they had been instructed to hold this position until after Tet, when it would serve
as the ju mping-off line for a major assault on Hue. Other indications of an impend-
ing Communist offensive were also in evidence. According to one senior I Corps
commander , air reconnaissance had detected a “dramatic ” increase in Communist
logistical activities during the later part of 1974. It was estimated that the Commu-
nists were bringing “some 10,000 tons of supplies (mostly ammunition and food)”
into I Corps every month.

On February 17, an air observer spotted “a big enemy convoy of 100 trucks”
moving toward a ridge line some 28 miles southwest of Hue. Several new field
artillery positions were identified in the area , along with bulldozers building new

• roads toward friendly positions. However , I Corps headquarters failed to act on this
intelligence and would not authorize artillery fire on these new positions.

On March 8, the NVA 324th Division (reinforced by two independent regi-
ments) launched a “powerful assault on the chain of high grounds which controlled
the key Phu Bai logistical installations and airport” situated near Route 1 south
of Hue. At the same time, the Communists also launched attacks in the “Street
Without Joy ” area north of Hue and infiltrated five battalions into the coastal
plains of Quang Tn and Thua Thien in order to attack the GVN’s infrastructure
in these provinces. However, a vigorous defense by Marine , 1st Division , and local
units was able to beat back these attacks , which reportedly cost the VC and NVA
over 1,000 killed. Simultaneously with these attacks in the north , the Communists
also opened an offensive in the southern region of I Corps. On Max:ch 10 they started
to attack a number of remote towns in Quang Tin province , including two district
seats (Han Duc and Tien Phuoc) which were situated on the approach route to Tam
Ky, the capital of Quang Tin province. Although the Communists succeeded in
overrunning the two district towns and were able to bring Tam Ky under artillery
fire , the ARVN 2nd Division succeeded in preventing further incursions.

While I Corps was able to contain these initial assaults, the situation began to
deteriorate within a matter of days. Two events occurred simultaneously which
were to have catastrophic consequences for the GVN’s defensive posture in the p

area . These were the realignment of forces, which 1 Corps initiated to accommodate
the previously ordered withdrawal of the Airborne Division , and the news of the
loss of Ban Me Thuot and the retreat from Pleiku and Kontum.

As noted earlier , I Corps had been directed on March 10 to begin the withdraw-
al of the Airborne back to Saigon.2° Initially, I Corps had hoped to phase in the
withdrawal gradually, but Saigon , concerned about the situation in II Corps and
the continued Communist pressure in III Corps, demanded that the movements be
speeded up by several days. Two of the three Marine brigades in Quang Tn were
moved down to Quang Nam to defend the area formerly secured by the Airborne.

• Commenting on this pressure to advance the time frame of the redeployment,
General Truong reported that Saigon had “pushed to get it back.” It was “not the
time to do it ,” and the soldiers were very jumpy when they learned from BBC
broadcasts what had happened at Ban Me Thuot.” As a result , General Truong was

‘° Interview with General Tru ong.
“ Almost every soldier in the Vietnamese army had a radio receiver in order to keep posted on the

sj tuat ~on, and many listened to the BBC, believing it more credible than the government radio. Severa l
respondents were highly critical of BBC broadcasts during the period of the collapse , charging that they

• k
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forced to “hurry the Marines from their position in Quang Tn down to the Danang
area. ” The people became very “frightened” when they observed the rapidity of
these force movements.

The respondents pointed to the withdrawal of the Airborne and the reposition-
ing of forces as having had a critical impact on subsequent events in I Corps. In the
words of the Corps ’ Chief of Staff , Colonel Dang, “this had three bad effects . It
reduced our fighting strength; it reduced the morale of our troops; and it hurt the
morale of the population. It upset the balance of forces.” The “balance of forces”
was indeed disturbed , as I Corps Forward now had only the 1st Infantry Division ,
one Marine brigade, and two “depleted” Ranger groups to face an enemy of four
infantry divisions, and the defenses of Quang Nam had also been weakened.

• But even more important, these redeployments had a major , adverse psycho-
logical impact. The Marines and Airborne had “provided a sense of security” to the
people in their respective areas. The people of Quang Nam “trusted the Airborne”
because of its role in stopping the Communist drive on Danang the year before, and
the Marines were held in similar esteem by the population of Quang Tn.  As Buu
Vien put it:

In the minds of the people of Quang Tn and Hue the presence of these two
divisions was so essential to the security of the area that the news of the
withdrawal of the Airborne Division completely confounded them.

The Chief of Staff of I Corps described the situation as follows:

When we took the Marines out of Quang Tn , it upset the population there
so when we withdrew the Marines to replace the Airborne; we had the same
effect in Quang Tn as we had had withdrawing the Airborne from Quang
Nam. The people and the soldiers got upset. As soon as we started to
withdraw the Marines from Quang Tn the collapse started already. They
went down by truck over Highway 1.

As noted above, the repositioning of forces triggered a flow of refugees from the
northern provinces. In the words of one senior commander , “with the departure of
the Marine Division from the northern provinces the civilian population began to
panic and evacuate en masse Quang Tn and Hue.”

A major underlying reason for the panic was a belief among the population that
a “deal” had been made concerning a further division of South Vietnam—that I
Corps was to be abandoned to the Communists. Rumors concerning a possible new
division of South Vietnam had been prevalent for some time in I Corps. According

• to Buu Vien:
Ever since the 1972 Communist offensive, the people in the northernmost
provinces ofSouth Vietnam lived in constant fear of being abandoned to the

were inaecurate and biased in f avor of the enemy. For example, therormer Commander of the Artillery
Command, General Thinh , stated:

Aside from the effects of the Communists’ propaga nda rumor , there also was the negative
influence of transmi.sionl in Vietnamese by the BBC. It is will-known that in Vietnam the
people preferred to listen to the BBC or the VOA to news by Radio Saigon because Radio
Saigon was controlled by th. government. During the two last months of war in Vietnam, it
spemed that the SBC was in favor of the Communists in its commentarie, or in it. daily new..
When Nba Trang or Phan Rang were still under Vietnamese control , the BBC already an-
nounced the fall of thes. cities. When the Vietnamese advance units were at the level of Phan
Rang and the South Vietnamese government wee trying to negotiate with the North , the BBC
.sid that th. only possible aim of these negotiations could be the surrender of South Vietnam.
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Communists. When the Paris talks resumed there were rumors that a
cession of the northern provinces in exchange for complete withdrawal of
North Vietnamese troops might be possible, and there was also speculation
of a coalition government in Saigon and the creation of a buffer state in
central Vietnam under ex-Emperor Bao Dai. Amid those rumors and specu-
lation , there was a steady movement to the south by wealthy businessmen
and those people who have enough possessions to establish a new life in
Saigon.22

Aware of these concerns, the GVN had attempted to “allay the fear of the people”
by maintaining the two ARVN elite divisions in the northern Corps and by ear-
marking government funds for development programs in the Danang and Hue
areas.

With the departure of the Airborne, the rumors of a “deal” were rekindled and
quickly spread among both the civilian population and the military forces, includ-
ing the officer corps. They were given further credibility when word was received
of the loss of Ban Me Thuot and the withdrawal from Pleiku and Kontum. Buu Vien
continued:

the retreat from Kontum and Pleiku had dealt a serious blow to the
morale of the troops in MR I. Rumors of a deal between the government
and the Communists spread like wildfire among the ~oldiers . It was not
known where the rumors h~td originated , but instinct led the soldiers to
believe that an agreement had been reached by the two sides for another
partition of the country, a solution that time and again many people had
been talking about. Furthermore, the retreat from Kontum and Pleiku was
so sudden and so brusque, so without any fighting, that there seemed to be
no other explanation .

To make matters worse, the GVN apparently made no attempt to counter these
rumors. This led even high-ranking officers to believe the United States had agreed
to a new partition line. Commenting on the importance of this governmental pas-
siveness, one general officer stated:

Rumors, as a matter of fact , were very important for the morale of the
troops and the population as well. In Vietnam, in the closing days of the
war, people talked about secret agreements between the U.S. and the NVA
concerning the partition of South Vietnam along certain lines. Curiously,
the government information agencies as well as the Army Directorate of
Psychological Warfare never denied these rumors. The officers and soldiers
asked themselves: “Why do we have to fight to defend Danang when it had
been agreed that the new demarcation line [will be from Ban Me Thuot to
Phan Rang]?”

Other respondents were also puzzled by and critical of the fact that the govern-
ment did nothing during the course of the collapse to reassure the people of! Corps.
In the words of Buu Vien:

While the country was plunged in unprecedented turmoil and on the verge
of collapse, the government adopted a strange attitude, a silence that was
hard to understand except for a few appearances on TV and radio by
President Thieu. People asked themselves questions and they tried to an-

‘~ Respondents reported that rumors of a “deal” to further partition South Vietnam were also
prevalent in II Corp. and contributed to the demoralization of forces in that area as well.
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swer them themselves. Rumors circulated in place of government an-
nouncements. The Ministry of Information was mute , because the Minister
himself didn ’t know much about the situation and didn ’t know whdt the
President’s intention was. Furthermore, he didn ’t dare to take the initiative
and talk about things the President might not like or agree with. Since the
resignation of Hoang Duc Nha as Minister of Information , information
activities seemed to go at a slow pace. Nha , as cousin of the President , was
the only Minister who had direct access to the President , and as a result of
his closeness to the President , could have come up with daring initiative
and quick reaction to the development.

An underlying motivation spurring the flight of the population was the fear of
Communist repression should they fall into enemy hands. This fear was inflamed
by the memory of Communist atrocities in Hue during its occupation at the time
of the 1968 Tet offensive. Again , to quote Buu Vien:

The Communist massacre of the Hue people in 1968 also contributed to the
enemy’s success in 1975. Nobody, especially the people of Hue, ever forgot
the tragic days of the 1968 Tet attack when thousands of civilians were
induced to attend Communist indoctrination courses and [werel later found
executed in cold blood by the Communists. Nobody ever forgot that long
search for their children , relatives who were supposed to have been attend-
ing classes somewhere in the area , only to find them buried in mass graves,
with their skulls crushed and their hands tied behind their backs. The
specter of that horrible slaughter was revived vividly in the people ’s mem-
ory and hardly anybody, especially those who had close or distant connec-
tions with the nationalist government, dared to stay behind. The fear of
Communist persecution was one of the main factors that prompted the
exodus of hundreds of thousands of refugees to Danang.23

Driven by these fears, the people continued to accelerate their movement out
of Quang Tn and Thua Thien. This had several pernicious effects: It clogged roads
and impeded GVN military movements; it underminded the cohesion of the fighting
forces because of concern for the welfare of their dependents; and it eventually
burdened the city of Danang with two million refugees, which doomed any success-
ful defense of that enclave.

Concerned about the growing number of refugees on his lines of communica-
tion , General Truong called Prime Minister Khiem in Saigon and told him that I
Corps had increasing reservations about its ability to execute the withdrawal of
forces into Danang that was directed in President Thieu ’s orders of March 13.
Khiem , accompanied by some other cabinet members, flew to Danang on March 18
and met with General Truong, along with mayors, province chiefs, and other high
officials from the I Corps area. These local administrative officials , said Buu Vien,
pressed the Prime Minister

with questions as to whether or not they were authorized now to evacu-
ate the civilian population , especially the dependents of government offi-
cials, cadres and soldiers. Prime Minister Khiem didn ’t answer the question
directly, but decided that a high-level government delegation headed by a
Deputy Prime Minister would be established and stationed in Danang to

“ According to Buu Vien . the Communists “intensified’ their propaganda efforts to encourage this
fear “In addition to urging mutiny and desertion and promising clemency to those who ‘repent and
return to the right path of revolution ,’ their efforts concentrated on creating extreme fear among the
population and refugees in the city of Danang ”
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help take care of the refugee problem. The Minister of Public Works and
Transportation was directed to help charter and requisition ships and boats
necessary for transportation.

However , Buu Vien stated that this plan was not carried out , as “no high-level
government delegation was sent to Danang” to help with the refugee coordination
task. Moreover , even though the GVN set about acquiring bottoms for the evacua-
tion of refugees, it appears that few if any of these ships were ever actual ly sent
to I Corps. As one respondent put it , “They had confiscated all the ships in Saigon
to evacuate them bu t . .  . did nothing. ” Meanwhile , various government officials and
their families in Quang Tn and Thua Thien joined the movement of refugees to
Danang, as did the dependents of the ARVN 1st Division.

• On the morning of March 19, the I Corps Commander was ordered back to
Saigon to review his plans for the redeployment of Danang. At a meeting in the
Palace, General Truong repeated to President Thieu and General Vien what he had
told Prime Minister Khiem on the previous day about the situation developing in
I Corps—the movement of refugees, the role of rumors, and the effect the withdraw-
al of the Airborne was having on the morale of the people.24 He outlined the
tentative plan he had developed for the redeployment to Danang but pointed out
that the enemy was already exerting strong pressure on his lines of communication
and the situation was changing almost daily. After offering the judgment that a
withdrawal from Hue to Danang no longer appeared practical because of the mass
of refugees on Route I , General Truong suggested that the best way to deal with - •

the situation at that moment was to “stay in Hue and fight. ” He said this might give
the population some “confidence ” and argued that he had “good defensive positions
around Hue. ” He went on to propose that he regroup his forces into three enclaves,
Hue, Danang, and Chu Lai. Both President Thieu and General Vien approved the
field commander ’s plan.

During the course of the meeting, General Truong also raised the question of
Saigon ’s intentions vis-à-vis the Marine Division stationed in I Corps. He told the
President that he had heard a rumor that Saigon would also withdraw thi s force.
He said he was “not curious, but he needed to know for his own planning. ” Presi-
dent Thieu responded that there were no plans to move the Marines and that they
would “stay in I Corps.” He further told General Truong that he could “keep Hue ”
and protect as much of! Corps as possible but that the withdrawal of the Airborne
elements would continue. After hearing this new decision , General Truong reported
he “felt good.” However , following the meeting, he had lunch with Prime Minister
Khiem and asked him privately about the status of the Marines. The Prime Min-
ister disclosed that there were indeed plans under way to bring back the Marines.
Upon learning this, General Truong said, his spirits were “crushed.”

During the night of March 19, NVA infantry supported by armored elements
launched a frontal attack on the Regional Forces now guarding the northern sec-
tion of Quang Tn , forcing these units to retreat to the My Chanh River. The next
morn ing, General Truong flew to meet with the commanders of I Corps Forward
and informed them of the President’s decision to “hold” Hue. He received a “confi-
dent ” response to this plan from the commanders, who seemed “to have a good

This account of the Marc h 19 meeting was derived from an interview with General Truong.

______________________________________
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spirit. ”25 When Genera l Truong returned to Danang on the evening of March 20,
h owever , he was met by startling new instructions from the JGS, which he inter-
preted as orders to abandon Hue, 26 The message, as General Truong recalled ,
stated that the JGS had “means to supply only one enclave in I Corps” and that
plans should be made to withdraw to Danang when I Corps considered such a
redeployment possible. 27

While General Truong understood the message as clearly ordering a withdraw-
al to Danang, this apparently was not the thrust intended by the JGS. According
to the General Staff officer who drafted the message, it was only meant to warn the
I Corps Commander that Saigon had insufficient resources to support three en-
claves at one time and to give him the discretion to withdraw to Danang should the
military situation worsen and require such action. However , even this officer
agreed that at best the text was “ambiguous.” This misunderstanding was but one
manifestation of the serious problems in communication and coordination that
existed between the I Corps and Saigon staffs. The JGS did not appear to com-
prehend the gravity of the situation in I Corps, which it felt was being “exaggerat-
ed” by local commanders there. One JGS officer complained of “inadequate” and
“inaccurate ” reporting from I Corps, while General Truong, on the other hand ,
faulted the “weak” planning support and command from Saigon. He commented
that when the Americans had been in Vietnam , I Corps could rely on U.S. channels.
However , with the departure of U.S. forces, coordination was no longer “appropri-
ate to deal with the situation.”

The need for a firm decision vis-à-vis the defense of Hue became apparent as
the military situation in I Corps Forward rapidly worsened. On March 20, two NVA
divisions , the 324th and 325th , launched a coordinated attack on the 1st Division
and Ranger units in the Phu Loc area south of Hue and threatened to cut Route
1 between Hue and Danang. Despite intensive close air support and a determined
counterattack by a Marine battalion rushed to the area , GVN forces were unable
to reoccupy the high ground seized by the enemy and were soon forced to retreat.
Describing these events, a high-ranking I Corps officer stated:

The 15th Ranger group, despite an heroic defense, was overrun by the
325th NVA Division on March 2 1st. The strategic Mom Cum Sat mountain
which controlled Highway 1, south of Truoi , was lost and Hue was cut off
from Danang. On the 22nd , the 1st Infantry Division had to blow up the
Truoi bridge . In the afternoon , under heavy pressure, it had to withdraw
to Phu Bai where hand-to-hand combat took place during the night.

At the same time, GVN forces defending north of Hue began to be pushed back
toward the city, which was now threatened with envelopment. Moreover , the cohe-
sion of the South Vietnamese forces began to give way. The I Corps Chief of Staff
stated that “everything was out of control” and that the commanders “reported
back that they could not control their troops, that the troops deserted , that they
did not have enough supplies and that they could not control the situation. They
reported that they had to abandon Hue.”

The new policy to hold Hue was confirmed the afternoon of Marc h 20, when President Thieu
announced over the radio that South Vietnamese forces intended to defend Hue “at any price .”

“The message had been flown up from Saigon by special courier.
“ General Truong .aid he was so stunned by this change of orders that he called his deputy over

and said . “Read this for me.”

• - •- .~~~— .--- - —•~~~-“ - --——---- ~~~ - - 
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Faced with this deteriorating situation , General Truong, on March 25, request-
ed that plans be prepared for the withdrawal of troops from I Corps Forward and
that evening ordered the evacuation of Hue. 25 Colonel Thuc recalled how the
Commander of the 1st Division presented the decision to his staff

He came to the meeting room with a sad and uneasy voice , say ing, “We ’ve
been betrayed ’ We hav e to aband on Hue , the loveliest part of South Viet-
nam The purpose of the Hue abandonment is: save our forces. It now
is “sauve qui peut ” (“every man for himself ” ). Anyone may go down to the
seashore, just walk along it to Danang and the VN Navy will pick up anyone
who gets sick or tired of walking on the sand. The rally point: south of the
Hai Van Pass. Good luck to you all and see you in Danang. ” He added ,
“Keep quiet while withdrawing, no radio will be turned on. ”

The withdrawal plan approved by General Truong envisaged that a portion of
the troops in I Corps Forward would be evacuated by sea at the Thuan An inlet
north of Hue , while the remainder would march to the Cau Tu Hien inlet (at Dam
Cau Hai) southeast of Hue. The Navy had promised to sink some boats across the
shallow tidal basin at Cau Tu Hien in order to provide a bridge across the inlet , and
the Marines were ordered to secure the high ground immediately south of the inlet
(Hui Vinh Phong) to protect the crossing.

Unfortunately, the withdrawal turned out to be a “costly failure ,” as neither
the Navy nor the Marines carried out their missions. The Navy failed to sink the
required boats , and many 1st Division soldiers were drowned at Cau Tu Hien in
the rising tide; many more were later shot down by NVA elements from Hui Vinh
Phong, which was supposed to have been secured by the Marines. Furthermore ,
command over the withdrawing troops was inadequate and , in the words of Gen-
eral Truong, there was “not good discipline. ” As another former I Corps com-
mander put it:

There was a French saying, “Hell was paved with good intentions ,” of
which Cau Tu then was a stirring illustration.

The withdrawal by sea at Thuan An to the north did not go much better. The
Navy ships were late in arriving, and strong seas prevented them from taking more
than half of the waiting troops. All the armor and other equi pment had to be left
behind , and enemy shelling disrupted operations, causing many casualties. All told ,
less than half of the troops scheduled for evacuation from I Corps Forward arrived
in Danang, and those that did make their way there were completely disor-
ganized,29 Upon arriving in Danang, the 1st Infantry remnants dispersed trying to
find their dependents and as a result were no longer of fighting value.

Hue ’s abandonment apparently came as a surprise to President Thieu. Upon
hearing the news, Thieu called Truong to confirm it and asked the I Corps Corn-

‘~ General Truong sta ted that he received another message from the JGS around March 25 which
again ordered him to redeploy all his forces in I Corps to defend Danang and instructed him to send
the Marines back to Saigon.

‘~ Some local units in I Corps Forward apparently were not even informed of the withdrawal order.
General Don reported that the District Chief of Huong Tra, near Hue , told him that he had received
no orders at all. Commanding some 3,000 Regional and Popular Forces, the District Chief , who held the
rank of colonel , was surprised one morning that he had no communication with his superiors and drove
to the Province Chiefs headquarters where he didn ’t see anyone: “I asked about the generals—no more
generals—all these leaders had left the post in the night , and they didn ’t say anything to anyone. ” He
encountered a regimental commander of the 1st Division and asked him what had happened . The
commander replied , “Oh , there are no more leaders now. ” He said , “You are commander of thia place. ” 

___ .. -y~- . -- - - — - -
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mander , “If I order you back to Hue , can you do it?” General Truong is reported
by a JGS officer to have responded , “If you order me, I could do it , but I’m not sure
how long I could defend.”

At the same time General Truong was attempting to execute the withdrawal
from Hue , the situation suddenly collapsed in the southern sector of I Corps. On
March 24, “after crashing through the defense lines of the 5th Regiment , 2nd
Division , one NVA armored column , in a daring raid , took the capita l city of Tam
Ky by surprise. ” This cut Route 1 between Chu Lai and Danang and sealed off
southern I Corps. The Communists also began to surround Quang Ngai City, and
during the night of March 25, Quang Ngai Sector attempted to withdraw by land
to Chu Lai. This maneuver was not successfu l , however , because the enemy was
strongly emplaced between Quang Nga i and Chu Lai and only a few units managed
to get through. The 2nd Division was also forced to withdraw to Chu Lai , where ,
surrounded and disorganized , it was ordered evacuated by ship to the island of Cu
Lao Re , some 20 miles offshore. Only a portion of the 2nd Division ’s force could be
extracted , however , and only about 2,000 troops from this division were eventually
brought down to the Saigon area.

With the collapse of the northern and southern fronts of I Corps, its defensive
forces were now reduced to the 3rd Division , two Marine brigades, and various
Regional and Popular units still resisting in the Danang area. These were soon
confronted by an enemy force of almost five divisions. 30 Moreover , behind this thin
defensive line , the rear base of Danang was rapidly moving toward chaos. As r,iore
and more refugees poured into the city, government control bega n to break down ,
partly due to the lack of adequate police. Realizing the situation was becoming
unmanageable , and unwill ing to stop the flow of refugees for humanitarian rea-
sons,3’ General Truong urgently requested assistance from Saigon , both for trans-
portation to move the refugees out of Danang and for food and other vital provi-
sions. However , except for a few transport flights , no hel p was forthcoming,32 In
General Truong ’s words , Saigon was “silent on the refugee problem ,” and the
people “saw no encouraging response from the government. ”

Danang soon contained an estimated two million persons, including many GVN
soldiers,33 and with food reserves running out, looting became commonplace. Panic
set in , with the rich , civil servants, and police , among others, desperately trying to
evacuate their families. Describing this chaotic situation , a high-ranking officer
from I Corps recalled:

Threatening them from the west were the Communist 304th and 311th Divisions , along with units
from the 44th Front. Pressure was also being exerted from the south by the 52nd Brigade and from the
north by elements of the 325th and 324th NVA Divis ions.

“ Checkpoint s had been set up outside Danang around March 17 or 18 to control the flow of reft~gees,
hut they proved impractica l , as any slowdown caused the columns to back up and created disorder as
far north as the Hai Van Pass. Since the Communists were shelling the refugee columns , General Truong
said he could not stop their movement , for “humanit arian reasons. ” The 3rd Division Commander ,
General H inh , also pointed out that had the refugees been prevented from passing through the GVN
lines around Danang, the defending units would have been impeded by the mass of humanity directly
in front of their positions . However , he also felt that the overriding consideration was that the GVN
had always thought in terms of getting the civi l ian population on its side and therefore could not “reject
its .~wn people.”

“ Air Vietnam was instructed to increase its flights to Danang, but , according to Buu Vien , “flights
were often interrupted and planes returned to Saigon empty because landing in Danang was impossible
due to the frantic and panicky situation of refugees at the airport. ”

‘~ The ARVN 3rd Division Commander reported that VC sappe r uni ts  were also in the city , which
contributed to the chaotic conditions ,

—‘ .- ‘-
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Danang, now overcrowded with two million refugees from Quang Tn ,
Hue , and Quang Tin , was practically under siege. The population began to
panic when they saw the evacuation of U.S. personnel and Vietnamese
employees from the U.S. Consulate General. People were fighting to board
commercial and American ships to flee the city . The airport was invaded ,
even military aircraft were seized and could not take off. Remnants of
defeated units falling back on Danang and refugees coming from overrun
district towns helped spread panic and disorder with any imaginable kind
of rumor . . .. Bands of children , hungry and thirsty , wandered aimlessly on
the streets, demolishing everything which happened to fall into their hands.
Danang was seized by the convulsions of collective hysteria.

While some soldiers “were still fighting well ,” increasing numbers of desertions
began to occur in both enlisted and officer ranks. One general , who visited the 2nd
regiment of the 3rd Division on March 27, reported finding that some “officers had
left their units and came back to Danang, trying to send their families off to
Saigon.” He continued:

I left the 2nd Regiment and flew to Dai Loc district town , but as we were
approaching the town , I was warned by Corps Tactical Operations Center
(TOC) that the town was now under enemy control. Later , I was informed
that the RFs just left the district without a fight to go back to Danang and
take care of their families. The same thing happened to the Danang ammu-
nition depot where two RF companies just disappeared.

Desertions eventually spread to even Truong ’s headquarters. His Chief of Staff,
Colonel Dang, reported that:

even at I Corps headquarters, the men deserted. Our drivers, our corn- -

munication people , men from the headquarters companies, they deserted.34

On March 28, General Truong received information from -Saigon that the Com-
munists were concentrating their forces for a major attack against Danang the next
day. At the same time, the NVA started heavily shelling the air and naval bases
at Danang and the “civilian mass” compressed within the city . Considering the

• situation to be “hopeless,” General Truong said he called President Thieu and
requested permission to withdraw his remaining forces from Danang. Thieu , how-
ever , equivocated and would not “make any clear decision.” Communications were
soon cut by artillery fire and General Truong made the decision on his own to
withdraw. 3

~
The evacuation on March 29 was not successful; in General Truong’s words,

“not many got out.” Only about 6,000 Marines (45 percent of’ the Division) and 4,000
other assorted troops succeeded in reaching Navy ships and civilian craft. The
Marine evacuation was the most succesbful because the Marines were, for the most
part , “under good control” and were the Navy ’s “top priority.” The 3rd Division

‘° Genera i Truong told Tran Van Don he was “alone ” in his command post at the very end. Don said,
“When he came to find his people, his sta ff , he said nobody was there. He was alone. No soldiers, not
even soldiers.”

“Thieu eventually did come to a decision , afte r the withdrawal was already under way; the decision
was transmitted through Navy channels to the Naval Task Force off Danang. A high-ranking officer ,
who was aboard ship at the time , was presented with the message from the JGS “stating that according
to Presidential instructions the order to defend Danang was still valid. ” The office r commented, “At that
t i me , the evacuation of the Marine Division was almust complete and lthe l NVA had already occupied
the city of Danang. Either Saigon was completely in the dark or the message was just for the historical
record .”

- .
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fared the least well: Of its original 12,000 men, only 5,000 reached the embarkation
point ,36 and , according to its commander , General Hinh , only about 1,000 of these
could be evacuated on the single ship available there. When asked why the evacua-
tion had gone so badly, General Truong responded , “We did not have a plan for
withdrawal [and had to] use what was on hand. ” It was a “reaction of the moment”
and not well organized.

Indeed , in many instances there was no organization or command at all. As one
senior officer described it:

Some Marine stragglers mixed up with the population and boarded civilian
barges and commercial ships. Frustrated , hungry, and leaderless, they went
wild and some of them indulged in inadmissible acts of banditry . Billions

• 
• of dollars of equipment were destroyed and left to the enemy. Thus fell the

second biggest city of Vietnam. She had gone through a stage of insanity
before she died of suffocation.

General Truong, whom some of our respondents considered an “able” and
“honest” officer , said that the collapse of I Corps was fundamentally the result of
a “disadvantageous” balance of forces. In his view , a sustained defense was “im-
possible ” with the forces at hand. He contended that he would have required at
least two additional divisions to have “held” against those NVA units already
operating in I Corps in March , not to mention the additional Communist reserves
across the DMZ. Thus the withdrawal of the Airborne placed an intolerable strain
on a defense posture that was already inadequate.37 Indeed, General Truong sug-
gested that he would have lost Danang in 1974 without the Airborne, and even with
them , he would have had great difficulty “stabilizing” the situation had the Corn-
munists chosen to launch a general offensive throughout I Corps in that year.

To emphasize the magnitude of the military problems confronting I Corps in
1975, General Truong compared that situation with the Easter ~ffensive of 1972:
In 1972, the Communists had to launch their armored drives from north of the DMZ
and as a result had to “maneuver” their mechanized units over considerable dis-
tances before they could attack major GVN population centers. In 1975, however,
the NVA , using the numerous feeder roads they had built , could start their ar-
mored and other forces from close in and could rapidly attack fixed GVN positions
throughout the Corps area. Communist firepower was also much stronger than it
had been in 1972, as they now possessed the capability to deliver massed artillery
fire with great effect even on well-fortified and dug-in GVN positions.

The major difference between 1975 and 1972 , however, was the absence of U.S.
air support , which had played a decisive role in arresting the earlier Communist
drive. In 1972, I Corps had averaged some 260 tactical air and 25 B-52 sorties daily,
whereas in 1975, VNAF could mount less than 50 sorties a day.35 General Truong

“ According to Genera l Hinh , most of the 3rd Division troops deserted during the cour se of the
withdrawal to the sea in an attempt to rescue their dependents in Danang. However , their families were
no longer at their homes and the troops could not locate them in the seething morass of population.

“ Genera l Truong stated that had the Airborne not been withdrawn the situation would have been‘~much better,” but he still would not have had adequate force8 to hold against a general offensive.
1$ General Truong put the average number of VNAF sorties at 30 to 40 a day in March. However.

- .
~ the respondents differed in their opinions of the effectiveness of VNAF during the last weeks. General

Truong thoug ht they gave “very good support ,” particularly at Phu Lee, whereas his Chief of Staff
characterized them as “terrible . . .. They were not effective. They always went at such high altitude and
did not hit anything. They were afraid of the enemy antiaircraft. ” 
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contended that “without B-52s, it was di fficult to stop the enemy ” and that he could
have “contained” the 1975 offensive had he been able to call upon the U.S. air
support that was available in 1972.

Another former I Corps general also stressed the importance of U.S. air sup-
port , particularly B-52s, in the defeat of the 1972 Communist offensive and pointed
to a change in Naval fire support as well:

Whereas in 1972 the American 7th Fleet could provide massive area fire
up to 20 km inland , in 1975 the naval fire support was practically nil. The
entire Vietnamese Navy had five old destroyers whose guns could reach
targets only from five to seven km inland.

Noting other critical changes in ARVN’s capabilities since 1972, the genera l
went on:

The combat and combat support units were acutely short in artillery and
mortar ammunition. While in 1972 we could shoot an unlimited number of
artillery rounds, . . .  in 1975 the available supply r a t e . . .  was less than ten
percent of what we fired in 1972.

While the combat units badly needed ammunition , the service units were
acutely short of P O L . . .  and spare parts. Due to the lack of gasoline, the
air force had to ground many types of aircraft . . .. The helicopters available
for troop transportation and supplies were also critically reduced. In MR
I in 1975 we could barely move by helicopter one infantry company at one
time -

The artillery units were short of trucks and even prime movers to tow
guns and I knew of no one artillery battery in MR I capable of carrying its
basic load of ammunition .... The transportation units experienced the
same shortage of trucks and POL. Whereas in 1972 we could move at will
any units from one area to another (for instance, the Airborne Division with
two brigades were flown in from Saigon to Hue in a few days), in 1975 the
shortage of trucks and POL greatly jeopardized the movement of troops
and hence our strategic mobility . I Corps, for instance, didn ’t have in March
1975, when the situation became critical , the means to transport one single
regiment, while the NVA had the capability of moving their troops at will

The one by one replacement authorized by the Paris Agreements never
materialized. A tank, an Armored Personnel Carrier (APC), a truck or a
bulldozer , for example, destroyed by a mine during an operation , or lost in
an accident , were never replaced; and the 10th Combat Engineer Group in
Danang which supported the entire MR I, had less than ten bulldozers
operational in 1975. Even worse, the basic infantry weapons, the M 16 rifles,
were lacking in the closing months of the war

It went without saying that the lack ofsupplies and adequate fire support
resulted in a dramati c increase in the rate of casualties. Military hospitals
were overcrowded and had to double the number of beds. They were criti-
cally short in medicines, especially dextrose, antibiotics and also in plasma.
(Sometimes, for instance, the shortage was so critical in Nguyen Bu Phiang
General Hospital in Hue that I had to write to different pharmaceutical
firms in Saigon to ask for their help.) As a result , the combat un its saw their
ranks rapidly depleted and were hard put replacing their losses: as a matter
of fact, in 1975 no infantry battalion ever had more than 400 men available
for operations, and the Ranger battalion no more than 300.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  - -—~ --- - —--- —-—~~~~~~‘--— 
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The effects of weaknesses such as those described above, 89 along with the more
immediate and pernicious effects of rumor , refugee movements, and command
indecision , no doubt help to explain why I Corps collapsed so rapidly and with so

• little combat. Aside from the initial clashes of early March and the heavy fighting
around Phu Loc and Phu Bai later in the month , there appear to have been no major
battles of note. The I Corps Chief of Staff estimated total GVN combat losses in

• March to have been only between one and two thousand:
I have to say there was no big battle. Only small engagements so the losses
were not much. Maybe a thousand , maybe two thousand. But not much
because no big battles.4°

As General Truong pointed out , the troops did not have an “opportunity ” to fight
in most areas because of the redeployments, the mass of refu gees on the lines of

• communication , and the breakdown in command and control. The defense had been
affected by a fundamental “depression of morale.”

While the I Corps commander was generally satisfied with the performance of’
his subordinate officers , other respondents suggested that one reason for the lack
of fighting was the fact that senior officers were among the first to abandon the• battlefield. Colonel Loi recalled that he had talked with “some escaped officers from
I Corps who told [him I that the division commander disa ppeared, next the regimen-
tal commander disappeared.”

I heard that all the lower echelon battalions didn ’t know what they had to
do. Their regimental commander just left , and they don ’t know where they
go and no one instructed them as to what they have to do. After so many
frustrating situations, no one was responsible for the whole area.

He attributed this behavior , in part , to a loss of spirit following the setbacks at
Ban Me Thuot , Pleiku , and Kontum:

This is one of the reasons. But the overall situation was hopeless. Because
they knew about the aid cut; the Americans were out; Saigon was in turmoil
politically; everything seemed to collapse. So, this contributed to the col.
lapsing situation. And even the decision to withdraw from Pleiku. I think
that was wrong, but it just accelerated the collapsing process.

Air Marshal Ky also believed that the running out by commanders was an
important factor contributing to the collapse. He portrayed a climate where “every-
one watched everyone and when you see the guy next to you move ... then you
move. You run away.” He related how the process of desertion had infected a
helicopter unit in I Corps:

I can tell you an example of an air force pilot. With that little example we
can see the whole story. That guy went to sleep after attending a meeting
of all officers in the afternoon and [all] the air division commanders [had]
said , we are going to stay and fight. Big meeting for all of them. So he went
to sleep. About 11, he was waked up by soldiers. A soldier said, “You see,

“ General Truong, however , did not consider ammunition or other materiel shortages to have been
an immediate or “big factor” in the collapse. This would have become a critica l problem, in his view,only if the fighting in I Corps had continued for several months.

“ This was confirmed by General Hinh , who reported that the 3rd Division was never heavily
engaged before its evacuation and had lost only about 54) men per regiment, compared with the Divi-
sion ’. 1973 losses of 2,200 men and 1974 losses of 3,500 men.
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Captain, they all left ,” and , of course, before that , the rumor about the
debacle of Ban Me Thuot and others had reached I Corps, so the pilot was
waked up at about 11 that night by a soldier and he said, “They all left , what
about you and me?” So he went up to the briefing room, no one [was there],
but all the chiefs were packed and packing. So without asking information,
without waiting for any orders, he jump ed into one of the helicopters and
took oft’ south. And the others took off , and that night 26 helicopters left the
base without any orders, to go south. And many ran out of gas in their
hurry.

I
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Chapter 14

THE FINAL MONTH: APRIL 1975

All the respondents agreed that with the loss of I and II Corps, South Vietnam
faced a precarious situation. Barring the intervention of U.S. air (particularly
B-52s), most senior South Vietnamese officers saw the military situation as irre-
trievable. More than half of ARVN ’s effective fighting strength had been lost in the
two northern Corps areas and this had , in the words of Buu Vien , “dealt a serious
blow to the prestige and morale of the RVN armed forces because it involved the
defeat of the most capable units in ARVN. It also increased the fear that U.S.
abandonment of Vietnam would become a reality .”

Except for the two Airborne brigades previously withdrawn from I Corps and
the few units that could be reconstituted from the estimated 18,000 or so demoral-
ized troops who had been successfully extracted from the northern Corps areas, the
defense of South Vietnam now rested with the six divisions and two armored
brigades and the various Ranger groups, Regional Forces, and Popular Forces
organic to III and IV Corps. However, most of these indigenous units were them-

• selves already hard pressed and tied down by local Communist forces and could not
be disengaged to form reserves to meet the fresh enemy divisions moving down
from the north. Of the three organic divisions responsible for the defense of III
Corps, the 25th Division was situated northwest of Saigon in the Tay Ninh area,
where it was being harassed by local Communist units; the 5th Division was guard-
ing the northern approaches to the capital along Highway 13 in Binh Duong prov-
ince; and the 18th Division was located to the northeast at Xuan Loc, which was
soon to become a major battleground. As a result of enemy pressure, these units
remained more or less static for most of the month of April , and aside from guard-
ing their immediate operational areas, provided little mutual defensive support in
the final weeks.

The situation was no better in the Delta, where the three regular divisions
deployed in the IV Corps area (the 7th , 9th , and 2 1st) also found themselves pinned
down by local Communist units and thus were not available to help with the defense
of III Corps or Saigon. The military balance was sufficiently critical that the IV
Corps Commander, General Nam, informed the Minister of Defense that if one of
his divisions was moved out he would “lose the Delta.” By tying down GVN forces
in IV Corps, the Communists had obviously “learned a lesson from 1972,” when
their forces in the Delta had remained quiet and thus allowed the GVN to reinforce
III Corps from this area. But, as the Commander of the Capital Military District
pointed out , “this time they tied up those troops by the activities of the local
Communist forces.” Aside from preventing GVN redeployments, Communist units
from the IV Corps area were themselves used to bring pressure on Saigon. A
number of troops were put in captured vehicles and transported to Long An prov-
ince south of Saigon, where they threatened to cut Route 4, Saigon’s major com-
munication artery to the Delta, and to link up with NVA forces coming from the
north to surround the capital. In order to counter this threat, the JGS reequipped

• • the remnants of the ARVN 22nd Division, which had been evacuated from Binh
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Dinh , and inserted them in Long An in an attempt to keep Route 4 open. However ,
the 22nd Division troops numbered less than a regiment and were “in really bad

• shape,” and eventually they became encircled.
For the immediate defense of Saigon itself, the Capital Military District had a

mixed force of about two divisions. This included three Airborne battalions (which
were considered “stri king forces”), local Regional and Popular Forces, and a mi x-
ture of Rangers, Marines, and other troops withdrawn from I and II Corps. How-
ever , the latter were disorgani zed, demoralized , without sufficient weapons, and in
fact were a “contaminating factor.” The general officer who was appointed Com-
mander of the Capital Military District at the end of March , described the two
Ranger brigades under his command as having “very poor cadres, insufficiently
equipped” and “not wanti ng to fight anymore.” Elaborating on the overall problem ,
this officer stated:

The strength of the troops withdrawn from the highlands and assigned to
me were understrengthed. So the government hurried to fill out their forces
among the draftees and military laborers. They had no time to get fresh
training and the weapons—most of them received about 50 percent of the
weapons and ammunition. The morale of the cadres was very low because
they had just returned from H Corps and I Corps. They were not aggressive
at all . Thus, the Regional Forces and the Popular Forces are in position
watching their fellow regular forces come back from the battlefield with low
morale, so they didn ’t have any confidence about the effectiveness of those
forces. And every day they learned from the refugees coming from the
northern provinces, from I Corps, II Corps, many stories about the enemy
so the morale of those forces was going down.

The Capital Military District Commander ’s assistant, Colonel Loi, corroborated
the report that these troops “were in really bad shape” and “not a fighting force.”
The Marine units, which had become undisciplined when they withdrew from
Danang, continued to present a problem when they arrived at Vung Tau , southeast
of Saigon:

When they arrived in Vung Tau no one was in charge of them. They ran
to Saigon by every means, a bus, everything. So [we] had to set up a block
at Thu Duc to stop all the Marines. So we got hold of the Commander of
the Marines, General Lan, and had him reassemble and reequip all these
people and tried to use them to defend Saigon. We reorganized one brigade
of Marines, and the remaining still stayed in Vung Tau.

The situation with VNAF was hardly better. Many pilots, planes, and crews had
been lost in the retreats from I and II Corps and, according to Colonel Uoc, the
“operational capability of the Air Force was cut down to less than half’ by early
Apri l . Air units were now restricted to the four remaining operational bases still
controlled by the South Vietnamese (Phan Rang, Bien Hoa, Tan Son Nhut , and Can
Tho) and there was great congestion at these facilities. Operations were limited
because “pilots and mechanics were too busy taking care of their families so there
were not enough people to operate them.” The biggest problem was maintenance,
i.e., finding persons to repair the aircraft. As Colonel Uoc described the situation:

Every time an aircraft comes from Pleiku or somewhere else to Saigon they
leave it in the open air like an air show—before the fall of Saigon, you know ,
40 or 50 percent of the aircraft—helicopters , fighters, and transport planes,
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all kinds of aircraft—no one touched them, no one took care of them. We
did not have space to deploy the aircraft—it was like a junk yard.

Against the diminished and demoralized forces of the GVN , the Communists
were able to divert the numerous divisions originally targeted on I and II Corps to
the final assault on III Corps and Saigon. Inasmuch as little hard fighting had taken
place, these divisions were up to strength , fresh , and obviously buoyed by their
enormous successes in the north. There was, however , a brief hiatus before the bulk
of these NVA divisions were in position to attack III Corps. This delay was attrib-
uted to the fact that Communist commanders were caught by surprise by the
sudden collapse of’ I and II Corps and were not postured to exploit this opportunity
immediately. In the words of Colonel Loi, “ . . . the Communist forces did not expect
us to run like this. It took time for them to move and to reorganize. ” But this delay
was only temporary, as Communist motorized units began to quickly flood the
South Vietnamese territory north of Saigon. Toward the end of Apri l, there were
some 13 NVA divisions ringing Saigon , with another four or so held in reserve.

Given the state of their defenses and the existing balance of forces, it is under-
standable that the respondents had grave doubts about the GVN’s ability to contain
the Communist offensive. One high-ranking officer on the JGS stated that after the
loss of I and II Corps he did not believe a successful defense could be mounted but
nevertheless attempted as best he could to stop the Communist drive. General
Truong, who was reassigned as Deputy Chairman of the JGS to work on the
organization of Saigon’s defenses after his evacuation from I Corps, saw that there
was “no well-coordinated defensive line” around Saigon. The area was too large,
the terrain too unfavorable , and not enough troops were available. The defenses
were simply not sufficient to deal with a strong attack.

While pessimistic about containing the offensive with their own resources,
many senior GVN officers and officials nevertheless believed that the situation still
could be rescued through U.S. intervention , particularly by the resumption of B-52
bombing. Commenting on this belief, Buu Vien stated:

The faith of the Vietnamese people in the United States was so strong that
even when the Communists had occupied all the provinces and MR I and
II and closed in around Saigon, there were people, including senior officials
in the government, who still believed that the U.S. would soon react to drive
back the Communists to save Vietnam. They believed that the U.S. was
being up to something, maybe to lure the Communists into a trap to destroy
once and for all their forces. It sounds naive, but it shows how strong the
Vietnamese people’s confidence was in the U.S.

He went on to state that “we thought that the U.S. couldn ’t afford losing Vietnam”
because “it might lead to the eventual loss of other countries in Southeast Asia”
and because “it was still in the interest of the U.S.” to defend the country, having
“poured in so much resources and sacrificed so many American lives.” Finally,
people still had faith in the “solemn pledge from the U.S. government that the U.S.
would react strongly in case of Communist renewed aggression.”

Agreeing that there was a prevalent belief among senior officers that American
help would still be forthcoming, one high-ranking general attributed this in part to
the successful assistance provided by the United States during previous military
crises in South Vietnam, specifically the Tet offensive in 1968 and the Easter
offensi ve in 1972:
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They said, we will have a third miracle. The first is Mau Tan. The Tet Mau
Tan (1968), the second in 1972, and the third one will be the last. But the
third one never came you see.

Even President Thieu , who had apparently ordered the redeployments in I and
II Corps because he could no longer count on U.S. assistance, seems to have har-
bored a residual belief that American support would still be forthcoming. Tran Van
Don reported that when he told Thieu on April 6 that he had reliable information
from official French sources that things were “finished” for South Vietnam , Thieu
responded, “I don ’t believe it. It is impossible tha t we would be abandoned by the
U.S. If it would be, it would have already been in 1973.”

One officer , Colonel Do Ngoc Nhan , said that even after the fall of the Cambodi-
an capital of Phnom Penh in early April (an event which was another major psycho-
logical blow to the South Vietnamese), he and his friends still “were thinking that
there was a difference between the U.S. relationship with Cambodia and that with
South Vietnam ”:

The U.S. only came to Cambodia because of tactical reasons which had been
to defend South Vietnam and that need no longer existed. Besides, the U.S.
had spent hundreds of billions of dollars on the Vietnam war , lost tens of
thousands of lives there and risked its honor on the Vietnam battlefield. It
would not let South Vietnam fall into the Communist hands. Having those
thoughts, I looked to the U.S. and followed with concern President Ford ’s
request of special assistance to South Vietnam in his speech to the Congress
on April 16, 1975.

But others, including those who put more stock in U.S. actions, had their
doubts. General Thinh recalled his disappointment at the limited number of artil-
lery pieces and other equi pment delivered by American cargo planes at Tan Son
Nhut airport in April , which , in his view , constituted “only a drop of water in an
arid desert and would not show the American will to continue the engagement.”
Air Marshal Ky was convinced that no further American support would be forth-
coming and told his colleagues “again and again [there] is no way that American
military forces will come back to Vietnam. ”

It is possible tha t expectations regarding American intervention were in-
fluenced by judgments about the potential efficacy of American airpower even at
this late stage of the war. There were senior officers who still believed that III Corps
might be defended if substantial U.S. air were availaL1c. General Thinh was most
emphatic on this point: “In April 1975 they [the Communists] never could have
placed their divisions around Saigon, if the U.S. had intervened with B-52s. Truly,
this bomber could have changed the face of the Vietnam war.” But another senior
commander strongly disagreed that B-52s could have helped. The enemy had too
many troops around Saigon, and the situation was beyond repair:

Besides the three organic divisions, the 5th , 7th , 9th , they disposed seven
additional divisions and an artillery division, a tank division, and many
troops reinforced from I Corps, II Corps. Their whole strength, I don ’t know
how many—more than 10 divisions. At that time I frankly tell you, no more
B-52 strikes will be effective, no more aircra ft because there was panic. You
could shoot them, do anything you want, but no more discipline of the
troops, no organization. We didn ’t have cadres, we lost cadres. The cadres
that remained had very low morale, they lost their families, their wives,
children , properties, everything. I do not believe that even B-52 strikes
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could have helped because it was too late. The mass of population and panic
caused much trouble.

However , this seems to have been the minority view , as most of the South Viet-
namese leaders still felt that U.S. air support would have been effective, and many
remained convinced that the United States would resume their bombing “right up
until the end.”

One consequence of this prevailing faith in a last-minute U.S. rescue may have
been that at least some Vietnamese officers were discouraged from attempting to
do more in their own defense. When one officer proposed to a senior commander
in the JGS that action be taken to establish a rear headquarters in the IV Corps
area , he was told it was “not necessary . . . because we lose the war or win the war
with the intervention of the U.S. Air Force.”

Whether for this reason or for others, senior civilian and military leaders in
Saigon appeared , to several of the respondents, to be unable or unwilling to orga-
nize themselves for a final defense of the country. The propensity toward inaction
which had characterized Saigon’s role in the events of I and II Corps became even
more evident as the enemy closed in. The government seemed stunned and bewil-
dered by the fate that had befallen Vietnam and appeared unable to function. A
frequent characterization of the leadership during this period was that “no one was
in charge of anything.” Buu Vien described President Thieu as “demoralized” and
“more isolated than ever before.” He also noted that “since after the fall of Ban Me
Thuot , President Thieu was no longer accessible to his Ministers. He didn ’t hold any
Council of Ministers meeting, didn ’t talk to the press, didn ’t address the National
Assembly.” Air Marshal Ky summed up the “atmosphere of the last few weeks”
as being one where “no one was in command , no one [was] responsible for nothing. ”

This passiveness may be attributed in part to the uncertainties associated with
changes in government. On April 4, Prime Minister Khiem resigned, and the Speak-
er of the House of Representatives, Can, was asked to form a new government. The
political situation was further clouded by rumors of a possible coup against Presi-
dent Thieu. There seemed to be grounds for such speculation in that Marshal Ky,
by his own admission , had begun to approach other senior officers about removing
Thieu after the loss of Ban Me Thuot. While those he approached apparently
agreed that Thieu should go, they were reluctant to move without American ap-
proval , which was not forthcoming. Ky reported that the officers , after checking
with the Americans, had come back to him and warned “now be careful , Marshal,
we don ’t want you to be killed by Thieu before you move. Because American
officials (have] come to us and told us not to listen to Marshal Ky.”

During the period prior to the formation of a new government on April 14, “the
government remained more or less inactive,” according to Buu Vien. Another
senior official put it more strongly: “ . . .  between the two governments nobody
worked ... nobody took the initiative to do something.” According to his own
account, Can agreed to become Prime Minister because he was the only man in
Thieu’s camp “capable of dealing with other political and religious parties when the
level of protest was disturbing the country and sapping the army’s morale.” He
hoped that he would obtain “a sort of mod us vivendi that would allow the armed
forces to fight as long as they could.” However, he asserted that “no man could have
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saved Vietnam at that time.” An immediate priority of the new Cabinet was to
relocate the hundreds of thousands of refugees who were fleeing the northern
provinces in order to “prevent the uncontrolled rout from spreading hysteria in
Saigon itself.” This proved to be an enormous task, however , for, in the words of
the Capital Military District Commander , “the problem of the refugees increased
daily. We didn ’t have enough camps to set them up. Most of them were sent from
the coastal regions by boat and instead of locating them away from the capita l, they
penetrated the city and became disorganized , and the people living in the cities
were afraid. ”

Upon taking office , the new Minister of Defense in the Can Cabinet , General
Don , persuaded Thieu to place under “house arrest ” about a dozen generals and
province chiefs pending an investigation of their role in the collapse of I and II
Corps.4 ’ Don requested this action “to show the Army that we would like to stop
the Communists” and “can be very firm , very hard.” After making a tour of the
battlefields , Don also met with his senior generals and tried to impress upon them
the importance of containing the military situation if a political solution was to be
found:

I said to the generals, I met with them three times, I said to them even if
we have a political solution, a cease fire , we need on this side to hold the
military situation. We cannot talk , we cannot discuss with the other side,
if we lose completely the military situation. And I told these people , these
generals , including the Chief of the General Staff and he agreed with me.
He said, yes, you are right. It is the first time somebody talked to us like
this. I don ’t tell you to fight unti l the last man , but to fight in order to allow
the government to find a political solution. What the political solution
would be I don ’t know.

However , despite these exhortations, the Minister of Defense said he found it
difficult to get action out of the JGS. To quote General Don , the Chairman of the
JGS “didn ’t want to do any th ing . . . .  I pushed Cao Van Vien every morning from
the day I became Minister of Defense I pushed him to use the units in the Delta ,
to reinforce Long An , at least south of Saigon , and reinforce maybe the 25th
Division at Tay Ninh and 1-Iau Nghia. And he told me we have a plan and so and
so, and I said, ‘Well , do it. ’ And I warned about what happened in the north If
we have blame , he [Vien] is one of the persons to blame for his negative action. No
coordination. No orders to anyone. ”

It was during the tenure of General Don that the final two military engage-
ments of any note took place in Vietnam. These occurred at Phan Rang and Xuan
Loc.

Following the evacuation of Nha Trang, the provinces of Ninh Thuan and Binh
Thuan were placed under the operational control of III Corps. While Communist
forces already controlled most of these two provinces, the GVN still held a portion
of Phan Thiet city in Binh Thuan 42 and the airfield a few miles north of Phan Rang,
the provincial capital of Ninh Thuan. Initially the Communists did not press their
attack heavily in Ninh Thuan, and therefore the decision was made to reinforce the
ARVN units at the Phan Rang airfield , with hopes of reoccupying the province

‘ The most notable exception was Genera l Truon g, the former I Corps Commander, who was given
a new assignment with the JGS.

According to one genera l officer , who was briefly in Phan Thiet, “The city was in an indescr ibable
sta te of disorder, half of it was occupied by the enemy, with the rest of the city receiving heavy shelling .”
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capi ta l , which appeared to be lightly held by Communist forces. Two regiments of
the 2nd Division (fleshed out with Regional Force personnel) which had been
withdrawn from I Corps were inserted into the airfield , along with one brigade of
Airborne troops. The latter was later needed at Xuan Loc and was replaced by a
Ranger group. Despite these reinforcements , Communist tanks and infantry units
attacked and overran the Phan Rang airfield on April 16, after a brief but bitter
struggle.

Like most GVN military operations in the final month (the major exception
being Xuan Loc), the management of the Phan Rang operation was severely criti-
cized by several respondents. General Don , who had flown to Phan Rang just before
it . fell , found that the JGS had failed to provide adequate logistic support to the
forces there. Among other things , the JGS had sent them 105 artillery pieces
“without any sights,” and the units lacked “radios for the platoons to be in com-
municat ion .” Don considered Phan Rang an example of the “many requests for
support by the unit commanders [that] were never answered by the General Staff. ”

Others were critical of the whole operation and questioned the motivation
behind it. One respondent stated that it was “criminally poor judgment ” to weakly
reinforce Phan Rang with units that were so badly needed farther to the south. He
further charged that the decision was influenced by the fact that Ninh Thuan was
President Thieu ’s native province. Although other respondents also believed this
to be the motivation , some considered the Phan Rang operation simply a “delaying
action. ” If the President ’s motives were personal , it is indeed ironic that local troops
stationed there “bulldozed and leveled” his ancestors ’ graves at Phan Rang in “an
ultimate expression of hatred and anger. ”43 In one senior officer ’s words, President
Thieu was by then “probabl y the most hated man in Vietnam. ”

In contrast to Phan Rang, the defense of Xuan Loc was considered by all
respondents to have been the high point of South Vietnamese resistance during the
last days of the war. The battle at Xuan Loc had several attributes which set it apart
from the previous military engagements: ( 1) It was the only sustained battle of
division-size forces; (2) it was the one place where tactical air support was employed
with significant effect; and (3) it was the one engagement where major ARVN forces
stood their ground and consistently fought well.

As the provincial capital of Long Khanh , Xuan Loc controlled the important
highway links to the northeast of Saigon , including the access route to the vital base
at Bien Hoa. Communist units began to app ly pressure around Xuan Loc on April
7, and in time some four NVA divisions were committed to battle there. Defending
at Xuan Loc was ARVN’s 18th Division , reinforced by one regiment of the 5th
Division and the 1st Airborne brigade. The fighting eventually became “very
fierce , ” as the NVA used massive artillery fire and “human sea ” infantry tactics to
launch one assault after another against the GVN’s defensive positions. The 18th
Division and other defenders nevertheless held on with the help of heavy air
support . C- 130 transport aircraft were converted to a bombing mode and were used
to drop 15,000-lb “Daisy Cutter ” bombs on enemy troop concentrations. CBUs
(cluster bombs) were also used with great effect at Xuan Loc and were credited by
General Don as having “stopped the Communists” there . However , South Viet-

The respondent quoted here went on to st ate: “ It was rumored that this single event was the most
deva stating blow to his morale and a decisive factor which caused him to resign ”
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-na m ’s supply of CBUs was very limited , and after it had been exhausted , the
defense could no longer be sustained. Lacking further reinforcement and in danger
of becoming totally surrounded , the 18th Division and other defenders were with .
drawn on the 21st of April.

According to Colonel Nhan , during “14 days of fighting in Xuan Loc, SVN
troops received more than 20,000 rockets and artillery shells , bu t t hey destroyed
37 Communist T54 tanks and killed more than 5,000 Communist attackers. ” All the
respondents manifested considerable pride in the “heroic ” performance of’ the
ARVN units defending Xuan Loc. In the words of one officer , “We could still find
in our troops the An Loc fighting spirit , even a higher spirit. ” And Colonel Nh an
reported:

From the psychological point of view , the Xuan Loc resistance was a great
hel p to relieve the extremely agitated mental state of the people and sol-
diers. It brought back the courage and self-confidence in milit ary command-
ers whose guilt complex was torturing them after the rout from the central
highlands. The heroic resistance at Xuan Loc revived everyone ’s hope that
finall y th~ South Vietnam troops cou ld stop th e en emy aggressi on a n d
thwart the enemy offensive as they had done in 1968 and 1972.

However , this was not to be, as Xuan Loc was the last significant battle of the
Vietnam war.

Despite last-minute attempts to establish some sort of defense perimeter
around the Saigon area , the remaining ARVN forces were no longer capable of
sustaining a coherent defense against the vastly superior Communis t  forces press-
ing in on the capital. The Minister of Defense reported that he saw little fur t l ie i
significant military action from defending forces after the loss of Xuan Loc, a
situation he attributed in part to the fact that there was no coordination of the
defense not onl~ the defense , but all the battles from the beginning to the end. ”

One militar y option , apparently discussed informally by a number of officers ,
was to withdraw the remaining GVN forces to the Delta and continue the resistance
from there. Under this concept , all the bridges from the Mekong River north would
have been destroyed and the GVN would have defended from Can Tho south. As
Colonel Loi explained the scheme:

We planned to move everything to Can Tho and try to hold the Delta—and
set up a kind of resistance movement and stay there in the Can Tho area ,
the only area we can hold because Hanoi cannot move tanks and heavy
equipment down in this area.

It was his view that “if we move some troops down to the Delta and destroy all the
bridges from the north , with the help from the population , the Hoa IIao , and all ,”
it would have been possible to hold the Can Tho area for some time. However , there
is no evidence that such a plan got beyond the informal discussion stage or was ever
seriously considered by the JGS.44

The lack of serious attention given to a withdrawal to the Delta was partly the
result of the political paralysis that gripped Vietnam upon the resignation of Presi-
dent Thieu. On April 21 , Thieu unexpectedly convened a meeting of the Council of

“The Capital Military District Commander doubted that such a withdrawal to the Dej ta would have
been a “realistic plan.”
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Ministers , the first held since the fall of Ban Me Thuot , and resigned office in favor
of his Vice President , Tran Van Huong. In his resignation speech , Thieu said that
he was stepping down “in order to prove that it wasn ’t really because of him that
the U.S. Government no longer afforded military assistance in Vietnam. ”45 Some
respondents believed that Thieu had been finally forced out at least partl y as a
result of American pressure. According to Bui Diem , “Thieu ’s resignation complete-
ly paralyzed the government which was already half paralyzed by the disastrous
losses: Pleiku , Kontum , Hue , and Danang. ” Because of this disruption , the Minister
of Defense felt the resi gnation was ill-timed:

If he had to resign, it should have been a long time before, or never. Because
when he resigned we met many difficulties. First , the government had to
resign . There is nobody to work. His loyal followers and all key people in
all units of administration also tried to follow him , tried to escape—disorder
everywhere and , with the new , Tran Van Huong, he moved slowly, very
slowly and he didn ’t give specific orders to the troops to fight until the last
day, the last hour.

While several respondents considered the new President a “true patriot ,” they
did not view him to be an effective leader in the crisis facing Vietnam. Former
Prime Minister Can , who had also resigned, stated: “All that President Huong did
in those couple of days he led the country was to have endless conversations with
U.S. and French Ambassadors and Vietnamese top politicians, who all tried to
convince him to resign for he was not accepted by Hanoi as an interlocutor. ” The
new President also spent much of his time personally reviewing visa applications
from Vietnamese seeking to leave the country. Apparently outraged by the corrupt
practices involved in granting exit visas, Huong wanted to decide each case himself.

Since the beg inning of April , there had been a steady movement of persons out
of Vietnam , some with U.S. help. In the words of Prime Minister Can , “Everybody
was impatient to escape before the worst would occur like Danang, where soldiers
and civilians mobbed planes and ships to get aboard. ” According to Can , even
before he had become Prime Ministe r , “all banks were crowded with customers
drawing out their deposits , and the immigration office , friendly embassies, the
DAO, the U.S. AID offices were full of people seeking papers to get out of the
country. ”

During the final days, Saigon was rife with rumors. Many Vietnamese still
believed that the Americans would find some kind of solution. Colonel Loi reported
that:

Even the week before the fall of Saigon . . .  there were rumors that there
had been a coup d’etat in Hanoi. Giap had been killed and that the order
to the Northern divisions was to withdra w to the North. Rumors that the
Chinese had moved into North Vietnam and all the Northern divisions had
to go back to the North to face the Chinese. Even at the last day at Saigon,
everyone thought that .this was an American coup because they had the
power to do something like this.

Other Vietnamese believed that the collapse itself was perpetrated by the Amen-
cans. Again according to Colonel Loi , they thought there was “an overall agreed
plan with the North Vietnamese and this was carried out very closely by the

“ As reported by Buu Vien
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Americans. ” The rationale of this rumor was that the “Americans want to get rid
of the Vietnam problem. And secondly, they have already agreed with the North
Vietnamese on something in the future. Some plan for the future for all of Indo-
china. So they want to get rid of the Saigon regime and do something in the future. ”
And there were those who still hoped for American intervention: “They can inter-
vene or they can work out some measure with China and Russia and find out some
solution. And the advance of the Communist troops was just to carry out the plan
that you had already set up. But we still believed that the Americans can control
the situation and they can do what they want. I think that a lot of people believed
this. ”

The most prevalent rumors , however , were about the “Big Minh Solution. ”
General Duong Van Minh had been said for years to be the only South Vietnamese
leader acceptable to the Communists, and the people were waiting for him to
replace President Huong and start negotiations with the Communists. In the words
of General Don , “His name was in the mouth of everyone, now, as the next leader ,
the next solution. Nobody wants to fight because [there are] too many rumors about
the Bi g Minh Solution , about Mr. Huong wanting to resign, and so forth. You
realize now the atmosphere in Saigon at that time. If we find some units still
fighting we must be grateful to these people.”

Much of the speculation about the Big Minh Solution was fired and given
credibility by the attempts of the French Embassy in Saigon to play a “middleman
between the parties” during the last two weeks of the war. According to Bui Diem,
these activities stirred hope as to the possibility of a negotiated settlement during
“these difficult days when a semblance of hope was hope.” Bui Diem continued:

About two weeks before the war was over , the French Ambassador in
Saigon , Mr. Merillon , hinted in his conversations with the political leaders
in the capital that he had contact with the Communist side. Perhaps with
the tacit approval and encouragement from his government, he let it be
known that the Communists might eventually accept a coalition govern-
ment as a first step toward a peace settlement. Mr. Merillon apparently
thought that his efforts would result in an advantageous position for France
after the Communist takeover and consequently tried hard to play the role
of negotiator. Openly advocating the Big Minh Solution he indicated to
whomever he talked to that the only remaining obstacles on the road to
peace were Mr. Thieu and his government. The Communists for their part
did not discourage these behind the scenes French maneuvers. Instead they
used the maneuvers to their own advantage and concentrated all their
efforts into accelerating their military march on the capital.

Big Minh did indeed come to power on April 28, but a “solution ” was no longer
in the cards. The American airlift to evacuate U.S. and Vietnamese nationals had
already been under way for several days, and Communist units were pressing in
on Saigon. The new President Minh appealed to the other side to cease hostilities
and attempted to start negotiations by asking the Americans to evacuate all mili-
tary personnel. The Communists reacted by strafing the Presidential Palace and
bombing Tan Son Nhut airport with aircraft captured from VNAF. As Buu Vien
put it , “That was their pointed response to Minh’s proposal.” And then “shortly
after midnight of April 28, the Communists began to pour heavy artillery into Tan
Son Nhut airport, killing two U.S. Marines, the last to die in the Vietnam war , and
interdicting any further use of the airbase . The collapse of Saigon was imminent
and the U.S. Embassy ordered the final and hasty evacuation by helicopters.”
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Even at this last moment , however, there were still some Vietnamese who
wanted to resist. Lieutenant General Vinh Loc volunteered to become the Chair-
man of the JGS to replace General Vien , who had left on April 28. Colonel Nhan
volunteered to assist Vinh Loc in attempting to stabilize the military situation.
Contact was made with local military units. In Nhan ’s words:

All encouraged us and offered suggestions to stabilize the situation
many units reinstated their old commander. Many deputy officers took
responsibilities of commanders whose whereabouts were not known. Some
Armored , Airborne and Ranger units requested to be placed under the
direct JGS control and seek new missions because they had lost contact
with their immediate headquarters.

Plans were drawn up for counterattack , and the logistic command estimated “that
it could supply gasoline and ammunition for the next 15 days if the depots were not
lost to the enemy.” However , these last desperate efforts came to naught when , on
the morning of April 30, President Minh decided to unconditionally surrender to
the Communists. Colonel Nhan described his reaction to this event:

This news caught me by surprise because up to that moment , the JGS had
never been consulted on such an important matter. Genera l Loc and we had
done all we could to reestablish the vitality of the disintegrating Armed
Forces. The troops were regaining confidence and got ready for the fight to
defend the country. But we were betrayed by the cowardly and naive
politicians who choose reconciliation as their objective. They did not realize
that they had no capacity to cope with the Communists who only used war
and peace as a means to achieve their political goal of establishing a Com-
munist regime in South Vietnam . . .. Now that the government had decided
to surrender, [the] armed forces could no longer exist.

I
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Chapter 15

PERCEPTIONS OF THE EVACUATION

While only a few respondents commented in any detail on the evacuation from
Vietnam , there were severa l who were critical of the U.S. evacuation effort , believ-
ing that it had started too soon and , as a result , had helped undermine the will to
resist.

General Tran Van Don , for example , attributed the rapid collapse of Phan Thiet
to the premature evacuation of the families of senior Vietnamese officers:

I heard that some families from the generals, colonels, were evacuated
already .‘... And I tried at my meetings with the generals to ask them,
“Don’t be in a hurry to do it. Don’t try to do it.” And no response. I thought
that they understood. That is all. But I knew after that when I was in Guam
and Fort Chafee and I understood now why some families were evacuated
one week or ten days before, families from the generals, families from the
colonels, families from the pilots of the Air Force. Families from the Ma-
rifles at Vung Tau. I understood when I meet some people why they were
not very excited to fight. If their families went away already, the only thing
to do was follow them. I know some planes had left already. I don ’t say all.
And the lower officers , the NCOs, knew already.

Another senior officer , General Thinh, considered the early evacuation of or-
phans to the United States to have been a visible manifestation of “American
abandonment,” causing “South Vietnamese morale to be shaken.” He extended this
criticism to the evacuation of Americans as well:

At the same time as the evacuation of the orphans, there was the evacua-
tion of the Americans themselves, beginning at the end of March 1975, of
those whose presence in South Vietnam was not absolutely required. This
hasty evacuation , done at the moment that provinces were falling one after
the other to the enemy, had the effect of inci ting most Vietnamese to leave
Vietnam , if possible. It spread fear among those who saw their futures as
uncertain and cloudy. It was partly responsible for the suddenness of the
country ’s fall.
Another general who served on the JGS said he was also disturbed by the fact

that the United States moved out families of senior officers first; he believed this
hurt the morale of those remaining. He implied that there may have been some
kind of ulterior motive—a “political decision” on the part of the United States to
hurry South Vietnamese leaders outside the country . He referred to “an exaggera-
tion of the situation” by the U.S. Defense Attache’s Office and the CIA and stated
that he personally felt the Americans were trying to “hurry him ” out of the coun-
try .

Former Ambassador Bui Diem, however, directed his comments to an entirely
different point , suggesting that too many Vietnamese had been left behind:

In terms of military operation within the time frame imposed by the cir-
cumstances at that time, it was perhaps a success because in less than 24
hours thousands of Americans and South Vietnamese had been evacuated
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under precarious conditions and with only two Marines killed during the
bombing of the Tan Son Nhut airport just one day before the operation
began. In terms of human tragedy and from the South Vietnamese point
of view , it was another story. Hundreds of thousands of South Vietnamese
who had put all their hopes in being evacuated are now suffering inside
Communist jails and camps. Thousands of others who were evacuated in
haste are condemned to live separated from the other members of their
families without any hope of being reunited. Obviously, by the time the
Communists had their advance units around Saigon, the situation was
difficult for the Americans. How many South Vietnamese were to be in-
cluded in the evacuation? Could it be started while the Saigon government
was still operating, moribund as it was? How about the shock effect on the
population? Could panic be avoided? To all these questions there were no
easy answers but somehow through lack of clear cut decisions from Wash-
ington (according to the testimony of Ambassador Martin before the House
Committee on International Relations, January 1976) the U.S. Mission in
Saigon got the authority to evacuate 50,000 South Vietnamese only four
days before the final collapse. Lack of coordination , confusion and loss of
control ensued and in the end thousands of South Vietnamese of high risk
were left behind , defenseless in the hands of the Communists. They were
promised help by the representatives of the U.S. Mission but at the last
minute those who had promised help did not show up. Thousands of others
who could well have stayed behind without too much risk were evacuated
instead because they had some American good friend who claimed them as
relatives, or in many cases, simply because they succeeded in getting in
touch with some of the American adventurers who unscrupulously orga-
nized the evacuation for their own profit.

Many evacuees are crippled by the simple fact that they had to leave
South Vietnam and try to start a new life in another country far away from
their ancestral land with no practical hope of coming home. And by the way
the whole program was carried out , the evacuation was sad, even heart-
brea king for many South Vietnamese.
In concluding, Bui Diem noted that “the whole operation was in a way an

unhappy ending for an unhappy chapter of American history and the Americans
can quickly turn the page; but for all the South Vietnamese, whether they stayed
in South Vietnam or succeeded in going abroad , the war and the evacuation was
a continuing nightmare. For them , the tragic scenes of those South Vietnamese
families at dawn on the roofs of the buildings in downtown Saigon, waiting anxious-
ly but hopelessly for the blinking lights of a helicopter which never came back , or
the scenes of those innumerable barges and sampans rushing eastward into the
high sea with the hazardous expectation of being rescued by the U.S. Seventh Fleet
will be remembered for all time to come.” 

- —.—- --—— -----— - 
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THE COLLAPSE IN RETROSPECT:
SOME FINAL QUESTIONS

After all that has been said , there still remains a final set of questions about the
fall of South Vietnam: Could the outcome have been different? Did our South
Vietnamese respondents see the collapse as inevitable , and if not , what might have
been done to avert the disaster?

As to the latter question , there is consensus among the respondents on one
point: Had the Americans not “abandoned ” Vietnam , the course of events would
have been quite different. Most respondents agreed that an effective defense could
have been sustained for some time had U.S. aid not been cut back after the Paris
Agreements. Most also believed that the reintervention of U.S. airpower , espe-
cially B-52s, would have prevented defeat in 1975. None would contend that
continued aid or renewed intervention would have ended the war or brough t
victory —significantly, the word “victory ” does not appear in the interviews.

But beyond this fundamental conviction that U.S. support was crucial , the
views of the respondents on “what might have been done” become more diffuse and
complex , and must in part be distilled through inference. While some respondents
offered explicit suggestions about what they believed to have been more promising
options for the conduct of the war , the views of most must be drawn from the
catalog of reasons they cited for the collapse. These range over a wide field: South
Vietnam ’s armed forces were poorly led , stretched too thin , lacked an efficient
general staff , and were improperly organized to cope with the threat at hand. It was
difficult to mobilize national resources and impose the discipline necessary to fight
a long war within the democratic norms the South was obliged to follow. Corruption
was rampant. North Vietnam , by contrast , was a totalitarian society, geared for
war , fully supported by its allies, and after 1973, free fro m direct attack , even in
its southern sanctuaries.

The major poin ts made included the following: Thieu should have been re-
moved , along with , by implication , the corrupt and incompetent people he ap-
pointed . South Vietnam ’s territory should have been consolidated to make it
more defensible. A more austere style of figh ting should have been adopted . Man-
power policies should have been changed. More divisions should have been acti-
vated. A coherent strategy for conducting the war should have been developed ,
along with more viable contingency plans in the event of a full-scale offensive.
South Vietnam should have attacked the North , or at least harassed the enemy ’s
lines of communication in the South . South Vietnam should have tried to hold
out longer.

Although few said so directly, the respondents implied that had at least some
of these and other things been done, the outcome of the war would have been
different , which suggests that they felt defeat was not inevitable. But they did none
of these things . One reason given for this is that such actions would have required
America ’s acquiescence, if not its active support—after all , it was America that had
insisted on the maintenance of democratic norms, organized the ARVN in the
image of the U.S. Army, and refused to equip additional divisions. Moreover , South
Vietnam ’s leaders seemed convinced that such painful reforms were in fact un-
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necessa ry, because the Americans could be counted on to bail out the South in an
emergency.

But there was also one other fundamental factor that discouraged reform: None
of South Vietnam ’s weaknesses seemed solvable in isolation; rather , each was part
of an intricate web. According to this view , the causes of the collapse were so
“inextricably interwoven ” that no single change in the conduct of the war on their
part alone would have affected the outcome and , in any case, they considered most
reforms to be difficult , if not impossible to realize. (In contrast , American officials
generally tended to consider South Vietnam ’s weaknesses to be discrete and in-
dividually remediable problems.) Change in South Vietnam often faced a vicious
circle. It seemed impossible, for example, to get competent military commanders
because of the corruption in the promotion system. Yet it was impossible to clean
up corruption without concerted action on the part of President Thieu , who was
himself in on or at least a “captive ” of the system. But it was risky to get rid of
Thieu because only he had the support of the Americans, and without American
support the South Vietnamese could not carry on the war.

Thus, the principal causes of the disaster were seen as all interacting upon one
another at any given time and encompassing a wide spectrum of military, social,
political , and international factors. They embodied a composite of past errors,
wea kn esses, and misperceptions that left South Vietnam inherently vulnerable to
an enemy superior in will and power.

Although it would be wrong to conclude that the South Vietnamese saw them-
selves as entirely helpless, they tended to see themselves as being “moved” rather
than being “movers.” This theme comes through quite strongly in the interviews.
It appears first in their perceptions of how America was able to impose its will on
Vietnam: In their view, the Americans, while they may not have been the architects
of defeat, greatly contributed to it by simultaneously pushing for a vast range of
different and irreconcilable objectives, more or less from the beginning of the war.
The push for greater South Vietnamese military strength was incompatible with
the push to encourage greater democracy and freedom. The Americans wanted the
South Vietnamese government to create a broader political base and reduce corrup-
tion , but they continued to back Thieu. The Americans gave the South Vietnamese
a military machine that was inherently costly to maintain and operate , and then
wanted them to reduce military costs and operate with far less aid. The Americans
wanted South Vietnam to demobilize men to transfer them to the civilian economy,
while the enemy was increasing its military strength. This attempt to build a
political and economic showcase in the midst of a hard war was regarded as unreal-
istic, and some South Vietnamese officials apparently felt squeezed—or in some
cases suspended—between high-flown American plans and harsh military, econom-
ic , and political realities.

But the perception of being “moved” was reflected more fundamentall” by
those who saw South Vietnam to be but one piece of a larger~contest. They ~iewed
the war not simply as a conflict between themselves and the North Vietnamese but
as part of a global struggle between the Soviet Union and China on the one side
and the free world , led by the United States, on the other. In such a struggle, the
will and the actions of the South Vietnamese could have but limited impact; the
Americans held the real power. The course of the war and its outcome would
depend on events and decisions made in a higher arena , and it was there they were
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to be ultimately failed. Détente with the Soviet Union and the rapprochement with
China , together with the American President ’s Watergate troubles and America ’s
inherent “impatience ” (a condition they contrasted with their enemies’ unlimited
willingness to endure), combined to erode the desire and capacity of the United
States to further resist Communist expansion.

Thus, the destiny of South Vietnam , in the final analysis, was regarded to have
rested in the hands of others—and in this sense was a matter of fate, which , after
all, is a concept deeply embedded in Vietnamese culture. And , as one respondent
concluded , “Fate was not on our side.”
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